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Trouble On Main St.

Tangle With Officer

Schoolgirls Say Cops Abusive

ALENE BROMLEY, left, anti
Christine Williams were released from the Juvenile

—

By BURLEIGH HINES, JR. Alene, with the help of her
When Christine Willams, 16- visiting friend, tells this story:
year-old high school girl from She said she and Christine
Chicago, III., came to Memphis wer, standing on the corner of
to visit her friend, Alene Brom- Main and Gayoso last Friday
ley, 17, of 274 Baltic, little did waitins for the light to change
she suspect that she would be se that they could cross the
handcuffed, verbally scorned street to enter Grant's store
and treated as a common crim- for a soft drink. A traffic ofinal by our Memphis police de- ficer was in the center of the
street.
partment.
Christine, pert, intelligent, a STARTED ACROSS
student at Marshall high in the
Alene said Christine startwindy city said although this ed across the street moving
was hei first time back in the with the east bound traffic as
south after many years (she the light changed. She said she
was born in Mississippi) the called to Christine after she
general ignoble treatment by had walked a few steps to tell
Memphis policemen didn't dis- her that it was an amblesuade her to give up visiting scramble corner and Christine
the south in the future.
immediately came back to the
Christine came to Memphis sidewalk.
authorities last Friday after- lice force. (Staff Photo by more than two weeks ago to In the meantime she said the
noon after a shocking expert- Billy Duncan)
visit her friend, Alene, who is officer was reminding her of
ence with the Memphis poa student at Lester high school. the same fact. After the light

changed to walk, Alene said,
they proceeded across the street
and went into the store, thinking their episode with the policeman was done.
"He followed us into the
store," Alene said, "and grabbed Christine by the wrist,
bending it back."
"Didn't you bear me?" Alene
said ths. officer questioned.
"No," said Christine.
Christine said she was freed
and went to the counter and
drank a soft drink with the officer still standing behind her.
After she finished her drink,
31,1 said, the officer grabbed
her again and told her she was
under arrest.
TWISTED FREE
"I twisted my hand free,"
Christme said, and then he
grabbed me by the belt around
my waist in front, putting his

hand down under my skirt just car with them said, "I sure do
at the top," she said.
wish the sun would go down
"Take your hand from in my now."
skirt," Christine said she told TIGHTEN CUFFS
him, as a crowd gathered. The Christine said another one
traffic officer then told some- asked her if the, handcuffs were
on in the store to call a squad comfortable. "Yes," she said
car.
she replied.
"Two squad cars came,"
The officer then proceeded to
Alene said-.
tighten the cuffs to the last
Both girls said officers jump- niche, she said, hurting her
ed out of the squad cars and wrists and causing them to be
clamped Christine's hands be- sore for hours after they were
hind her back and handcuffed taken off.
them. At no time did either of Christine said when they
got
them try to hit the officer, they to the station, they
went
said, neither did they curse and through the side door, past
the
swear at them. The cursing desk sergeant's cage -a
nd
came later, they said, but it straight into what she
termed
was done by the policemen as the Captain's office.
She said
they were driving them to the the vethal abuses
continued.
station
"Sit on the floor," she said
On the ride to the station, .me of the officer told
them.
Alene said one of the officers
(there were two in the squad
See TANGLE, Page 2
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„NEGROES PLAN MARCH ON MAIN STREET
Death Takes
I
Mrs.
J.
Boyd,
14 Arrested At
'Public' Meet J. H. Tapplen
Gave Donation

At Mass Meet

UPSETTER

Mrs. J. R. Boyd passed away
Take your money and then,'along with several others in the last week (Etta Danner) at
have you arrested? Read on. group, stood, said Miss Ed- Collins Chapel. hospital. She
Ten Negro adults and four wards, Their dollars were taken
was the wife of
youths were arrested Tuesday and all the money was put in
the
vice chairnight after they had attended a one pile. After the offering a
man of the hospublic invited affair sponsored movie, "Goal To Go" was
pital.
Services
by members of the Assembly of shown.
and burial were
od church in the Overton The movie lasted about 10
held at Mt. Pisminutes, said Miss Edwards. If
ark Shell.
gah, Tenn. last
It was reported by Miss Je- was interrupted by two accordMonday.
MemDuring
this
time
member
of
the
solos.
ior
vita Edwards, a
Mrs. Boyd was
Negro group that the youth de- phis police had made their arborn in Milan,
cide(' to attend the meet after rival, said Miss Edwards and
Tenn., and lived
they had read a clipping in a all 14 Negroes were put under
Mrs. Boyd in Memphis for
newspaper stating that the pub- arrest.
lic was invited to attend an As- Miss Edwards said members most of her life. She taught
Mr. Neal lambasted Negroes
sembly of God Youth Rally in of the Assembly of God did not school here for over 20 years DR. VASCO A. Smith, left,
he termed "back-sliding, unat
Manassas
high,
retiring
in
Rev.
B.
Elton
Cox
and
sitbut
the
charges
press
to
Shell.
intend
the
cle toms." Mrs. Neal drew exin student 011ie Neal stirred
The contigent was greeted by police practically insisted that 1958.
tended applause for his hsrdup
things
quite
Another
death
that
had
many
fluidly
at
the
shoeL
the
in
turn
they
do
so.
usher,
who
an
hand of Evander Ford, piesi- In city court the adults were friends and associates mourn- mass meeting last Thursday hitting delivery. Many more
dent of the Memphis - Shelby fined $51 each on a city charge ing was the passing of James night, held at Mt. Olive CME
County NAACP Youth Organiza- of disrupting religious services H. Tapplen, husband of Mrs. Cathedral. Dr. Smith gave an
tion, and told them thet they and held to the state on a simi- Blanche J. Tapplen. He was a instruction period for adults
were welcome, said Miss Ed- lar state charge under $500 postal employe. He had worked and students for this latest
for the company for over 31 of drives to break down segbond for each individual.
wards.
"The usher asked if we want- Judge Beverly Boushe en- years. He died suddenly en regated lunch counters in
ed to sit in the back," Miss Ed- lightened City Prosecutor Ar- route to John Gaston hospital Memphis. Rev. Cox reminded
wards said. "Evander told the thur Shea, who had first charg- Funeral services were incom- of "An integrated earth for
an integrated Heaven" and
usher "No, we'd rather sit ed the students with disorderly plete at press time.
where we please with the conduct and loitering, that there
The Memphis-Shelby County
was a city charge applicable to
others'."
Chapter of the American Red
The usher said it was all right the religious services. Atty.
Cross today opens its annual
ith him, Miss Edwards re- Shea promptly went to his law
Fall campaign for recruiting
ported. The Negroes then walk- book and found the charge unvolunteers to bring Red Cross
ed in and sat among an esti- der which the students were rism•••••apia•sses••••• services to the community.
mated 300 whites without inci- charged.
DEPUTIES INDICTED
igerprints in a window at Levi Mrs. Neander Wade, VolunAs for the state charge there
dent.
1School so as to make him a teer Service chairman, anThe
Shelby
County
Grand
wasn't one until, after sugges- Jury has indicted four sher- burglary suspect. The deputies nounced that the recruitment
COLLECTION TIME
When time came to take col- tions from Mr. Shea, one of the iff's deputies on charges of ex- are under suspension.
drive, which
will continue
lection all persons who were Assembly of God ministers de- tortion and common assault. The WOMAN KILLED
through the month of Septemwilling to contribute a dollar cided that state charges should deputies, Sgt. Earl Bizzle, Sgt. The body of Mrs. Emma Boy- ber, wiL be led by Mrs. James
were asked to stand. Mr. Ford, be filed on the students also. W. H. Sellers, and Deputy pa- kins, 58, of 1420 Mallory, was W. Jackson, recruitment chairtrolmen Gordon Armour and badly mangled. One leg was man and Mrs. Anne G. Wilcox,
Sam Hall, all surrendered them- almost severed. A pair of black
selves and were subsequently slippers and her gold-rimmed
released on $1,000 bonds. The glasses were strewn nearly 50
deputies were accused by feet apart in the driveway of a
Frank Mitchell, 793 Hazelwood nearby service station. Howard
of forcing him to leave his fin- B. Ramsey, 48, of 2874 Lamb
Place was held to the state
A 37-member committee from
charges of second degree
on
nine Mid-west states met recentmurder and drunk driving in
Washington,
and
Chicago
ly in
connection with the death.
D. C., to discuss the Civil Rights
EFFORTS TO SAVE DAWSON
problem with both presidential
Arguments to save the life of
nominees.
Clayton Dawson, condemed to Miss Juanita V. Williamson
Elihue Stanback, president of
die in the electric chair for of 1217 Cannon, professor of
the Memphis - Shelby County
criminal assault, will be heard English at Le Moyne college,
Voters Association and 0. Z.
by the State Supreme Court has completed all requirements
Evers attended the four-day
sitting in Nashville, Sept. 7-9. for her doctorate and will have
conference.
Dawson was described by police the Ph. D. degree in English
After returning from the conas the man who terrorized the conferred upon her Jan. 21, by
afternoon,
Sunday
ference
South Memphis area with a University of Michigan at Ann
Evers told the Tri-State Defenseries of attacks on white and Arbor.
Negro women. He was convicted
der that they did not like the
She studied
excuses given by Kennedy or
and later denied a motion for
for
the docNixon on Civil Rights. He said,
a new trial.
torate
in the
impressive
more
"Nixon was
field of linguithan Kennedy."
stics and her
A total of 31 questions were
major interest
sated both nominees. One of
'was in dia.
the questions was, If elected
lects of AmPresident of the United States
merican Engwould you appoint Negroes to
lish.
the United States Supreme
Miss Williamson
Miss WilliCourt judgeship? Nixon said he
amson, who was graduated from
definitely would if a vacancy
LeMoyne in 1938 with highest
occurred.
honor, is beginning her 15th
According to the two, Kennedy headquarters were very
Owen College president, Rev year as a member of the Leslow about answering the quesCharles L. Dinkins, announced Moyne faculty, She earned the
tion. Kennedy headquarters
the faculty appointments of master's degree is English at
later said all qualified appliseven instructors as the college Atlanta University in 1940.
cants would he considered.
prepares for its seventh year She became professor of EngMr. Evers said he asked
of operation when freshmen lish at LeMoyne in 1952 and is
listed in Who's Who Among
Senator Humphreys (D., New 0. ZrEVERS and Eno* Mantua
. Operation Civil Rights. orientation week begins Sept
See LEMOYNE, Page
See OWEN, Page el
• See MEMPRIANS, Page 2

Isp

Drive Aimed At
Stores, Buses

011ie Neal, an outraged sit- cars) and ride the buses, takinner fired from his job because ing seats anywhere they so
of his integrationist activities, choose.
took his turn on the speaking Several speakers
marched berostrum at the last mass meet- fore the good crowd
in the caing and quickly %nowd on a thedrals each timing
their
stream of heated words meant speeches to the minimum,
putfor the uncle toms and back ting the maximum effect on
sliders among the Negro race. words, rather than on
length.
Neal, one of the very first Students came forth to give
students to be arrested way their accounts on their sit-ins
back in May when Memphis, and adult leaders gave suggesstudents decided it was timet tions and instructions for those
for them to make their own present.
move, , sent shivers down the
spines of many of the adult
persons attended this mass members of the meeting as he
met than the previous one. word-whipped those Negro
Another meet is scheduled adults who lack faith in the
for Thursday, Sept. 8. (Staff movement of the students.
photos by Billy Duncan),
Neal figuratively raked a
lot of Memphis adults over hot. Smokers among Tennessee's
1,075,000 women of adult age
coals.
Elsewhere in the meet which prefer filter cigarettes to nondref an estimated 400-500 peo- filter types by two to one acple, some 100-200 mpre than cording to a nationwide study of
attended the previous week's smoking preferences.
session, speakers asked for a In addition, the ladies are
march on one of the largest showing a growing preference
stores in the Memphis down- for the menthol brands, includtown area, Goldsmith. Feeling ing the newer light menthol
vice-chairman.
is underfoot that Negroes with types, the survey made by the
Mrs. Jackson said today that charg-a-plates at the store makers of Belair cigarettes
the chapter is making the larg- should turn them in unless Gold- showed.
est effort to recruit volunteers smith breaks down its maroon Of the 228 billion filter cigathis year of any year in the roped restaurant bars and admit rettes consumed in this country
recent history of the chapter. Negroes into its eatery on the last year. the study revealed,
women smokers puffed an esShe pointed out that the ex- fifth floor.
panded services to the com- Not stopping with the down- timated 95 billion, or about 41
munity made possible through town stores, the buses came per cent of the total. Among
the new chapter headquarters Ira for their share of criticism. the filters smoked by women
building have increased the On a day next week a call has were some 20 billion menthol
been made for all Negroes cigarettes. All told, women
need for volunteers.
The chapter plans during the throughout the city of Memphis smokers "lit up" 144 billion
month to bring to the public to park their cars (those with times in 1959.
the facts about Red Cross services to the community and recruit volunteers to further expand these services.
Among the most needed volunteers are Staff Aides, which
include office workers, typists
and receptionists to assist in
manning the new chapter headquarters building, according to
Mrs. Jackson.
A completely new field of
volunteer work for which volunteers are needed is a specialized Red Cross Canteen Service, volunteers will begin assisting Kennedy Hospital dietitians with the new selective
menu system scheduled to begin in October. Under this plan
the patients in some areas of
the hospital will begin selecting their own foods and Red
Cross volunteers will assist the
hospital staff in planning meals
and „filling the patient's requests. At the present time hospital dietitians plan meals for
all patients. hut under the new
slan the patient will have a
choice, with the assistance of
the Red Cross volunteers to
well
assure
planned
help
meals.

State's Women
Smokers Prefer
Filters 2 To 1

Local Red Cross
Needs
Volunteers
,••••••..•••••••••••••.
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Memphians Attend
Civil Rights Meet

LeMoyne Prof.
To Receive
Doctorate

Owen College
Set With New
Instructors

Buy U. S. Savings
Bonds Today
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To Plar Your Wait At

sp
Memphis Vets Should
Read These New Laws

2
Sat., Sept. 10, 1960

Local Postal Band
Win Honor At Confab

Harry G. Phillips, Officer-in- (4) PL 86 494 provides that
Charge of the VA Office in survivors of certain Navy enMemphis, today called the at- listed men, who died as a result of aviation accidents betention of Tennessee veterans tween October 8,
1940 and Auand their dependents to the fol- gust 3, 1942, while training IF
lowing six public laws enacted become aviation cadets, m )
The National Association of 27 in Cincinnati, Ohio. Del
recently by Congress and ap- apply for $10,000 gratuitous NaLetter Carriers held its 42nd gates attending from
Bluff
proved by President Eisenhow- tional Service Life Insurance
Biennial Convention August 21- City Branch No. 27 Memphis,1
_, _
er.
less the amount of Government
Ten ., were: Robert Clark, Jes-I
(1) PL 86-490 provides that insurance in force. Payment
sic Clarke, Byron H. Holeman,'
if a veteran submits proof of will be made to survivors but
John Lewis, John McNairy,
dependents within 60 days of not to estates.
James Stokes, George Saunnotice that the evaluation of (5) PL 86-495 prohibits payders, Arnett Willis and J. P.
that's refroshingly
r
his service-connected disabili- ment of benefits other than
president,
Br.
No.
27.
Stanley,
/
ty is increased to 50 per cent insurance to any child on acBranch No. 27 Letter Carriefs TOM MARSHALL, from left, Police Commissioner Claude time you will see the men in Instrumental last week in
or more the additional com- count of the death of more than
AT LAST science has Band also attended and receiv- B. J. Whitney, R. J. Turner A. Armour last week
when uniforms because as of last capturing the &Beged killer of
pensation for dependents will one parent in the same parentdiscovered a skillfully ed special recognition from Naand Wendell Robinson, Negro they were made permanent week they will be plainclothes a whiskey store operator on
blended vaginal douche
be paid from the date of eval- al line following the date of
William C. officers were commended by detectives. Above is the last men. The first three men were Mississippi. (Withers Pica.)
President
powder, tested and tional
uation instead r the date proof the law (June 8, 1960). The
found safe to use by Doherty. and a standing ovation
thousands of well
was received by the VA, as prior law would allow a cominformed women. This from the Convention delegates
bination of payments from a
the previous law required.
soothing medication,
attended
more
having
for
eanedIcznTA.NE, will not burn or
desensitise even the most delicate NALC conventions
than any
(2) PL 86-491 makes uniform parent's death and a step-partissue, yet is powerfully cleansing
the
marriage requirements for ent's death in some cases.
with
competition
band.
In
other
end deotioriaing.Don't take chances.
(Continued From Page 1)
widows entitled to death bene- (6) PL 86-497 authorizes
Get CERTANE today at drug stOritills 14 other Letter Carriers Bands,
(Continued From Page 1)
_
York) why did the Democrats fits under either death com- waiver of premium payment to
our band under the able direcvote against bringing the Civil pensation or dependency and be granted, upon application, to
Thornton, jr., 7, and classes start Sept. 14.
Matthew
of
tion
Quality Fabrics At
Rights bill to the floor? Evers indemnity compensation. For totally disabled World War I
won second prize for musical The following appointments
Lowest Prices
said the senator told him if the death compensation, it extends and Korean Conflict veteran
were announced:
ability.
Meriam
D.
Sugarman
Democrats
had permitted at from 10 to 15 years the time who became totally disable
Mrs.
The
St.
Louis
Area
Council
of
six study-discussion
groups;
This was the greatest conin line of duty after making apvention of the N.A.L.C. and the has joined the faculty as Lan- the Central Jurisdiction of The Evangelistic Outreach Recruit- this late date, Civil Rights to limit within which the widow plication for
insurance and
Instructor.
the
southern
English
come
to
the
floor
and
guage
must
have
married
a
church,
which
vetern
Methodist
met
in
ing,
Christian
Social
Concerns,
largest number of delegates in
Mrs. Sugarmon is the wife of St. Louis in the Union Memorial Stewardship, Missions and Sta- senators would have argued who later died from a service- prior to the date their insurattendance On Monday mornance became effective. The
1508 I Broadway
RE 5-3200
ing the delegates stood and ap- one of Memphis' most promi- Methodist church, August 24-25, tistical, Dr. Damon P. Young, arid would not have gotten other connected cause following the waiver of premiums renders
the
the
Farm
Sugarmon,
bills
like
B.
important
attorneys,
R.
termination
nent
of
the
period
of
authorized the purchase of an pastor of the St. Mark Methoplauded for a solid ten minutes
insurance non - participating
expressing their appreciation jr. She is a native of Florence, area headquarters there for dist Church, Chicago, was chair- Program, Housing Bill, and Ole service in which he sustained while the waiver is in
effect.
his service-connected disabiliand support of President Bill Alabama, and completed high $75,000, in its closing session on man of the Area Program Com- folks Securty Bill, passed.
school at Westover School in Thursday, with Bishop Matthew mittee, with Mrs. W. H. McCal- Sen Humpreys said he had ty. This law does not affect a
Doherty.
Middlebury, Conneticut. She W. Clair, jr., presiding. Fifty- lum, Detroit, Mich., secretary. been fighting for Civil Rights widow who qualifies because
DURHAM
It was voted unanimous by
for 15years and there shouldn't she was, married to the veteran STEEL FOLDING
earned the B. A. degree with one of the approximately 75 disthe
amend
convention
to
the
CHAIRS
Beta Kappa honors from trict superintendents, pastors,
be any question about his pois- for five or more years or
constitution to read: No appli- Phi
Modern Design.
Wellesley, laymen, women and youth in
College
in
child
was
Wellesley
tion.
where
a
born
of
the
Handsome Appearcant shall be denied memberance. Rugged ConSenator Everett Dirksen (D., marriage.
Mass., and has done study at attendance at the two-day conRECORD? FOR EVERYONE
struction
V •r7
ship in any Branch because of
Le Moyne College of Memphis fab, made pledges that came to
Ill.) was questioned by Mr. (3) PL 86-492 allows a widow
Durable
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
race, creed, color or national
he
Washington
University
of
Stanback
said
Stanback.
a total of $3,043.75 to launch the
eligibile to receive dependency
origin. Also in this convention and
Phone JA. 5-6348
Louis prior to receiving the campaign for the $75,000.
asked the senator, Why is it and indemnity compensation.
the constitution was further St.
5°
and up
that each time the Republicans which is based on the rank of
A. degree from Johns Hip- The representatives of the
, amended so that membership is M.
CONTACT
US
Baltimore,
University of
had brought up Civil Rights the the deceased veteran at the
Central West, Lexington and
open to all employees of the kins
FOR VOLUME PRICES
support
it?
Md
Democrats
would
not
time he was separated from
Southwest conferences, which
Federal Government.
BERNATSKY BROS.
CAMP COUNSELOR
Sen. Jervis agreed with Mr. service, to have the benefit of
now comprise the St. Louis
HURTING YOU?
500 5 Main St - IA. 11-0111111
Stanback after he told Dirksen a higher rank than that at
She has served as Camp Area, since the Tennessee Con
Nemphia, Tenn.
Counselor, teacher of Language'ference was made a part of the
it was the duty of Congress, re- time of separation from the
ReiffI
classes for children and re- new Nashville - Birmingham
gardless of party, to guarantee service provided he held it for
A fry drolth of OUTORO$ briar birthed
ceived training in the teaching Area at the Sixth Central Jurisconstitutional rights to all citi- six months at least and was
relief from tormealithe page ef there're
em.
01.1TGRO toegbethe tie aleth endwithath
of Modern Dance.
zens.
holding it within 120 days of
mil, allows tho sail to be set sowl thee s.
(Continued From Page 1)
dictional Conference held in
wept'further pain and
OUTUSO
Mrs. Mozella G. Woodson Cleveland, Ohio, July 12-17.
After the senators went back the date of his separation or
I, available at all dregdiscomfort.
troonewla
The girls declined, they said.
will teach English. Mrs Wood- made plans for implementing
to their chambers, members of death.
Porno, a doctor's formula, liquid
One officer said "I'll slap son is a native of Memphis and the quadrennial program 'of the
the "Operation Civil Rights"
or ointment, soothes, helps hail
you in the mouth," Alene said. attendel Booker T. Washington denomination, with the theme
Tell Us When . . .
committee were invited to the
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
After standing for about a High School and Le Moyne Col- "Christ Is Lord."
old chambers of the Senate
You'll Get It Then
tim
m les,
rashes, eczema, teen-agets
half hour while the officers lege where she received the B.
and Supreme Court where offi, on
foot. Stops etre
alete's
th
stubborn
talked to them, and among A. degree. She is a candidate The keynote address of the
For
cial business of Congress was
healing.
faster
aids
meeting
was
given
by
Mrs.
Demo,
MISS
CAROL
A.
CRESWELL,
Extra
Strength
cases,
get
themselves. Christine said they for the M. A. degree in Engconcluded and a press conferwere led to the juvenile divi- iganlish from the University of Louis Hobart Fields, Frank- a Fisk university graduate ence was held.
358 Beale Street
sion.
Michigan, where she served on fort, Ky., on Wednesday morn- arrived this month in BreYOU HAVE TO TRY IT
staff as Resident Assitant. ing. Mrs. Fields, who is the mer Haven, Germany, where
the
Printing Of All Kind
MET BY NEGRO
Woodson has received the president of the Woman's Socie- she will be assigned as a teachMrs.
TO BELIEVE III
Mimeographing
In the juvenile department
Letterheads
.
ty of Christian Service of the er of army dependents. Miss
Stationery
Bill Heads
And
and
Certificate
Honor
Dean's
wothey
were
met
by
a
Negro
Many other forms of printing for the
Central Jurisdiction spoke on Creswell has been employed as
individual or industry
man, a Mrs. Chisum, they said. Membership in the Honor Sothe subject "Highlighting the an elementary teacher for the (Continued From Page 1)
Identified later as Mrs. Lillian ciety at Le Moyne College.
past three years in the public American Women, Directory of
The Rev H. Clark Nabrit Quadrennial Program."
Chisum.
schools
of Washington, D. C. American Scholars, and Who's
BUIL BLADE
The
Council
was
divided
into
Religion.
Bible
and
Christine said she thought will teach
WORLD'S LARGEST
She is the daughter of Fisk Who, in the South and Southwhen she saw the Negro that He earned the A. B. degree from
perhaps they would be treated Morehouse College of Atlanta, I as Student Assistant in the Comptroller I. T. Creswell and west.
Mrs. Pearl Creswell.
She has written several paFORD DEALERS
a little less roughly but they and the B. D. degree from Cro-'Biology Department.
pers, including "The Contribuzer Theological Seminary of He is a member of the Alpha
were mistaken.
tion of Linguistics to the Teach"One of the officers asked Chester. Pa. He holds an hon- Phi Alpha fraternity and reing of English" and "The Vowel
orary
P.
D.
degree
from
Simand
sides
with
his
parents,
Mr.
her (Mrs. Chisum) if she wantPhonemes of the Speech of the
10 for
ed them to stay with her while mons University of Louisville, Mrs. L. H. Twigg, sr., at 1762
Negro in Memphis."
FITS
ALL
GILLETTE
RAZORS
Ky.
East.
So.
Parkway
she talked to us and she gave
Because of her high record
us a long hard look and said, Rev. Nabrit is the pastor of ON OWEN BOARD
at University of Michigan, Miss
the First Baptist Church-Lau- Mr. L. H. Twigg. sr. Is a
"Yes."
Williamson
has been invited
Returning
home
to
derdale
and
Director
of
FiMemphis
member of the Owen College
-Look a tall these pennies,"
this week after two months of back to the university next
Alene said one of the officers nance of the Tennessee Baptist Board of Trustees and PresiMissionary and
Educational dent of the Union Prdtective travel was Willie Owens, Ten- summer to do special research
I said.
99
nessee State university senior. in Linguistics.
Convention,
the
college's
sup- Assurance Co.
FRANK FEDERICO, 32, looks
"Yes," she said Mrs. Chisum
educadaughter
of
She
is
the
Mr.
Owens
traveled with the
Third at Gayoso
glum at police station in ElmAlbert K. Wong will teach
said, "It looks like she's knock- porting body.
A folio chock lull of pracNEW P. S. PROF.
Mathematics. Mr. Wong recent- J. D. Smith Evangelistic As- tors, the late Rev. John M. hurst, N.Y., after his arrest in
slot
machine."
over
a
ed
Mrs.
late
Phone JA 6-8871
Williamson,
and
the
sociation
to
Chicago
and
from
Philip A. Sellers will teach ly received the M. S. degree in
connection with a narcotics raid tical ideas. Have "dates"
PUT IN CELLS
Alice McAlister Williamson. A on a swank apartment. Police every day!
Physical Science. He is a native Mathematics from Atlanta Uni- there to Los Angeles, Calif.
Alene said she was questioned of Abermale, Va. And earnWilliamson said they seized some 25 pounds
versity. He completed high While in Los Angeles he at- sister, Mrs. Emma
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RACING GREAT STARTED IN MEMPHIS
Teacher
Makes
•
Good In Mass

Defender Spotlight

Charlie Smith, Famed Horse
Timer, Hangs Up Stopwatch

By EDGAR T. STEWART

Lucius Williams, jr. has
taught mathematics at Haverhill high school in Haverhill,
Mass., for three years. When
As the month of August ends best presentations by Mother
he resigned recently to take a
there seems to be plenty of ac- Liberty, St. Paul and New Hope
similar position in Long Island,
tivity taking place in Jackson.
respectively. A reception follow.
New York, the superintendent
Our congrads go out to Jesse
By JOHN B. COMBS
know if he came to the track his second wife. Sadie, several;And as he prepares to take life
of schools, both local papers,
Massey, Jackson's first Negro ed in the church basement.
at 5 a.m every day.
years ago, Smitty's sister, Kate, e a s y, this reporter cannot
and the student committee on
policeman to begin work on Serving as mistress of ceremon- When Charlie Smith got hold
acts as hes housekeeper and think of a more befitting tribstudent government day all
ACTS
ON
HUNCH
of
an
old
stop
Sept. 16. Massey, a graduate of ies was Mrs. Fiances Stone with
watch and started
prepares the hoine-cooked meals ute to pay him than one authexpressed regret.
a hobby of timing horse races Acting on a hunch, Smitty
Merry high school and former the president,
which he so thoroughly enjoys. ored by Ed. Bank, Sports ediMrs.
Rebecca
Williams is a 1951 graduate
here in his hometown of Mem- arrived at the track at 3 a.m.
Lane College student, will serve
During his liftetime in the tor of a Cleveland newspaper
the
following
morning.
And
inBerry,
giving
words
of
thanks.
of Jackson State college, Jackphis. in 1906, he had no idea
l as Youth Officer to work among
racing
world, this keen mind- a few years ago:
of
taking
steer:
his
seat
at
his
son, Miss. He received his LeMOYNE'S NEW DEAN —Dr.'Negro youths. He resides on!Rev. J. D. Atwater is pastor of he was launching a career which
ed. silvery haired sage of the "All men are equal under'
Master's degree in mathematics Floyd L. Bass, chairman of the First st. and is married to Mrs. the church.
cot& bring him national fame usual post, he stationed himself
turf, has been the source of the -turf or on it. Charlie
from Boston university in 195T division of education at Le. Maggie Massey, noted beautiand a very respectable living to in the grand stand. Soon after- many
feature stories by sports Smith is a living example of
ward, he spotted the inquisitive
•
and has begun to work toward Moyne, has been appointed dean cian and charm consultant in Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw ac- boot.
companied Mr. and Mrs. Fred Now 54 years later and wide- horseman leading his horse to writers throughout the country. the truth of that epigram."
his doctorate at Boston univer- of the college, it was announced Jackson.
siy.
by President Hollis F. Price.
Whitsett to Knoxville, Tenn. last ly recognized as the most profi- the track. Smitty made no fuss
!JACKSONIAN HONORED
about the attempt at trickery,
doctor
The
of
*duration
degree
This summer he studied at
Dr. I. L. Hildreth, Jackson's week on a sad occasion, that of cient clocker ever to time a he simply timed the horse's triAndover Academy under the was conferred upon the new only Negro physician, was hon. attending the funeral of Rev. 'M. fleet of thoroughbreeds, the
spunky 70 year old gentleman al running and recorded it in
Dartmouth college program for dean Aug. 26 by University of ored in a "This Is Your Life"
C.
M.
Harris,
son-in-law
of
Mr.
Colorado.
of the turf has announced his his official daily workout.
advanced work in math.
program last Monday night at
Another time, he recalled that
and
Mrs.
Whitsett,
retirement.
who
died
His salary at Long Island will
Berean Baptist church where
a horse owner tried to substibe $2,000 more annually than
his is a member. Dr. Hildretk suddenly. He was married to During his long undannted tute a stray horse for one
of
career, Smitty, as he is affecat Haverhill, $7,500 with a 5500
who has spent over fifty years the former Miss Helen Whitsett
the several he had registered
tionately
known
to
the
racing
raise at the end of the first
practicing in Jackson was hon- of Jackson. Many personalities
world, has officiated at race for the meeting. Spotting the
tear.
;
ored by his present and former were said to he there from all
'racks throughout the United outlaw nag, he rejected a handemployees. They included Mes- over the U. S. Some familiar
Since he left Jackson State;C
States, Canada, Cuba and Mexi-I home bride and ordered the
dames Troy Clay. Bernice faces seen were Rev. Ribbins of
he has taught at Cary Junior
co. He went to Columbus. Ohio, horse taken from the track imGates, Mable Hanegar
high, Cary, Miss., had a two
and Chattanooga, Tenn., Rev. Denk- in 1923, and has spent 37
con- mediately.
Mary L. Robinson.
ins, president of Owens College secutive years
year tour in the Army and won
working at Beu- Smitty's first assignment took
his advance degree.
He was in the midst of tears in Memphis, and Rev. Van J. lah park there and other Ohio him to Buffalo, N. Y. in 1906.
of joy as participants who had Malone, former pastor here. A tracks.
Mr. Williams is the son of
And although he was inexperiplayed a major part in his life Baptist minister, Rev. Harris ISN'T
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Williams,
his amazing efficiency
enced,
RETIRING
Dean Rudolph E. Waters an. appeared. They
were his wife, was moderator of the Knoxville Sitting in the neat living
sr., of Starkville, Miss. The
soon caught the eyes of a Daily
room
flounced the beginning of the
Mrs. Anna Hildreth; daughter, District. Our sympathies go out of hi:: comfortable
La der is a retired teacher.
home at 932 Racing Forum official. Three
90th session of Alcorn A&M col. Mrs. Arve
L. Robinson; grand- to Mrs. Harris.
Mr. Williams says it was lege as follows:
E. Guy st.. this famous legend years leer he was hired as the
Dormitories
daughter, Hildreth Venita, Mrs. A grand trip it was for Mrs.
official colcker and timer for
not the salary alone that caused were open for
freshmen Sept. L. Hart, Mr. J. W. Wilson, Mrs. Lillie Scott and her grandson, of the turf said he really isn't
the racing form. From that date
Ashlim
i
to accept the position on 4. orientation began
retiring,
he's
simply
quitting
Sept. 5-6, Lillian Parker, Dr. W. D Hold. Gilbert "Scottie" Herren& as
until his recent retirement, his
Long Island, but the greater,with placement tests
for fresh. er, Mr A. M. Dobbins, Dr. C. E. they boarded a jet out of Flori- the practice of answering the
opportunties for cultural and so- men scheduled on those
alarm clock at 4 a.m., daily, workouts and timing appeared
days. Chatman, Mrs Catherine Bal- da, destination, Puerto Rico.
forms and daily pa.
cial growth in the New York Registration for
CHARLIE SMITH
freshmen be. lard, Atty. J. E. Ballard, Mr. W. There they visited with Mrs. Whether at Beulah park or in racing
pers throughout the country.
area.
gan Sept. 7 and dormitories P.
other
any
track,
as
the
official
Newbern, Mr. Charles Bled- Scott's daughter and the mothMOST ADEPT
were open for upperclassmen
soe, Dr W. R. Bell, Mr. A. C. er of young Scottie, Mrs. Bob- clocker it was necessary for him
Smittv is not only recognized
on Sept. 7. Registration for upto
be
on
the
job
at
5
a.m.,
six
Ford Mr James F. Hughes, Mr. bie Scott Herrand, who is teachas the most adept timer in the
perclassmen, September 8-9. Earl
Shaw, and Dr. W. E. Mc- ing at St. John's Cathedral. days a week during racing sea- country he also has the disClasses will begin September
sons. Now, in semi-retirement,
Kissack jr. Solos were rend r- They both were very much ovtinction of being the best dressed
12.
er by Mrs. Bernice Gates, Mr. erwhelmed with the historical his job will consist of timing figure around the tracks. Livactual races which start in
the
Robert Mayo and Mrs. Florine sights of the old city of San
ing up to that reputation, only
the afternoon.
Jones with Mesdames Thelma Juan and were privileged to see
Although he has reached the once during his spectacular
Compton and Lillian Coltman the church which houses the
retifement age. Smitty plans to career was he known to have ,
at the piano. Also appearing body of Pounce de Leon, dis-, work
on at Beulah park "as removed his dress coat while on
were Mrs. Laura Green McFad- coverer of this ancient city. In-,
long as I am able and Mr. duty.
den, Mrs. Bessie Cowan Goll- eluded in the lists of courtesies Deinst
A bachelor since the death of
(Robert Deinst. the track
One Night Per Week — Beginning
man with Rev. R. L. Bridges extended to them was that of
owner) wants me to," he statserving as master of ceremon- Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Ben- ed.
September 14, 1960
ies
son, nee Melvoid Estes. At
He was presented with a love- home in Jackson again, they re- PROUD OF JOB
FOR DETAILS CALL W. A. ADKINS
ly cake decorated with the port it was a trip to be remem- Looking back over his career.
•a
A 0111.
with
a
twinkle
in his eyes.
words "This Is Your Life," a bered.
b-041t$0
JA
Smitty's smiles indicate that
tape of the program, recorded
Vistine relatives In Jackson
by Rev. Ezell Curry and a 16 last week were Mr. and Mrs. he is proud of his profession.
For a man who had been in the
x 20 inch painting of himself. Roy "Po" Jones and daughters
limelight of this sporting classic
Making the presentations was Roy Etta and Dona and son
a life time, he is a quiet modest
Rev. A. L. Campbell, pastor of "Skipper" of Milwaukee, Wis.
dignified gentleman.
Berean church.
Mrs. Jones is the daughter of Known as a man of a very
A program of song was pre-, Mrs. Pansy Graham of Jack- few words,
he gladly broke his Anyone wanting to know
sented by the Anderson Circle , son.
silence when asked if there more about the TV program
of St. Paul CME church on MonGuests In the home of Mr. and were other Negro clockers will teach adults to read and
day evening featuring the
Mrs. Lee Whitlow were Mrs. around the country. Shaking write better can call JAckson
Youth choirs of the city. The
REGARDLESS TO PAST ACCIDENT RECORD
Lola Hightower, her son Elbert the ashes from his expensive 6-2718.
competitive choirs were from
Clifford, daughter, Georgia, and cigar which he was seldom
The lessons will be telecast
1. If your Driving License has been revoked.
Macedonia Baptist, Mother Libher son, Bradford. Former well- seen without, his face beamed over WKNO-TV Channel 10,
erty
CME,
Berean Baptist, Wes2. If your Insurance has been cancelled.
known Jackson residents, they with pride when he told of starting on Monday, Sept. 19.
ley Chapel Methodist, New Hope
breaking in more than 20 clock- Anyone wishing to enroll in the
3. If your application has been rejected.
Baptist, First Baptist. and St. have resided in Chicago, Ill., for ers during his life time.
course may do so by telephone
years.
Highof
Mrs.
number
a
Paul C5fE. Prizes were won for
tower is the widow of the late Two of these men, Richard or by visiting the school near-:=
Bailey. Ernest Jones and Syl- est them any time during the =
Dr. J. R. Hightower.
vester Jackson are handling school day after Sept. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Cole
A Representative will call at your home with full details.
clocking duties at two Ohio The lessons will not only
have just returned from an ex- tracks
during the current 'lac- teach adults to read better but
tended vacation accompanied by
ing season, he recalled.
even persons who cannot read
their little grandson, Verlin
at all can learn how.
Jerry Lucas, jr. In Iowa City, GLAMOUR TOO
Starts Sunday!
Lessons may be seen on TV
Iowa, they were guests of Mrs. Relating some of his experiWednesday
Monday,
each
ences
and
on
tracks,
race
Smitty
September 11
Cole's sister and brother-in-law,
Friday night at 7:30. This will
Rev. and Mrs. Penny, nee Lula admitted that clocking assignviewing. LesOne Big Week!
Manley. An aunt, Mrs. Pearl ments carried a certain amount be used for class
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
sons will also be shown at 4
Sharp was visited in Davenport, of glamour But more important,
he said clocking workouts and p. m. on these days for persons
Iowa, a brother, Mr. James
"Everybody Likes 'Em"
timing races are both essen- who wish to study in their
Manley in Moline, Ill., and in tial
Roo! Hickory Smoked — Size IS to 30 Pounds
elements in the operation homes.
Chicago their foster son and
To* Tear Old Country Hams
There is no charge for the THE THINGS THEY WON
of a successful race track.
98c per Lb.
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M.
Six Meat* Old Country Hoots
80c per Lb.
Besides clocking and timing, classes. The only expense to
MEDALS FOR . .
were
visited.
Anthony
Ono Year Old Country Hams
90c per Lb.
it was also his responsibility to the student will be $4.00, which THE
Three Year Old Country Horns
51 10 per Lb
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ingram identify each horse before the pays for all the books the stuReal Country Hickory Smoked Sausage (3 to 4 Lir Nags(_ 35c per Lb
and their daughter, Daisy Ruth horse was permitted to go to dent needs.
Lee. Hickory Smoked Bacon (4 to 10 Lb Slab l
ssc per Lb.
of Alton, Ill , visited relatives the post. He performed this Everyone who
knows
of
Sliced Country Ham
Si 35 and $1.55 per Lb
and friends in Jackson and duty with such phenomenal suc- someone who needs to learn to
(PLUS POSTAGE)
Madison County last week. cess that he won the reputation read and write better is asked
WI SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
Daisy Ruth is the namesake of of knowing more horses by sight to call JA. 6-2718 and give that
Mrs. Daisy Ruth Shaw of this than any other man any where. person's name. The foundation
city.
Not a braggart by any stretch for World Literacy and WKNOMotel Phone, VI 2-0152; Business Phone, VI 2-5141
Returning to Ft. Carson, Colo. of the imagination. Smitty was TV will then cnotact that person
On Bypass 31-W Rout*, 25) 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
last week were Master Sgt. and prodded into relating two in- to see if he would like to take
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152
Mrs. Melvin Hall and their two stances in which he encounter- the course.
children. They spent several ed shady race horse owners. Classes will be held in schools
AND THE
Once he became suspicious of as near the students' homes as
days visiting in Jackson.
THEY
horse
passible.
THINGS
owner
wanted
who
a
to
S.,
D.
has
D.
Dr. W. R. Bell,
DIDN'T WRITE
announced the removal of his
HOME ABOUT!
office to the Merry Building at
212 Tanyard st. The modern
new office building also houses
the offices of Universal Life and
'Union Protective Insurance companies.
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Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic1
your blood within one
After a good night's sleep, do you strengthenquickly
help build rich,
still feel tired out? Often this day! Thus...
to restore strength
run-down feeling is due to "Iron- red blood
you feel fine again
Hungry Blood° ('simple iron and energy so blood
is 90 starved
deficiency anemia). Then it's fast! If your
lust drag
needless for most women to suffer for iron that you
through the day, get wonderful
such awful weariness.
from
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab- Lydia E Pink-ham Tablets
Then just
lets, only iron tonic made espe- any drug store today.
cially for women Rich in iron, see if you don't soon feel like a
Pinkham Tablets start to "new" woman again.

1

FEMALE AKMENTS — Famoun Lydia IC Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miserable discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
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White Haven Dr. I. H. Jac
kson
Holds Sessiou Calls: Pastor
s Come

Sat., Sept 10, 1960

by

HATTIE HOUSE

In an effort to provide great- special message at the First
er spiritual impact on the field Baptist church of 500 Fourth st.
of race relations, the National Sunday, Sept. 11. The sermon
Urban League has added to its will be heard during the mornregular program a special re- ing worship hour at 11.
ligious resource project. The Directly following the address
,
project will be led by an inter- a mass meeting will be held.
faith and interracial Women's Proceeds from it will be given
committee.
to the widows of Nelson New
Working on the committee are and L. Q. Alexander. RepreMr. William R. Babcock, Mrs. sentatives of the police force
Robert S. Byfield, Dr. Marie E. and all organizations of the city
Carpenter, Mrs. Rufus Cornelse, are expected to be present at
Mrs. Harry Leigh Durland, the service. The public is corMrs. Benjamin Fidanque, jr., dially invited. Rev. P. L. Roe
Mrs. Cernoria D. Johnson, Mrs. is the pastor of the church.
Lee Britton Lane, Mrs. Alfred PRINCETON
CHAPEL A.M.E.
Baker Lewis, Mrs. 0. Clay The
Princeton Chapel A.M.E.
Maxwell, sr., Miss Helen Mc- Zion church
will present GeorCarthy, Mrs. Hermas Phillips,
gia Bland in a recital, Sunday,
Miss Mary L. Riley, Mrs. OrSept. 11, at 8
Omar Robville A. Sardeson, Mrs. Leoninson will be the accompanist.
ard P. Savoy, Mrs. Garder C.
Mrs. Georgia Harvey will be
Taylor, Mrs. Galen R. Weaver
chairman of the program comand Mrs. Edward W. Macy.
mittee. Rev, E. S. Johnson is
SHILOH BAPTIST
the pastor.
The Spiritual Choralettes will ST. ANDRE
W A.M.E.
celebrate their First AnniverThe St. Andrew A.M.E. church The Reverend LeRoy Pat- last week at the Alpha Phi
sary, Sunday, Sept. 11, at the of
246 E. Calhoun St., will ob- rick, pastor of the Bethesda Alpha convention in WashShiloh Baptist church of 207 W.
serve its Young People's Day, Presbyterian Church of Pitts- ington's Sheraton-Park Hotel.
Utah. It will begin at 3:30 p.m. Sunday,
Sept. 11. The morning burgh, Pa., and a Kennedy Doing the honors is another
Theo Wade will be the master speaker
will be Ulysses Har- supporter, is shown above re- good Democrat, Mrs. Ernest
of ceremonies.
vey, a young dynamic speaker. ceiving his Kennedy button N. Morial of New Orleans.
Rev. T. F. Hammond is the
At 3:30 p.m., Rev. Hilary Parks
pastor.
of Allen Chapel A.M.E. church
FIRST BAPTIST
of Merryburg, Tenn. will be the
Rev. Charles W. Guy, Am- principal speaker.
bassador of the Baptist Indus- Miss Claudine Stansbury is
trial College and Seminary of the chairman; Rev. Elmer Mar- MOBILE, Ala. The findings J. L. LeFlore
, director of case
Hernando, Miss., wil deliver a tin is the pastor.
of a six-man Probate Court jury work for the Citizens' Commit
last Monday that a man who tee, in the Champion Lee
case.
had been confined to institutions He said the organization
had
for the insane four or more looked into the matter
at the
times is "sane" in a case in- request of "interested parties.
"
volving the fatal shooting of a
The Probate Court jury found
white man, was regarded "posa 34-year old Negro ex-seaman
sibly as a mistake or miscarsane in the killing of H. C. "Pot"
riage of justice" by a Mobile
Hall (white), a Mobile County
civic group.
transfer agent, who was shot as
The opinion was ventured by: he attempted to take
Lee in

The 77th annual session of
the White Haven district assts. PHILADELPHIA,
Pa. (ACNS) eminent Chicago leader,
Dr.
cation was held at Mt. Pisgah An official call
to the dele- Jackson, urged Baptista
every•
M. B. church from Aug. 23-26. gates of the 80th Annual
Session where to pray for a rich
spirituThe moderator, Rev S. H. of the National Baptist
Conven- al experience for every
memChampion, is deeply appreci- tion, U.
S. A., Inc., which con- ber attending the
Philadelphia
ative to the pastor and members vened Sept.
6-11, in Philadelphia, meeting.
for their fine attendance in was sent to
state delegations last He
"The members of
class.
week by Dr. J. H. Jackson„ the Board of Directors
have
In st r uctors
worked as a team and have unitConvention President.
were Rev. A. C.
The call announced eight con- ed in their efforts to carry forJackson, W. L.
ward the Convention's program
Nathaniel, Mrs.
structive and creative urgent
entrusted to them twelve months
S. H. Chammatters which the delegates will
ago."
pion, Miss M.
consider including development
M. Morris, Dean
of a non-political fellowship with Dr. Jackson, a recently electM. M. JackAfrican States, a Commission ed Vice President of the Bapson and modto negotiate a Liberian mission- tist World Alliance, assured the
erator, Rev. S.
ary proposal, fill the Christian delegates of a comprehensive
H. Champion.
missionary vacuum in the Con- and progressive SOth Session
We were blessgo, aid to the American Baptist and asked their prayerful and
ed to have with
Seminary, State Baptist schools thoughtful contributions toward
Champion and Rooseve
us three of our
lt University, ex- the advancing of the denominaNational officers as guests.
tending the Minister's Retire- tion, the race, the nation and
Tuesday night we enjoyed a ment Fund and the matter of the Cause of Christ.
fine musical, sponsored by creating an Educational Founyouth supervisors, Mrs. H. H. dation for the Convention.
Redden, Mrs. F. Godman. Guest A highlight of this Session
speaker was Rev. C. L. Dinkins, was the public prayer service
for pastors and delegates at 2
president of Owen college.
p. m. on Tuesday, Sept. 6 at the
Atty. Frank W. Morris Jr., of
Metropolitan
Baptist church
Boston, a regional director of Lee Street.
which was followed at 3 p. m.
the fraternity and a Kennedy
Lee is in jail without bond on by a meeting of the Board
backer, is supervising the
of
a murder charge awaiting ac-- Directors.
proceedings.
tion of the grand jury.
In his Call to Delegates, the
PRICED FROM
LeFlore said that according
$33,000 TO $250,000
to information made available
to the Citizens' Committee, Lee
Mrs. Thelma Seymour
High fashion styling
has been confined in the SearBR 5-1883
cy hospital at Mt. Vernon, Ala.,
superbly tailored
—
twice,
an
at
economy price'
the Holcombe Mental
H. E. WILBANKS
custody on a lunancy warrant.
Unit at Mobile twice, and menSHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
REAL ESTATE
The incident occurred July 20 tal hospital
UNIFORM COMPANY
s at Houston, Texas,
3544 Park
GL 8-3352
63 5 ThIrd at Union
at Lee's home, 1562 Robert E. and in
Jo
3641
California.
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Challenge Case Of Insane Man

REV. C THOMAS PAIGE

fy gambling and drinking. He!day are so concere
ned with
satisfied himself with the popu- what is popular that
all that
lar phrase of today, "Everyone life will ever mean to
them is
"For I say unto you, that and this alone is our only con- is doing
it." How tragic it is wrapped up therein.
except your righteousness , cern.
that popularity of the thing Life must be a series
of goals
shall exceed the righteousness ' Jesus looked at
these people rather than its moral and spirit- —noble goals. Behind
these inof the Scribes and Pharisees, who wanted to follow Him. ual
value determine whether it termediate goals must be a
ye shall in no ease enter into Many of them had their
own is good or bad. There must be final goal—Heaven. The
only
the Kingdom of Heaven."
thinking as far as right anl something else that will make way
that we will ever be able
—Matthew 5:20. wrong were concerned. But us embrace the better
things of to realize the final or ultimate,
Never before in the history of Jesus awoke them rather rude-,
life. This is that to which Jesus goal is to achieve the interman has the world been so full ly to tell them except their was
holding reference. This is mediate goals in light of high
of rationalization. We try to goodness exceeded that of the
the thing that will put us in Imorality and spiritualty. This
justify our actions by the ac- Pharisees and Scribes they good
stead.
is what Jesus had in mind asi
tions of others. You speak to a would in no way gain entranc
e
Everything in life today points He spoke to those men of
old,
bad man and he retorts, "I'm to Heaven. One of the greatest to
the fact that in the final and as He speaks to each of us i
better than John Jones!" You dangers of our day is wrapped analysis
today we must pin our today. If our lives will ever bel
speak to this person or that up in the fact that many peo- hopes
on a higher way of life. meaningful and worthwhile it
person concerning his short- ple think of righteousness only We
must attach ourselves to must be a matter of personal
'
comings and each time he in proportion to what they are those
things that will lift us to choices that will enable us
to
comes back with the statement, doing. They are the ones
who a newer sense of worthwhile- eventually realize the best
in
"Why are you criticizing me, set the standards. Anyone who ness.
Far too many people to- this world and the next.
/ am better than so and so." comes along with new ideas or
Historically man has tried to new ways of doing things
is
place the blame for his short- mentally unbalanced.
comings upon someone else.
The Pharisees and Scribes
In the Bible when Adam was prior to the days of Jesus had
brought to a point of account- been the pace-setters. Everyone
ability for his deeds he immed- wanted to mould his life after
iately placed the blame upon them.
Eve. Each one of us would like There is a standard of goodto have Eves in our lives. Life ness that far exceeds that of
becomes too burdensome if we ours. All of the self-imposed
are to bear all of our blames. standards so characteristic of
Husbands would like to place many of us lack much in the
them upon their wives, execu- true measurements of goodness
tives would like to place them and sincerity. The Pharisees and
upon some minor office-holder Scribes never thought in terms
and on down the line.
of walking the second mile or
The moral integrity or the turning the other cheek. They
Spiritual maturity which should never thought in terms of the
point us to a place of responsi- noblest life of which man was
bility is lacking to the point that capable. Life to them was a
many of us are no longer will- matter of retaliation. Life to
Larry "The Kid" Risby
ing to attach any significance them had much to be desired.
to that which is worthwhile. Life to the self-righteous always
What is right is right only to the has much to be desired.
extent that it falls within the
We live in a day when rightpale of that which we consider eousness
has taken on a new
right. In far too many cases we color. A few
days ago I listened
think right is what we do—this to a young man
trying to justi11101611111111111111M11111111101111111111111110111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111IIIIMMIlleilltiemillItile

"THE KID"
Says

BACK TO SCHOOL TIME
And with those wonderful Quality Stamps you

Visit your Quality Stamp
Redemption Center
TODAY!
Remember • • • the store
that gives quality stamps
means quality products
for you
Yes Madame,
During National Hot Day Month why
not let the small-fry have a lollipop
party and serve lollipop franks made
with Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour
and Jack Sprat cream style corn meal.

lot.01(
Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

Suggested Menu:
Lollipop franks, pickles, carrot sticks,
celery curls, assorted pops, frozen fruit
ice on sticks (the make it yourself kind).
This party will make a hit with the
youngsters and grown-ups too — Frankfurters on the stick with a crispy corn
meal coating.

I Am Giving

Bargains With

•

can get Valuable School
Accessories.

THANKS
To His
Many Friends
Who Have
Done Business
With Him.
And To
You All,
KEEP
A' CALLING

CHOIR ROBES

JANA PORTER

LOLLIPOP FRANKS
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched flour
2 tablespoons sugar
1 I/a tsp. Baking powder

I tsp. salt
1 slightly beaten egg
2-3 cup Jack Sprat corn meal
2 tablespoons shortening
3-4 cup milk
1 lb. (8-10) frankfurters
Sift together Jack Sprat flour, sugar,
baking powder and salt. Stir in Jack
Sprat corn meal. Cut in shortening till
mixture resembles fine crumbs. Combine egg and milk; add to corn meal
mixture, stirring till well blended. Insert stick into end of each frankfurter.
Spread frankfurter evenly with batter.
Fry in deep, hot fat (375 degrees) until
brown, 4 to 5 minutes. Serve with catsup and mustard. Make 4-5 servings.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

Lefts and Rights
Like This At

BR 6-3986

JOHNSON
FURNITURE

$2.50 per week

937 S. Cooper
BR 6-3986--BR 4-0111
111311410ELITY EQUIPMENT BY

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
BOB
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
"CANE"
HUN KY
DORY DICK "Cane" COLE COLE
3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
aNNilillilt11111110111iitNiici111111111111111111111HIMIIIIIIIIHH1111111111111111H111111111111111H1111111111111011fillir
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MODEL. 17019

SYLVANIA:3 finest Dua/ette! lust
press a button on the tiny Magic
Touch Remote Tuner and you
change channels instantly from as
far as 25 feet away! Provides the
compact easy-to-move convenience
of a portable. the fashion and
function of a table model. Features: illuminated channel indicator, front-mounted speaker.
picture prompter. S-110 chassis
(25-tube performance). rotating
antenna. Light-weight plastic cabinet in beige and ivory, surf green
and mist. 17" screen measured
diagonally,150 sq.in. viewing area.

$3.50
Per Week

'
TALENT TIME — When Talent Time rolls around, Big
Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South Talent
time, that is, young Southerners from throughout this
area get a chance to display their wares. The popular
show is heard each Saturday on powerful radio station
WM.Since the show's inception many moons ago much
ado has been had over the wonderful talent that has ap-

peared on the show. Sincerely, Big Star is proud of this
show, since its standard has maintained a high peak since
its birth. And it doesn't show any signs of decay. Appearing on a recent show were, Tommie Lee Hamlett,
Johnnie Lee Carpenter, Eddie Carpenter, Jesse Thomas
Carpenter, William Henry Carpenter, Vaneese Thomas,
Norma Porter, Carolyn Williams and Willis Jean RievIss.

CASH FOOD STORES

Powell Blasts Ike, GOP On Education'5.OF nDFR0
t.

I•

960

Bunche Blasts
Attack On UN

'They Can Stop
Jim Crow Schools

LEOPOLDVILLE, Congo — ticered army blew up road and
(UPI) — The situation in the rail bridges on routes leading
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Rep. States, the Senator from Texas,
Congo appeared to be verging from Kasai over the weekend
Adam Powell charged recently Mr. Lyndon Johnson, is abrupton complete chaos Monday, and manned airfields, ready to
in Washington that President ly dismissed because of regionwith tribal massacres through- block any attempt at airborne
Eisenhower, Attorney General &Elm."
Kasai province and troops landing.
out
William Rogers and Arthur "So here is the picture," Powloyal to Premier Patrice Lu- Meanwhile U. N. officials said
Fleming, secretary of Health. ell stated. "the tyrants of medi•
mumba massing near the bor- Monday "Shoot if yoa must"
Education and Welfare, have ocritv have decreed only good.
der of Katanga province.
orders may be issued to UN
"consistently refused" to stop white. northern Protestants can
Meanwhile, United Nations troops in the Congo as a result
giving Federal funds to build be trusted to keep this country
Undersecretary Ralph Bunche of such outbreaks by native
safe from a full democracy."
Jim crow schools,
protested against forces as Saturday's beating of
energetically
Explaining
the
his
position
on
"Let
it
be clearly and unmisDR. W. D. THOMPSON will
attack
on U. N. head- the U. S. airmen.
Congo
'Powell
the
Amendment,'
he
stated;
take-ably understood." Powell
Join the Southern University declared, "anyone of these three "With the world public opinion
quarters in Stanleyville. the Bunche, the UN's highest
staff this fall as associate pro. gentlemen has the power right estimate of America now at an
provincial town where eight U. ranking Ne gr o, protested
lessor of Education. A Das. now to prevent any Federal all-time low, this is, the hour
S. airmen were beaten Saturday against the attack on two Caforth Fellow and holder of the funds from going to any state or for us to increase the thrust in
by Congo troops.
nadian officers and a Swedish
doctorate from Cornell Dr. political subdivision that is in order to save America.
Swedish Gen. Count Von Riv- civilian by Congo troops who
command
For this reason. I have again
Thompson is a native of Rich- defiance of Federal law."
en who had been in
broke into the U. N. office.
dittos of the second dining
mond, Texas.
presented the 'Powell Amend- THIS NEW STUDENT Service accommodations for upperof UN Air Forces in Leopold- One of the Canadians
Powell made his attack on the
A
Center
and
T
at
College
classmen,
snack
and
bar
a
hall
was hoswill speed food service
ment' to the school construction
on his return to
Republicans in an address to bill.
opened Sept. 7, with the be- on the upper level and the and eliminate long lines with ville, reported
pitalized
with
the
eight
AmeriSweden over the weekend that cans,
oat outboard engine high the 54th Annual Convention of
ginning of the new fall term. post office and book store on
crewmen of a U. S. Air
which the college has been
do
I
this
had
to
in
authority
because
military
deant:
civi.
tension spark plugs wires art the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
The facilities include dining lower level at rear. The ad. plagued in recent years.
Force transport arriving from
th Congo had broken down al- Kano, Nigeria
fitted with "L" shaped rubber met recently at the Sheraton spite repeated requests over
with supplies for
the
rears
to
the
President
of
entirely.
most
which are spiral coils of wire Park Hotel in Washington.
the U. N. force in the Congo.
the
United
States.
Swedish
the
a
Olssen,
Attorney
at
with
9:30
C.
the
a..n.
Rev,
Dr. Sven G.
called "Sparkles" that privide BACKS
JOHNSON
General, the
Secretary of
F. Odom officiating. The funeral missionary who was kidnapped
electrical contact with the The New York Congressman
Health. Education and Welfare,
processional left after the serv- by unruly Congo troops, told a
spark plug terminals.
also charged that "the emotion- they have cohsistently refused JACKSON f'-V
relatives and friends
ice for burial in Mississippi. similar story.
Always remove the rubber in- al opposition to the Senator
to take a stand on this all-ireRev. and Mrs. F. Reed of 202 Stevenson & Shaw Funeral Home Authorities here expressed
BY C. A. AGNEW
sulating protector with caution. from Massachusetts, Mr.
Ken. portant issue of giving Federal
Institute st., were visitors in was in charge. Mrs. Williams concern over the fate of 120
Use a twisting motion to pre- nedy, is based
of
Bills
Jim
on his Romais funds to build jim crow schools Mr. and Mrs.
Tupelo, Miss, over last week- was a member of Mother Liber- white men — most of them
vent pulling "Sparkie" from the Catholic
faith." He added: "The in defiance of the Supreme 321 Southern st., announced the end, where they met several ty C.M.E. church and was af- Belgians — who were in Bak-I
high tension lead.
daughter,
their
of
marriage
most able man in the United Court."
friends of yesteryears.
filiated with Sewardess Board wanga, capital of Albert KaMary Alice to Mr. George RichNo. 2. Survivors include her lonji's "mining state" in southard Jackson, August 13, 1960. Mrs. Bertha Savage, of 416
husband,
Mr. A. D. Williams ern Kasai, when Lumumba's
Bennette
Tiny
at.,
Institute
Mrs.
After the ceremony a very deother
relatives and friends. troops took it over Friday night.
and
licious dinner was served by of 419 Institute st. and Mrs.
3elgian Gen. Roger Gheysen
st.,
Tanyard
services to r Mr
Funeral
324
Bishop
of
Nila
Bills.
Dorothy
the hostess, Mrs.
the-UN to create a 'neu- EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is an
urged
visitors
city
Oliver Lee Stitts, Si.., 71, were
in the
The bride's attendants were: were recent
tral zone" on a border between on-the-spot report, part of it an
relatives
with
Ill,
last
Chicago,
Monday
1:00
held
p.m.
at
of
BerMiss
Spann,
Miss Gladys
Kasai and Katanga to prevent eye-witness account, by Eric O.
nice Spann and Miss Shirlew and friends. The visitors were at Home Baptist church of which a conflict there which might es- Simpson, editor of the (Jacksonprivileged to see the great Chi- he was a member with the Rev.
Ross.
ville) Florida Star, revealing
Defender plant in Chicago, .
. Burial pial.) into civil war.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Britton of cago
some untold details about the
President
Katanga
of
Troops
and many other places of in- was at Middleton, Tenn. with
rioting which occurred in that
225 Hale st., recently returned
Ford Funeral Home in charge. MoiMoireTshombe's Belgian-ofterest.
city last weekend.
home from Chicago, Ill., where
Mr.
Stilts died at his home, 358
By ERIC 0. SIMPSON
they attended the marriage Visitors in the homes of Mrs.
First st. He .tad been in failing A
ceremony of their nephew, Mr Mattie Spight and Mr. and Mrs.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
—
health
for
the
past
two
years
Here's exactly what happened
Luther James Lesure to Miss John Cisco on Southern st. last
He
moCisco's
was
Mrs.
born
weekend
in
were
Middleton
and
here last Saturday when whites
Ruth Potts. The Brittons also
and Negroes rioted over sit-in
visited other relatives a n d ther, Mrs. Alma Cobb of Toledo, moved to Jackson as a young
demonstrations at local downfriends in South Bend, Indiana Ohio; a sister Mrs. Fred Doug- man. He was a GM & 0 Raillass Griffin, her baby sister and road employe. Survivors include
town variety and department
and Kankakee, Ill.
brother-in-law, Mr and Mrs. his wife, Mrs. Katie Stitts;
stores.
Mrs. Lee Rhodes and Mrs. Prince
Lite and their twin boys, eight daughters, Mrs. Vera Pari
a
From about 9:15 a. m. SaturDetroit,
of
Sarah Mercer, both
Philip and Gregory, also of ham, Miss Earnestine Stitts,
cay whites armed with sticks
Mich., and Mr. Bobby Wilson. Ohio;
a cousin Mrs. Thelma Miss Jo Ann Stitts; Miss Jennie
lng
and ax handles, some carryof Chicago, Ill., all were visitors Pie of Detroit,
Mae Stitts and Miss Nancy
Mr.
and
ing Confederate flags, started
last weekend in the home of Mrs. Leonard Cisco of St. Louis, Stitts, all of Jackson,
Mrs. Lil- NEW ORLEANS—(UPI)—The forming ,along Hogan st., in the
their sister, Mrs. Hortense Wind- Mo., and a dear
lie Lanier of Memphis; Miss Orleans parish school board vicinity of the stores which
friend,
Mrs.
field at 211 Jefferson st., Jack- Mattie
Alice Higgins and her 6 Katherine Stitts, and Mis Mar- Monday asked Federal Judge J. have been the object of sit-in
son, Tenn.
children of Chicago, ne Al! gerette of Chicago. Five sons, Skelly Wright to delay his inte- demonstrations.
The Fellowship Club of Jack- reported a very pleasant and lOialim
verco
Lreteis Ss
tittittst,s jo
r.f, j
aanc
elksW
ooil;- gration order and tell them pre- Negroes began forming on
son. Tenn. of which Mrs. Leans happy get-together.
eiselYhow to go about mixing the opposite side of the street
WHEN DR. JOHN W. OS- undergraduate research proGeorge C. Royal and Dr. Al- Robinson is president met re- Mr. Andy Williamson died at James Robert Stitts, Earnest the
white and Ne- and the two groups baited
g c
city'sd
hi
WALD, professor at the
grams under way at the col- fred. Webb, professors of bi- cently in tile home of Mrs. Mary
and
Joe
ren,
95,°1313
Winford
each other as the whites tossed
Stilts,
all
of
his
home
on Franklin at. last'
sersity of California at 'Berk- lege, he was greeted by oth- ology; Dr. Oswald,
Chicago; a brother, Mr. Dan The school board, after spend- insults, and, eventually, there
Dr. Gladys Person at 503 Wilson st. The week and after a ”ery long ...
i
ii
ley and a representative of er scientists. In the group
Rayol, professor of chem- regular order of business was,
Stitts of Middleton; two sisters, ing an hour in Judge Wright's came a clash followed by a
National Science Founda- were (left to right), Dr. Ar- istry and Dr. Samuel D. Proc. taken care of in a rather dig- ness. Mr. Williamson was a Mrs
,
prosperous
farmer
in
Madison
• Tennessee Ship of Jackson chambers, indicated he would series of out-breaks as white
visited A&T College re- tis P. Graves, chairman of tor, president of the college. nified manner. The hostess servand
Mrs. Louise King of Koko- give them an answer Monday. groups attacked lone Negroes.
County for many years. He was
cently to inspect the several the Biolony Department; Dr.
ed a very delightful menu which the
husband and father of a fine mo; 15 grandchildren and other School Board President Lloyd A white group surrounded
was thoroughly enjoyable. The
Rittiner said that the board ask- some Negroes and the Negroes
family and had the admiration relatives and friends.
He spent a few days in Jackson purpose of the club is to help and respect of all who knew
Wilbur Ray Anthony and Mar- ed specifically for a delay of started toward the colored secpersons in need. Fourteen perthe" with the whites following.
shall Anthony celebrated their "a year or less."
,him.
with his son and family, Prof.
sons attended the last meeting.
The armed whites chased the
year
"A
of
is
not
a
delay
birthday
with
a
party Aug. 12,
Revival meeting was held at
and Mrs. II. E. Dockins en- Mrs. Agnes is secretary.
INDIANOLA
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robin1960. It was Bilburn's 12th and likely," said Rittiner, "but I Negroes who ran toward the
Baptist
in
First
Milan,
church
By BOBBY REED
Mr. Robert Lee Yarbrough of
am confident that some delay colored area. Through the series
son from Mt. Clemens, Mich., route to Vicksburg and New
Tenn. during the past week.' Marshall's 10th birthday. Many
of outbreaks the local police
Chicago, Ill., was a recent visispent two weeks in Verona,' Orleans, La.
of
their
friends attended. They will be granted."
The Rev. Shelby Griggs of SaThe County Sunday School andi visiting
gave only "token" protection,
her son and daughter- Mr. Sammie Rush, of Detroit, tor in Jackson with his mother, lem Baptist church, Jackson, are the sons of Mr. and Mrs.
ant., as a matter of fact there
BTU Congress convened at St.!in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Mrs. Fannie and other relatives
Royal
Anthony.
was the evangelist.
are many who doubt that they
James M.B. church, three ,(3) Allen. She also spent some time Mich., is visiting his aunt, Mrs. and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Holder,
gave even "token protection."
and one half miles east of In- with her grandchildren. They Mary "Granny" Washington.
Friends and well wishers in jr., of Boston. Mass., were visiHowell
Bonnie
Smith
Mrs.
and
They
are more inclined to feel
dianola, Miss. Rev, C. D. Dixon were entertained with a dinner
hear
Jackson were very sorry to
tors last weekend in the home
daughter, Miss Maggie T. Howtha- the local police and county
is the pastor.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
of the sudden death of Mrs. of their parents, Dr. and Mrs.
ell of Savanah, Ga., were home
patrol aided and abetted the
After a long illness death Joe Baker on Sunday.
Hattie Grayson a lifelong citi- W. D. Holder, Sr. at 316 E.
daughter,
last
visit
week
her
to
agitators, most of whom
white
zen of Corinth, Mississippi and Sycamore st. The visitors con- Dr. Robert E Claybrooks a'
came to Mrs. Arleatha Fergu- Mr. and Mrs. Mose Clark and
Klansmen
Mrs. Vivian Curry.
Alcorn County. Mrs. Grayson tinued their trip to Los Angeles, foot specialist here attended CAMBRIDGE, Minn. (UPI) are reported to be
son Tuesday morning at her children from Detroit spent the
—
surrounding
from
the
towns of
Memphis,
Robert
of
Love,
Mr.
had been a member of First Calif. to visit a brother, Mr.
American P.i.11:.trv Assoeia- — Two escapees from the state
h)rne on Roosevelt st. Funeral week here visiting his mother,
Hilliard. Middleburg, Baldwin
Tenn., spent two weeks visiting Baptist church, better known as
arrangements are incomplete at Mrs. Cora Clark.
tion's
forty-eighth
annual
con- mental hospital here one of and MacCienny.
.iulius Holder and other friends.
Mr. Henry C. Rogers from his sisters, Mrs. Patti Ham- St. Mark for a number of years
this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Lee vention in tie Drek? hotel. them wanted for the knifing of It seems that the police were
Bessie
Mrs.
mond
Wynn.
and
Survivors include Mrs. Thadeus Brooks of Gary, Ind., were visi- (Aug. 25-30).
Mrs. Louise Taylor has re-I Detroit spent the week here
two psychratric aides Saturday, on the side of the agitators.
tul ed home after a wonderful with his mother. Mrs. Alice Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor and King, Mrs. Weltha M. Barker, tors last week in the home of • •:. Cep— ooe; reports thati gave themselves up Sunday Whan the clashes began downchildren of Kansas City, Kans., Mr. Adolph Grayson, Mr. Ker- their uncle and
in Jacksonville and Chatta- Rogers.
aunt, Mr. and a feature ei•the convention was! morning, but their 14-year old town, the law enforcement ofMiss Doris Rogers and Mrs. visited their parents recently, mit Grayson and other close Mrs. W. M. Brooks
a, Tenn.
at 107 2nd the attem.,..o devoted to fne' companion is still missing.
ficers in must instances did not
t of thl feet of the aged The Istanti County Sheriff Is intervene until after they had
Mrs. Bell Green has returnedl Idaline Roberson spent the su n- Mrs. Sally Barnes and Mrs. relatives, whose names this re- I st. They also visited mother and
son.
cf the f •oti holding Robert Pierce. 21, pend- telt that a Negro had been
home and is doing just fine, mer in Wisconsin attending the Sally Boyd Stephens while on porter does not recall.
mother-in•law, Mrs. Effie Convacation.
Miss Naomi Fuller of St. will and other friends at Corafter spending several weeks University of Wis.
lie sa3.s. is
keep'ing charges for the slaying of mat.lei enough.
the senior eitt..n on his feet Myron B. Brown 66. Cambridge.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Frazier, Louis, Mo. and Mrs. Gladys inth, Miss.
In the Afro-American hospital'
anyone would ask the quesSTARK VILLE
and children of Chicago, Ill., Fuller of Jacksonville, Fla., Mrs. Hortense Windfield re- and out of the "old rocking Brown died about five minutes tion; What started the riot?
in Yazoo City, Miss.
Mrs. By MRS. FANNIE MOORE were visitors in the city. While were house guests of their mo- turned home recently from Chi- chair" so that he can enjoy the after the enraged patient jump- The truthful, summarized anOn the sick list are
Mrs Isabell Outlaw, is spend- here they were guests in the ther and mother-in-law, Mrs. cago, Ill., where she
Rachel Phillips, Mrs. Ritter
visited extra years of life that good ed him, with wounds of the swer would be—Negroes began
health can give him.
Byas, Mr, and Mrs. Nathan ing her vacation in Chest, home of Mrs. Frazier's cousin, Emma Fuller at 503 Wilson st relatives and friends.
chest. abdomen and back.
to fight back.
recently. Also visiting Mrs. Em- Mrs, Jenny V. Jones and Mrs. 'ecople
Bell, Mrs. Daisy Thomas, Mrs.
. Pa. visiting her brother, Mr. Mrs. Ruby Butler.
a:: in': feet, he Hospital Supt. Dr. Galen H. As has been pointed out the
ma Fuller was her grandson, Delia Darnell were recent visi- }Hints out, tend to wdraw Adkins said Pierce apparently sit-ins and the picketing under
/inner Bonds and Albert Mat- Alex Hart.
Mr. Matthew Dockins took a Americans spend more than Morris Anthony Fuller. The visi- tors in Detroit,
thews.
Mich. with rela- (rem activirr and it
" of became maddened when Brown the sponsorship of the local
brief vacation from his grocery 8500 million a year on greeting tors were recipients of many tives and
Olt time, Lie: t dex le
friends.
k- refused to give him the keys to NAACP youth council, was bestore last week for a short tour. cards.
social courtesies from other
X CPELO
The funeral of Mrs. Willie nee, of m e;..les and
ail- a cottage Pierce shared with 100 ire, earned out in a peaceful,
By MARGARET A. BAKER
other patients.
non-violent manner. (T h •
Clark was held last Monday at ments.
Mr. and Mrs. James Babbitt
Pulling a knife, Pierce attack- , demonstrations began on An1:00 p.m. at Mt, Olive Baptist
ed Brown as well as Russell gust 13. but there was a comand family from Chicago, Ill.,
church at Neeley Station with
Jennings. 63, Stanchfield, Minn. plete news blackout on the
spent the week here visiting his'
the Rev. Peter Northern offimother, Mrs. Mary Baker.
Jennings is in critical condition. movement for more than 13
ciating. Burial was in the
.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lee
When Pierce left the hospital, days by the local press and
church cemetery with Ford
Young, jr., are the proud parhe was accompanied by Gerald the news services, which I am
Funeral Home in charge. Sur- TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Rolfes, 29, Freeport. Minn.. informed had orders from some
ents of a baby girl, born Aug.
vivors include two sons, Mr.
fith at Community Hospital. Her
Thies Nelson of Rockford, Ill., Celebration of the 8th annual Arthur Hardesty, 14, Big Lake, offich. is Jacksonville to kill
e is Angela Marie Young.
news concerning the sit-ins).
and Mr. Earl Clark of Jackson; Women's Day was recently held Minn., and Gary ePacock.
.,hortly after the protests be. Charles Wise arrived
two sisters. Mrs. Addie Warlick at New Bethel Baptist church.
gar, news filtered that the
home from California after
and Mrs. Ethel Nelson of Jack- Rev.' M. L. Robinson is pastor.
spending three years in the U.S.
son • Madison County; one A large group of out-of town
Klan and other segregation
,rroups were planning to disNavy,
brother, Mr. Lennie Nelson and ladies participated on the prorupt the sit-in demonstrations.
Mrs. Hattie Debro and son,
many
other
relatives and gram. Meditation by Mrs. Rosa
Nnd that is when at least two
Ted, are vititing in Washington.
friends.
Lee Allen followed by remarks
rof the juvenile "gangs" hid
In a recent session of the from each platform guest. After
D. C.
Themselves downtown to stand
Mrs. Elsie D. Chambers, Miss
City Commission, Mrs. Thelma which guest speaker. Mrs..,Carby to aio the NAACP youth
Webb Compton, a prominent rie S. King of Birminghtlii was
Lurena Starks, and Miss Vine
Townhall police Monday were group.
Ambrose spent Tuesday in Mcbeautician and owner of the presented by Mrs. Laura Robinfor the intruder who
searching
Members of the gang were
Comb, Miss., attending the
Compton Beauty School, was son. -Mrs. Tressie Washington
invaded an apartment on Ken- armed with ax handles and
crowning of "Miss Spirit of
employed to teach Cosmetology gave a brief summary of the
more ave., early Monday and sticks and were driven hack
Beauty."
at Merry High Moo]. At the program.
same time and meeting Prof. Several youths motored to attacked an 18-year-old girl and by the Klansmen and other
Mrs. Eual Brame and Mrs.
W. P. Newbern was named in- Springfield where they appear- her pregnant 25-year-old sister. white hoodlums. In the process
Fred Chambers carried the imThe white man, described as one of the members of a colorstructor for the Industrial co- ed on the Youth Day program
mediate Girl Scout Troop to
25 to 30 years old, wearing blue ed "gang" was severely beatthe
in
While
Memphis, Tenn.
operative program at Merry. held at Mt. Zion Baptist church.
jeans and a large western-style en ono that aroused the indigcity they visited the Zoo, and
Revival meeting was held re- Rev. T. C. Williams is pastor.
belt buckle gained admittance nation of the gang whose
cently at LaGrange, Circuit C. Willie James Sims of Columvarious places of interest.
to
the apartment by following names will not be Identified at
Mrs. Herbine Reese is spendM.E. church of which the Rev. bus, Ohio recently visited his
the younger girl, who was re- this timt.
Alexander Murray is pastor. father Wade Sims who is ill.
Ing the week in Baton Rouge,
turning home from work as a
After being run back into the
Rev. C. F. Odom was the even.
La., vigitIng her daughter and
waitress
shortly
after
1
section the gang of
a.
m.
colored
son•in-law, Mr. and Mrs. I.
gelist.
STEAM MOTORCYCLE
themselves
Police said the man escaped boys
reinforced
Kelly.
NELSON ESCALONA VIN- Southern Uinverstty by Mack those of the Board Chairman. The funeral of Mrs. Tons Wil- Toledo — Pint successful after
being in the apartment for with broken cue dicks, ko.
CENTY (center). native of H. Hannah. jr., right, chair- The occasion was the 1960 liams who died et Jackson - motorcycle was not built until
r. and Mrs. D. Reese are
more than an hour, during rods, knives and whatever
ding the week here from Ponce. Puerto Rico. is con- man o (the Board. Dr. W. R. Summer School Comencement Madison County General Hospi- IWO. The original two • wheeled
which
time he forced each weapons they could find and
higan. He is the son of Mrs. gratulated on his singular Banks, left, TSU Board Mem- at the Houston, Texas school. tal, was held at Mother Liberty' Cycle was invented in 1988
but
woman
witness his acts with etarted back downtown "Si, tip
to
achievement in law at Texas ber, adds his felicitations to (Evans Photo)
(Matt Rees*.
C.M.E.church Friday, Aug. 12, it was propelled by steam.
the other.
it up."
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The em- legislation. This will come only
phasis being placed locally on in proportion to the Negro's exlocal and state
registration by the Non-Partisan ercised power in
elections.
our
Committee points up again
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of Negro
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Summit
and
Photos.
government
or
Voting is good
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March
in
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good government is life. It is as
this space Negro registration
in
anyone
Why
that.
as
Second
simple
Published Ivory Thursday by the Tel-Stete Defender Publishine Co Entered as
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eligible to vote refuses to regis2,
We repeat those counties where
March
et
Act
Class Matter at Hie Memphis Post Office March 20. 1332, Under
ter and exercise his ballot is
registration is less than
our
this
in
beyond comprehension
its potential:
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
of
half
It is
day of enlightenment.
11 per cent
Whitley,
explain
to
difficult
more
even
here in Kentucky where regis- Barren, 118 per cent
tration has not been a racial Hardin, 18 per cent
problem during the past 100 Montgomery, 21 per cent
'yon, 22 per cent
years.
Greenup. 25 per cent
Louisville is not the only place
28 per cent
Clay,
the
at
duty
our
shiry
where we
30 per cent
Livingston,
polls. This neglect is pretty
Webster, 30 per cent
general everywhere Negroes
Webster, 30 per cent
live in Kntucky. This not only Bourbon, 33 per cent
explains the slow pace of public Caldwell 33 per cent
in Louisvill but
accommodations
them
to
meant
meetings
public
of
and
Carter, 33 per cent
The whole world is looking at Africa
absence of detotal
almost
the
cent
with dismay. The shift of events is be- that purely African political movements cent priviledges anywhere else Casey, 3333per
per cent
Fayette,
Movement
wildering. Segment after segment catch- like the Kenya Independence
in the state.
garrison, 33 per cent
that
and
banned,
be
to
continue
would
sucrapid
in
another
after
No Negro should have to be Owsley. 33 per cent
es on fire one
his best and only Simpson. 33 per cent
cession. These happenings are of conse- the restrictions on public meetings, told thatto win
new citizenship Washington, 35 per cent
charce
quence not only to Africa and Africans which they claim have prevented them privileges legally or even by Bullitt, 35 per cent
from showing the truedepth of African voluntary action lies in the bal- Boyle, 36 per cent
but to the outside powers as well.
lot box. How much and how Boyd, 40 per cent
Today it's the Belgian Congo Repub- feeling on many matters, would not be intelligently
we use it will de- Jefferson, 40 per cent
lic which is aflame. Yesterday it was lifted
termine our future progress. Taylor, 40 per cent
The Governor said that he hoped he With most of the significant Franklin, 42 per cent
Ghana which was undergoing birth
now G uyson, 42 per cent
pangs, perhaps not as violent as in Cen- would not need to use these controls and court integration decisions
important
most
Ohio, 44 per cent
the
realized,
uf
"s
ficient
tral Africa, but painful just the same. that he intended to give
next stept is local civil rights Spencer, 45 per cent

Our Opinions

Spotlight On Kenya

To-morrow, the drama is likely to shift rope" to see how much, if at all, they
must be used. But the African members
to Kenya.
In his first speech to the Kenya Leg- of the Council point to an increasing
islative Council last November, Sir Pat- number of prosecutions of Africans, inrick Renison announced that he would cluding charges against six elected memend the state of emergency declared in bers and the conviction of one member,
October, 1952. He said that the law as signs that control and toughness are
would be reinforced to provide " a fully dominant in a government which they
effective first line of defense against in- regard as strongly influenced by Eurocipient lawlessness" and that measures peans.
The convicted membe r, Lawrence ATLANTA — (UPI) — At- The Negroes now attend
would be introduced to enable the govcolleges — Holmes at
torneys for two Negroes seek- other
ernment of Kenya "to deal promptly and Oguda, was charged with sedition on the ing admission to the University Morehouse in Atlanta and Miss
effectively with threats to public secur- grounds that he had referred to the of Georgia have filed a new Hunter a college at Detroit.
that
American War of Independence as an federal court suit seeking to They asked, however,
ity as they may develop."
their application to the Univerbarriers
segregation
have
The European reaction was that the illustration of the fact that people al- thrown out at the school.
sity of Georgia be considered
independtheir
for
"fight
continuing for the purpose of "I might have bad hair, but the simplest I have got to an in the world, but you know
had
to
ways
Governor should be congratulated on the
my head has got a good shape," admit, have been kind of sim- the other day I saw Zarita, my
The Negroes are Hamilton E. their desegregation suit,
measures, but that "ultimately the pub- ence" and had suggested that if the con- Holmes and Darlene Hunter,
got ile. Take me, at times I do old used-to-be. and I could not
also
said
Simple. "I
not knola why I do it, but I I elp but cast a manly eye on
brains."
lic would judge them entirely on their stitutional conference, scheduled f o r both of Atlanta. A hearing on
for
set
been
cut
,'an't
hair
has
follow my right mind. I her. I know I would be simple
have
nice
a
do
petition
-You
their
should
success in maintaining law and order." early this year, failed, Africans
know Joyce tries to keep a to take up with that Zarita
there," I said.
Sept. 9 in the Middle District
In general, Asian opinion welcomed the refuse to pay the personal tax.
"In fact, I am a good looking ;)udget in our home. But some- again. Sometime your mind does
Federal Court at Macon, Ga.
Oguda's conviction has undoubtedly The Negroes, whose attornman, if I do say so myself, .imes I over spends the budget not pay attention to your own
Governor's speech.
when I look at myself in the and my pocket change, too." judgement. Oh well the Lord
But the African members of the Leg- increased the African elected leaders' eys include Thurmond Marshall
mirror" said simple. "Some- "You are often quite gener- made everybody different —
national
Motley,
Constance
and
islative Council were dismayed at the fears about their own position in the po- attorneys for the NAACP, said
time I say to my wife, Joyce, ous with yourself especially some bowlegged, some knockthreat to the Africans that they believ- litical battle. Against this background, they attempted to enroll at the
' Baby, you have married a when you are drinking, beer kneed, some pigeon-toed, some
slew-footed, others bebop hipbut
the
1959
government
to
July.
in
opposition
university
African
right nice looking joker.' And alter beer," I said.
measures.
ed to be implicit in the new
on
admission
were denied
an- "Too generous for my own ped, and some on the simple
what
Joyce
you
know
do
Thus,
more
bitter.
grow
to
likely
seems
The fact that there are to be regulations
good ' said Simple, "which is side. But I reckon He knovulaik
grounds of "inadequate faciliDAYTON, Ohio — (UPI) —A swers?"
simple minded. Another thing, what He was doing—God's go."'"
under permanent legislation for the con- it appears that Kenya will be the scene ties"
I said.
man here who suffered a heart
I am married to the best worn- a way!
tinued control of political organizations of the next African turmoil.
Negroes have sought for a attack and was pronounced dead
"Joyce says, 'You would be

2 Seek To Mix
Georgia School

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

Man Dead
Last Year
eels Fine

number of years to desegregate by two doctors last year, today 0. K. if sometimes you didn't
of
University
act so simple'."
the all-white
is alive and feeling 'fine.'
Georgia. In the only previous Dr. Harry Einhorn and Dr. S. "And why does she cast such
I
case to go through the federal Paul Rose pronounced Dr. Em. an aspersion upon you?"
The pre-election session of Congress saying just now. We expect that tune to courts, Horace Ward of Atlanta horns father, Max Einhorn, 76, asked.
his case on grounds that c'ead after he had stopped "Because sometime I am simhas adjourned in a flurry of charges and be changed as the going gets rough in lost had
not exhausted all adhe
ple-minded," said Simple. "But
(Kansas City) Call
many years, then we say let
counter charges. From the point of view the campaign later on. We shall hear of ministrative remedies and had breathing and his heart had it is not by no intention. It is
stopped.
application
his
just the way God made me. There is no stopping of the the "kneel-ins" grow and multiof domestic interest, nothing of great the do-nothing session which convened interrupted
half hour later they learned But I am glad He did not make young Negro who is bent upon ply throughout America, in the
armed
the
while serving in
consequence happened, though a number
South.
differ
ently.
me bowlegged. I once knew obtaining full freedom and North as well as in the
in the shadows of a national election, yet forces and in another school.
The sit-in demonstrations,
of treatment right now
equality
of important measures were introduced.
the
entered
aide
nurse's
A
so
who
was
bowlegged,
man
a
The Holmes-Hunter case was
ago by
This has led the Republicans to charge passed not a single piece of legislation of filed by four lawyers. They seek room and saw his eyes flutter he looked like he was warped. in every phase of American life. starteo just 6 months
First came the sit-ins at lunch tour Negro college students in
move.
arm
his
rnd
have
a
who
I
once
girl
knew
also
that
pitfalls
the
to correct
that this bobte ' session had political general benefit to the masses.
counters in southern chain and Greensboro, N. C., have been
caused the failure in the Ward The two doctors rushed back was benchlegged. She looked
Since
fruitful.
motivation whicii went astray when the
Since it was a Democratic controlled case.
to the room and resumed treat- like she was standing in two variety stores. Then followed effective and
began last February
sit-ins
the
case
or
stand-ins
the
sit-ins
as
Democrats who had planned it couldn't Congress, the burden of legislative res- The petitioners. for example, ment.
places at once. But if I was a
been lowgirl I had rather be bench- might be in restaurants and the color bars have
push through their own pet proposals. ponsibility will naturally be placed on insisted in their suit that they Dr. Einhorn said he
facilities in 27
eating
the
counover
eating
ered
places
all
in
which
—
bolegged
lgged
than
university
had appealed to the
hetD
herr
Rose were uncertain whether
communities.
The Democrats retorted by saying Democratic leadership. But on many of reeistrar,
to the president, to their first attempts to revive for a woman, looks like such try. Now this week the "kneel different
in" was inaugurated in Atlanta In every case, the students
that the GOP leadership in Congress the measures the votes were not along the chairman of the Board of the elder man five minutes af- an _Ten invitation.
churches.
who participated in the demon.
was bent on preventing passage of essen- party line, hence the Democrats did not Regents and to the board itself. ter he was believed dead saved "Now take my Uncle Tige, The Christian church , of all strations have been peacef
This is what the court refers to his life Dr. Rose said he struck he was so konck-kneed, he
tial legislation in order to keep the oppo- always have the determining majority. "as
places should be free of the orderly quiet and dignified.
administrative remedies" bim sharply on the chest to looked like one foot was going
practice of racial bias and dis- The sit-in, appears to be here
sition from using the measures enacted Republicans have voted with the Southstimulate heart action.
left, and one foot was going crimination. In a country whose to stay until America rids itas ready propaganda on which to base a ern bloc to kill certain bills purely as a SCHOOL BEGINNING
Dr. Einborn said a person does right. Also being slew-footed, very roots are imbedded in the self of the evil of racial disDemocratic campaign.
matter of political strategy. Which par- Concord. N. H. — New Hamp- not die until he has suffered he could of played golf with principle of religious freedom, crimination and segregation.
shire has had a state system of
brain damage from either foot and knock a ball to it is ironic that the church it- The young Negro feels that
Leaders of both parties are now cOn- ty will be hurt or helped by this calcula- education since 1647 when a irreversible
wham and gone! He rolled like self remains one of the most 100 years after the signing of
lack of oxygen.
fessing that nobody gained anything out tion will not be known until the returns court order required every corn- Although Max Einhorn ex- e sailor, too, when he walked." segregated institutions in our the Emancipation Proclamation
of this stalemate. That's what they are are tabulated in November.
munity of 50 or more persons to perienced death, he does not "Uh! LTh! Uh!" I said.
land. It has often been said, and is long enough to wait for the
he
navigatway
the
"That's
have and maintain a school,
it.
rightly so, that 11 o'clock on freedom guaranteed under the
about
anything
remember
ed." said Simple. But talking Sunday morning is the most United States Constitution. The
1111111111111011)111111110111111111001111I1111111111111enneeinennitimitieniummgiminglI1111111111111u; aboir walking, you know my
youngster will wait no longer.
segregated hour in America.
Cousin Minnie here in Harlem?" If the newly - inaugurated His elders—for 100 years—have
"By sight," I said.
"kneel-in" will help the church tried patience, persuasion, court
The special Congress of the Nation- any new status as a republic would re,she has got what I to practice in its news what the action, meetings and confercall a bebop walk." said Sim- ministers have been preaching ences They did not work. The
alist party in Johannesburg foresha- quire it to reapply for admission. The
ple. 'When my Cousin Minnie from the pulpit for lo these Fit-in is getting results.
dows a bitter political fight on whether African nations have said they would op-walks dcwn the street, one hip
says BEE and the other hip
South Africa should become a republic pose such a request.
BOP—just like a seesaw, up,
reThe
urges
party
also
Progressive
even at the risk of losing membership in
down, up, down, rock, roll, rock,
alarming specter Negro crime.
(Indianapolis Record)
govof
a republic to protest the
roll No wonder the men turn Some statistics released by More despairful is the fact
the British Commonwealth and valuable jection
ernment's policy of racial discrimina?round and look at Minnie.
the Federal Bureau of Investi- that the high incidence of crime
tariff concessions.
I
gave
reckon,
Lord,
"The
gation in recent months show- in some areas is viewed wit
tion.
Nevertheless a referendum will be
her them ball bearing hips, but ing more than 2.3 million ar- in difference and as a jestf
It stands for the right of all to part ithe Devil must of taught her rests in 1.586 cities and towns matter. No agency, group
held on October 5, to decide whether the
cipate in government, and favors a renow to use them. When Minnie indicated that more than 696,200 organization among Negro peo-•
people want a republic. Prime Minister
into a bar, seven jokers of these were Negro people.
'urns
ple engages ever in a sustained
govCentral
duction of the power of the
Hendrick F. Verwo2id has announced
follow her, and out of that However. the Negro minority drive against crime in the Neernrnglit. The referendum, however, will
seven. at least six will buy a •-epreserits less than 12 per cent gro community. Yet the crime
that if the referendum is successful he
be limited to South Africa's 3,000,000
drink. Minnie has a way of lead•
population of the na- spectacle, unlike among other
the
will apply to the Comm()iwcalth for coning men right on to poverty lion. Again no other 'minority elements of the total populawhite.. The nation's 11,000,000 African,
tinued membership.
each and every payday. I have group in the land approaches tion, again and again forbodes
Asian and persons of mixed blood will
seen Mir.nie drink as many as such a figure in comparison to of calamity for the entire Negro
will
is
it
he
if
But
refused,
said, he
community.
have no vote.
seventeen drinks and not yet the total crime picture.
establish a republic anys% ay and seek
Representing generally one;all off the stool.
Today, in keeping with all
Obsers e1-s on the scene maintain the
"As long as a man will buy. the opportunities and possibili- tenth of the total population of
treaties with the Commonwealth coun- view that Dr. Verwoerd, the arch raciaMinnie will try, then get up ties for the individual to imbibe the ,and or community, Negro
tries for mutual trade benefits.
list, could lose unless he got substantial
1-nd bebop on home by herself. the spirit of human dignity— people in some areas commit
Jokers turn their pockets inside it is a matter of faulty logic a8 per cent of the murders, 543
The National party's credo of apar- support from the English-speaking eleout
and say, 'I thought I had to blame the Crime spectacle per cent of the manslaughters,
theid (racial segregation) is the issue on ment.
dollar left.' But they do not on outside influences.
53 per cent of the robberies, 30
which Commonwealth opposition to a
even have bus fare home. By It is untenable to associate per cent of the burglari es, and
But South Africa has never had a rethat time. Minnie has done bon the alarming specter of crime romparable percentages of othSouth African republic is based. The ferendum or even a general election in
rowed from each and everyone among Negro people of the ur- er law violations.
African nations in the Commonwealth. which every seat has been contested.
Again no other minority over
of them, and she takes herself ban communities of the land
such a
Malaya and Ghana in particular, are vio- Thus there is no yardstick with which to
a taxi to her door. If nature with slums, discrimnation, job the land approaches
is going to make somebody off- bias and poor recreational tacit- record which strikes at the
lently opposed to the Commonwealth's measure a possible result. One fact
spiritual and moral fabric of
beat in the hips and legs, if a ;ties.
formal recognition of a republic that stands out beyond a doubt that is Prime
woman, it is not bad to be Over all the areas in which the total Negro populace of
would have racial discrimination as an Minister Verwoerd is no longer the idol
made like Minnie — shake like slum clearance is in full opera- community. The crime spec
jelly on A plate. But to be made tion job bias is being reduced (le Among Negro people is iff
official government policy.
of the members of his own party. That
off in the head now that is bad. —educational, medical and re- deed and unduly a menance
Although the Union of South Africa his days are numbered is now beyond "HI ALWAYS LOOKS ANGRY —INSIDE HE'S HAP- "I do not recall anybody cra• erea,ional facilities incresired— and mockery of our civilized
is now a member of the Commonwealth, contest.
7y in our family. But some, of there is still an undue and an society.
PY, BUT HIS FACE HASN'T HEARD THE NEWS."
I.
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Dear Mme. Chante I am a aim in writing you this letter
lonely GI in Korea and would is that I would like to have a
like to hear from ladies between pen friend in your area. I am
the ages of 19 and 30. I will an African boy of Nigerian orianswer all letters and exchange gin in British West Africa. My
photos.
hobby is football and I am a
PFC Levandrew Gray, Co. B. bit good at running. I shall be
1st Bat, EP 32nd Inf., 7th Inf. very grateful to have some one
Division. APO 7, San Francisco, write to me. Ademola Salawe,
79 Apongbon st., Lagos NigeCalif.
Dear Mme, Chante: I have ria, West Africa.
been reading your column and Dear Mine. Chante: I. have
would like you to help me. I am been reading your column for
a young lady in my early for- years but I have never written
.f I rr PER cemy OF 1146 De.OPLy
1401,01A1
-1
WAS Agtso OeAD LANDING ..•
ties and desire a husband be- before. Will you please pubIN HERE WAS ININKINI ME sone
Vu BEN ;Wet PER CEN1 Of INE PEOPtE 'NAT
tween 45 and 60
I attend lish this little note so that some'MING
'17
SAW US LAND...114OUGNI WE WERE GOING
church regularly. I am light one might become interested
brown skin, medium built, a and write me. I am 54 years
IMNO TIAE L AKE!
\
I //
good cook and housekeeper. Will old, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, weigh
answer all letters. Mrs. Eliza- 165 lbs.,
medium brownskin,
i
h ./
4
beth Banks, 4332 Indiana ave., average built,
have no bad
Chicago, Ill.
habits. I go to church every
fir%
,..-- ,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Sunday. Occupation, Post OfChristian
man, well built, tall, fice clerk. I would like to meet
el
7. -4Alliko.
divorced, employed, middle 30's, a nice lady between the ages
,
brownakin. Desire marriage be- of 30 and 45 whose object is
-_
--r-z- --,,....
fore winter to a modern, ma- matrimony. Please send photo.
........___
V- -._-1401111111116.7—
tured young lady trying to get I will do the same. Race doesn't
ahead in life. Looks not too matter. Raymond Washington,
important. Please, only single 0322 S. Wentworth ave., Chicawomen answer between 20 and go 20, Ill.
40. James Cullen, Keystone Dear Mme. Chante: I feel
Hotel, 161 W. 36th. at., New sure -that you will be able to
York, N. Y.
help me find happiness as you
Dear Mme. Chante: I've been have many others. I am 49 and
a constant reader of your col- I have two children, 14 and 12.
umn for quite sometime and I have medium brown skin annd
would like your aid in helping weigh 170 lbs. Interested in
me find a suitable male com- hearing from. gentlemen be
panion. I am a kinely young tween 49 and 65. Ailence Brown,
lady of 22, 5 feet 6 inches tall. 5171i N. 3rd ave., Saginaw,
dark brown complexion. I would Mich.
like to correspond with young Dear Mme. Chante: I read
By ALAN D. RESCH
Indian School in Sampson coun.
men between 25 and 35. I do your column regularly and see
JUNN,
N. C. — (UPI) — The y
not smoke or drink and I have how you help so many people.
County officials said there
a very pleasing personality and I am a young lady who would bewildering variety of Indian
try to understand all problems like to meet a young, present- Tribes in North Carolina have were nut enough Indian chiland be very liberal in all my able, industrious man of good one thing in
common: They're dren here to justify construe.
decisions. If not sincere please character who wants to get some
lion of another school. They
a
notoriously
stubborn lot whose
do not write. I will answer all where in life. Please send photo
also refused to admit nine Inletters. Joyce Peeks, 7123 Nor- in letter. Miss Maxine Pool, biggest wish is to be left alone. dian children to local
white
mal blvd., Chicago 21, Ill.
6254 S. Harper ave., Chicago 37, They have no love for the schools
Dear Mme. Chante: My chief 111.
white man's schools and little White parents
said they fearrespec, for the white man's ed admission of
the light-skinways. They want nothing to do red Cherokee
and Croatan Inwith the NAACP or the Ku Klux dians to white
schools would
Klan. They have willingly ac- pave the way
for admission
vepted North Carolina's tradi- of Negroes.
tionhl system of three-way seg.
regation—separate schools for Negro children, backed by
children of the white, Negro the NAACP, now have gained
Pdmission to white schools in
And Indian races.
seven North Carolina counties.
URSERY SCHOOL Children Here, all the pre-school age director and author of the The nursery should create, as
But last week, seven stoical Efforts to put the Indian chilget a special treat the day tots "say cheese." Ruth Jaml• story, says younger children much a possible, a "homey"
young Indians staged a class- dren in either white
or Negro
photographer
comes. son, Chicago nursing school should learn through play. atmosphere, she pointed out.
the
loom sitdown strike demand.
CLEVELAND — (UPI) — era of heating and cooling sys- ing admission to the all-white schools have been resisted in
the past.
David Guralnik probably is terns to describe what they high school here. They left the
school only after the father of RESENT NEGROES
bombarded with more word's are up to .
The _ Haliwa Indians in the
than any other man in the Disc jockeys held a conven- one and the brother of another eastern part of the state, aswere
arrested.
lion a few years ago. raised an
signed to Negro schools several
country.
indignant cry over their titles James A Chance, 35, one of years ago, built their own classGuralnik is dictionary editor and thought
up the word .,musi. those arrested, said the Indians room at Hollister. N. C.. and
for the World Publishing Co. crasteerdsi't'ortao
EN onsuRm
r}
T ltlawyer.
labcoemibta
. rDic
dedtobny- would
torced state officials to give it
Words are his business. The
were
accreditation.
business in new words is par- press agents, but nothing hapThe
Indian
children
were
not
The proud Lumbee Indians
ticuiarly brisk.
pened because the industry it protesting the
fact of segraga- of Robeson county, given their
self
and everyone else continued ton. They were
People often write to the ediprotesting the own schools in 1923, refused in
tor enclosing a word they have to use "disc jockeys."
fact that Hartnett County has 1930 to integrate with the "Smilor may not be emotionally up little stories that may or through it he acts out his ideas
By RUTH JAMISON
made up offering to sell it, Al! of which illustrates a refused to build an all-Indian ings
Clan" of Indians.
Chicago Nursery School Director ready for Nursery School. I do may not havev a basis in fact. and feelings, whether of joy or
The
and promising a definition when point often made by Guralnik: school here and requires them Smilings put up a
two-room
Nursery school is the place not recommend such an early He is fond of eXplanations such fear, agression or submission.
they get a check. Some of the Dictionary editors follow usage to make a 70-mile daily round school
of their own which still
for children between the ages divorcement between mother as "I did that before: now I Materials that allow great free- words ar' - genious and some
don't initiate it.
trip by bus to the East Carolina is operated separately.
will make something else," he dom in the uses to which they even nec
of two and five years old. Kin- and child,
dergarten is the place for chil- Three years old is one of the likes to sing and he can repeat may be put are known as raw
For the most part, it's no
most fascinating years in the whole verses of songs he hears. materials—clay, paints, paper,
dren who are five,
sale.
difference
He
child.
of
world
young
the
growth
of
ere is a
He listens raptly to all stories crayons, sand and blocks are
One woman recently offered
children's emotional readi- can do so many things — run, and nursery rhymes he can get a few examples.
Oh
the
wora "hirs' for consideramy
tricycle,
levels.
It
is
a
age
climb
ride
all
at
and
Stories
jump
people
ness
to read to him.
There should be climbing ap- tion She pointed out there is
firm conviction however, that bustle back and forth up and he particularly likes he wants
paratus for large muscle de' no pronoun in the English langNursery School should remain down stairs. And he loves to to hear over and over again
velopment and very popular is uage to take care of the "his or
the
leave
and
Nursery School
run errands around the house. without the changes of a word.
functions of Kindergarten to He delights in making mud His ideas of time are becom• play equipment involving the hers" situation. No sale.
life of the household—dolls with .And there was no sale either
the Kindergarten,
pies or using finger paints. He ing clearer, and he may ask
beds, carriages, clothing and for the word "hydonics' al
The two-year-old is a "run can make a train or tower out things like "When will it be
cleaning equipment including though it filled a need and was
scribble
likes
very
to
sure
not
blocks;
although
he
of
about"
Saturday?"
board (this doll corner
footed. He has passed through with crayon, and what he draws He can, if taught, learn his ironing
is as popular with the boys as included in a college edition
dictionary The word w a a
the wobbly months when bumps has meaning to him; he can full name and address and telethe girls).
thought up and offered by makand tumbles come often. He help put toys away and often phone number; he can run
painting and plenty of
can go upstairs one foot after he can carry a tune.
small errands in the immediate Finger
the other onto each step. He He loves to be with other neighborhood. He can dress and fresh play dough and large schools attempted to send home
can throw or kick a ball and children. Usually he can play undress himself; he goes to the puzzles of six to eight pieces - smart' children. The purpose
often learns to push the pedals quite well with one or two at a toilet without any help, as do keep small fry very interested was to keep the parents happy.
of a tricycle if he can reach time. With a larger number he many three year olds and some and happy.
Today's good nursery school has
them. He is very eager to do has more difficulty in taking two.
The musical rogram should one aim—to keep the child hapthings by himself and he can turns and sharing. He boasts The five-year-old is ready and include records that are funny py and comfortable while it is
take minor bumps in his stride about what he can do and pays more dependable than t h e and fun while at the same time learning through constructive
great attention to adults. He others. He likes to feel inde- carrying a good moral message. play.
if not overly protected.
He builds blocks into small listens to their words and pendent and can be given more What a delight to imitate a pa- They aim to recreate as near
towers, pulls open drawers, and watches their faces for clues of freedom. In some neighbor- rade: and it is so much fun to r
y as possible a "homey,"
Ôlights in stuffing things in approval or disapproval. Much hoods he can go to the store act out the story of the three rather
than institutional, atmosout. He likes to fill and of his play is imitation of what and even to kindergarten alone bears.
phere with regularity of profather
mother
and
his
over
over
and
he sees
ty things
after careful instructions and The musical program should gram but a complete lack of
again. In fact he repeats many doing,
practice in crossing the streets. be gentle and affectionate. She regimentation.
play activities to a point that A three year old may ask, He too loves to hear and tell should have warmth and under
Your child should learn at
to adults "When is tomorrow", showing stories, but he is more serious
seems very
standing. She should approach
He can generally eat alone, but that his ideas of the passage than the four-year-old when he the children's groups and speak nursery school what he, and he
alone, is capable of learning ONE OF THE LANDMARKS complete tirchase of Wood- for 46 cars. Building
not neatly. He likes to he`p un- of time are beginning to grow. asks. "What is this for?" or directly and quietly. She knows through
contains
play. Let him be the in Cleveland's
dress himself and may begin But yesterday, as he uses it, "How does this work?" He that
University Cir- ward Masonic Temple at E. 25.000 square feet of space.
a child judges her by the child who he is now and learn
cle area changed hands re. to5th at. and Chester ave. William 0. Walker, company
may mean last week or months needs a thoughtful, honest ansto try to dress.
gentleness of her touch and the the other things he should know
cently when the P-W Publish• The property includes a four• president, said building will
At this stage the child is not ago. Three years old is the age wer that really explains,
tone of her voice,
when he is old enough to enter ing company, publishers of story brick building fronting be remodeled to house all
much aware of other children's of doing!
One mother says to another, Once upon a time nursery
formal training.
the Cleveland Call and Post, on E. 105th with parking lot newspapers operations.
feelings and may push them If three Is the "age of doing," -My little Tommie is so smart;
__ _
around without realizing he is four is the age of "finding out." he has Iserned so much at Nurhurting them. There is a shy- What, why and how, are often sery School; why he can say
•<,Ne
OS Igo. 11'00114M t SIAS Mb0
ness and suspicion that tells us used by the four-year-old. He the- pledge to the flag; he can 13L1flgietbn@
.1%41
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the child is becoming aware is full of questions,
1RPP4P
Butt6....GEt41*
say all of his ABC's and he can
/SW
NoT 014L4 WOULD
THRIDUGN ¶1W W001,5
BUT...
••
SAE/
of the uncertaintfes in this Of course four-year-old is a count to thirty-five."
Slot) (444 6.16MT DRY CLOCK ...IT
world around him,
doer also because he is very The other mother says, "Well, 4ELLO BUNGlef.
S1OPS -Toe mancia O <msg.!
At this age the child usually active. lie runs, jumps and there must be something wrong
says "No" to everything. This climbs with more ease, grace at the Nursery School that my
BELLO
I. called the Negativistic stage and sureness than the three' Mary attends—she hasn't learnin child development. The two- year-old; he craves being with ed any of those things.
year-old often wants to take a children who help him carry Which School has the correct
favorite toy to bed with him and out imaginative play; he en- program?. Leading educators
likes to stick to certain ways joys being silly with his friends. say Nursery school age childoing things when washing, He has more fears than when dren should "learn through
he was younger for he can un• play:.
suing and eating,
derstand many dangers.
cAitisirtruA
SELF EXPRESSION
A two year old should be ob- MAZES UT STORIES
A good Nursery School proserved carefully by a Nursery A four-year-old can carry on vides material for school age
Schaal director before being ad- a running conversation with an children. In a way, all a child's
LIS
4o1
SA,
ini*Rd lab the school. He may other ch'id or adult. He makit play is self expressicil since
ra
if
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N.C. Tribes Want
To Be Left Alone

Editor Swamped
By Work Coiners

Says Nursery Pupils
Should Learn By Play
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ACCOMPANIED BY POLICE- on the Northside of Richmond, Va., making it the first
MEN and reports, Gloria Jean
integrated high school in the
Mead (left) and Carol Irene
grounds of capital of the Confederacy.
Swann enter
Chandler Junior high school (UPI Telephoto)

Predicts Red China To Soon Get A-Bomb

DO- `'T LET THE CANE fool you: Hobert Wiginton of Miami is sprry
with police officers in their continuing fight to secure better police
looking at a grave marker he bought some time ago. He doesn't
expect to need it for some time to come. (UPI Telephoto)

Miss America Hopefuls In N. J.

TOKYO — (UPI) — American physicist J. Robert OppenATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — (UPI) — Nearly half the 54 Miss
heimer predicted that Red China soon would possess the atomic
America hopefuls arrived a day early and got a head start on
bomb.
getting sand in their shoes and their pictures in the newspapers.
Oppenheimer, director of the institute for advanced studies
Twenty-five beauties checked in a day ahead of the official
at Princeton, N. J. said on his arrival here at the invitation
of the 25th "modern era" American pageant, toting
opening
of the Japanese International Cultural Society that he had no
good luck charms and heaps of luggage.
assorted
soecific information about Red Chinese progress in nuclear
Miss Arkansas, Claudette Smith. arrived by bus with 13
physics.
luggage but she dispensed with good luck charms. In"But under general circumstances she will be able to have cases of
counting on the luck of her own rooting section.
she's
stead,
them shortly," he said.
-ere from Arkansas
Twenty-one relatives are following he- '
and Kansas to cheer her chances.

Hold Farmhand, 24, In Death Of Wife

NEWTON, N. J. — (UPI) — A 24-year-old farmhand and
father of five was held in jail here Monday pending grand
/t1rY action on obarges be murdered his pregnant wife with a
shotgun.
Robert Zellers of Glenwood, N. J., was arraigned on a
murder charge Sunday night. He was accused of fatally wounding his 23-year-old wife, Dorothea, Saturday night with a single
blast from a 12-gauge shotgun. She was expecting her sixth
child.

NATO Surprised By De Gaulle's Plan

PARIS — (UPI) — A spokesman for the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization expressed surprise at French President
Charles De Gaulle's proposal to extend NATO into such strategic
areas as the Middle East and Africa.
De Gaulle proposed this extension of the western alliance.
and its revamping to give each member control of its own
defenses and nuclear stockpiles on its territory, at his first
press conference of the year Monday.

Package Of Ashes From Outer Space?
mysterious

HARTFORD, Conn. — (UPI) — plain -looking but
package sat on a desk at Hartford police headquarters Tuesday and passersby kept their distance.
The package contains ashes, but apparently not ordinary
to
ashes. They could have come from outer space. according
moonwatch
Haven
New
the
Prof. Robert L. Brown, head of
station.
The ashes were found Sunday night in a back yard of a
residential district. When first spotted they were glowing. The
glow was put out by buckets of water.

Japanese Aide Off For Korean Visit
TOKYO — (UPI) — Japanese foreign minister Zentaro
Kosaka left Tuesday for a whirl wind visit of the Republic of
Korea which he hoped would lead to establishment of formal
relations between the two former bitter enemies.
It was the first visit by a high-ranking Japanese government official to Korea since World War II ended in 1945.
Kosaka told a news conference Monday he intended to
show the Korean people Japan's sincere support for the new
government in Seoul.

Red Viet Nam Chief Backs Russia

Willy Brandt Warns The West

TAIPEI. Formosa — (UPI) — Health authorities reported an outbreak of malaria which the United Nations World
Health Organization tried to wipe out on Formosa five years
ago.
A decade ago, the disease caused more deaths than cancer
on this island. It was reported that blood plasma imported
from other countries was responsible for the recurrence and
hospitals and clinics were alerted to take precautionary measures after several persons were reported to have contracted
the disease after receiving transfusions.

Defense Buzzer To Be Tested On City

Marilyn Monroe Leaves Hospital

Nixon Gets His Leg From Traction

Sukarno To Head UN DelPeafion

Cuba Seizes Dun & Bradstreet Office

Study Latin Living Standards

Reds `Close' Corridors Into Berlin

Housewives Turn Plumbers In England

BERLIN — (UPI) — Mayor Willy Brandt warned the westBARROW-IN-FURNESS. England — (UPI) — Sixty women
ern powers the Communists have opened a new campaign to have gone to work as plumbers' assistants.to help finish fitforce them into a "rotten compromise" on West Berin.
ting out a new ocean liner, the Sunday Express reported.
Communist restrictions on West German's traveling to BerBritain's largest postwar liner. The Oraiana, is scheduled
lin by road and rail appeared ended at midnight. but Brandt for inspection by the Queen on Trafalagar Day—Oct. 21—but a
said that the Reds aould not let up in their campaign.
plumbers' strike threatened to prevent her completion in time.
Shortly after midnight. Communist police guarding a sector
When the strike was settled, extra plumbers were put
of the border permitted West German newsmen to travel to on the job, hut they needed assistants. The 60 women, most
East Berlin. UPI newsmen who traveled to East Germany via ef them housewives, provided the answer.
elevated railroad reported Red guards did not bother them
aboard the train.
LONDON — (UPI) — Maj. Gen. Henry T. Alexander, the
British general serving as Ghana's commander-in-chief, said
HAVANA — (UPI) — Premier Fidel Castro branded as Sunday The Congo situation "is very depressing."
Alexander. arriving to attend a British army conference.
"treason" the anti-Communist declaration issued by 19 Amertold London airport newsmen, "I think the news from The
ican republics at San Jose, Costa Rica.
"Why should we renounce Soviet support — to remain Congo is very depressing. That is all I can say of my opinions
alone and weak?" the revolutionary leader demanded to know and comments."
Alexander led Ghana's U. N. emergency force troops into
In a wrathful post-midnight address to an assembly of school
the Congo.
teachers.
He called for a massive public rally in Havana this Friday
—"The biggest public demonstration yet," _ for Cubans to
e show their contempt of the San Jose warning against SinoWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The United States has begun
construction in Puerto Rico of the world's largest radar, cap1 Soviet intervention in the western hemisphere.
4
able of bouncing signals off the planets Venus, Mars and
0 .
Jupiter.
The Defense Department, in announcing the project, said
itITH BEND. Ind. — (UPI) — The body of John Francis
ftc' linal O'Mara. archbishop of Philadelphia, lay in state in tbe new radar also may detect signals originating billions of
acred Heart Church on the campus of the University of Notre light years from earth.
:Dame.
The instrument's dish -shaped antenna. 1000 feet in diameter,
will cover DI acres. The construction, on a site 10 miles south
Funeral services for the cardinal will he held Wednesday
The fe 'ner Notre Dame president diet'. last week in Philadel- of Arecibo.tis to be completed in the Fall of 1961 at a cost
of $3.5 million.
plsjj a4 the a;e of 72.

Congo News Saddens Ghana Soldier

Castro Labels 'Red' Warning Treason

U. S. Begins World's Biggest Radar

) •7dinal O'Hara Lies In State

Report Malaria Outbreak In Formosa

NEW DELHI — (UPI) — A bill has been introduced in
India's lower House of Parliament to prohibit men over 50
from marrying teenage girls.
The bill, sponsored by Praja (People's) Socialist member
Mohan Swamp would set a one year prison term and a fine
of 1,000 rupees ($210) for all "September-April" romances.
The ensuing debate on the bill was inconclusive. A number
of MP's agreed with the broad concept, but said it might be
too hard to enforce.

Mitchell Hits Union On Strike

Quill Blasts Pennsy Officials

on hand for second straight
week for the integrration
"wade-in" at previously "all
white" beach area. No "incidents" were reported.

Old Men And Young Girls: India Acts

WASHINGTON — (UPI) —Civil defense officials planned
Sunday to buzz a whole city in a test of a small device that
plugs into an ordinary household electrical circuit to provide
WASHINGTON — (UN) — Labor Secretary James P. Mitinstant warning of enemy attack.
almost
"pubthe
ignored
chell said the Transport Workers Union has
buzzer device could be set off in homes and plants
The
lic interest" in its strike against the Pennsylvania railroad. throughout the nation from a central control point within one
he
continues,
unions
other
some
If such action by this and
minute, according to Federal Civil Defense Director Leo A.
said, "some forces" in this country are going to demand that Heogh.
r'snro-e.c ,,ive the federal government power to arbitrate major •
Heogh said the first large-scale demonstration of the buzzer
labor disputes on, a compulsory basis.
will be made Oct. 11 in Charlotte, Mich., where it will be installed in 2,000 homes, schools, factories, government facilities
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Actress Marilyn Monroe was and businesses.
released from Westside hospital after almost a week's rest
for overwork and exhaustion.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Vice President Richard M.
"She was released by her docto- so she could snend a quiet
evening with her husband before geing back to Reno", said Nixon's doctors, encouraged by his progress, have removed his
ailing left leg from traction for the first time since the GOP
--okesman for the blonde star.
„.„ „.ith
8-0,11r Miller at the Beverly Hills presidential nominee entered Walter Reed Army Medical Cep
hotel, but not receiving callers.
A medical report from Nixon's office said "physicians at
Walter Reed continue to be encouraged by the progress the
JAKARTA, Indonesia — (UPI) — President Sukarno will Vice President is making in recuperating from his knee in•-ed Nations General fection." A spokesman confirmed that the leg was taken out
Assembly in New York this month, palace sources disclosed.
of traction.
Sukarno is attending the U. N. session at the suggestion
The statement from Nixon's office, issued earlier in the
of Soviet Premier Nikita Krushchev, wino plans to attend the day, said "physical rehabilitation exercises are continuing."
meetings himself. Khrushchev nas urged a U. N. Summit
meeting on disarmament.
The Indonesian president will be accompanied by his foreign
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Cuban government seized its
"mister, Subandrio.
Havana credit reporting office Tuesday. Dun and Bradstreet,
inc., business reporting service, announced.
BOGOTA, Columbia — (UPI) — Delegates from 20 AmeriThe firm said its Cuban manager, Eduardo Moreno, was
can nations meet in this heavily guarded city to study ways barred from the office and replaced by a government "intervenof raising the living standards of the average Latin American tor." The Havana office is one of more than 200 overseas offices
citizen.
of the organization.
Brazil and the United States prepared broad, long-range
There was no immediate explanation for the seizure of
orograms that would help the average citizen resist the blan- the
agency.
dishments of Communism which makes its biggest gains among
the onor.
The streets were heavily guarded as Colombian officials
BERLIN, Germany — (UPI) — Western commerical airrecalled the disaster of 1958 when a Communist-led uprising lines Wednesday ignored Communist warnings against flying
1.000
than
persons at the inaugurational meeting West Germans into Berlin but Reds made
-illed more
'
no attempt to interth c),--anization of American Statas,
fere with traffic through the western air corridors. "

TOKYO — (UPI) — President Ho Chi Minh of Communist
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Michael J. Quill, oresident of the
North Viet Nam Tuesday swung to the side of Soviet Premier
Workers Union. charged the Pennsylvania railroad
TransPort
Red
with
quarrel
ideological
Nikita S. Khrushchev in Russia's
the administration to "break the strike" of TWU
for
waiting
is
China.
men.
maintenance
of
congress
third
the
of
session
opening
the
Addressing
"We predict they'll wait a long time," Quill told newsmen
the North Viet Minh Workers (Communist) party, Ho reiterated
parade.
his support of the 1957 Moscow conference and the Romanian at New york's Labor Day
O'Neil, chairman of the National
T.
Francis
charged
He
Russia's
stressed
which
Communist party congress of last June
Mediation Board, is "double-talking it" in his efforts to bring
theory of "peaceful co-existence with the west."
union and company together.

NEGROES AND WHITES get
together for chat at Chicago's
Rain bow Beach, 75th to 79th
its., after integration breakthrough led by NAACP, CORE
and C. 0. H. R. Police were

Unusually heavy concentrations of Communist aircraft
were reported at Soviet airfields astride the air corridors leading to Berlin.
Two airliners, one from Hannover and the other from
Frankfurt, landed safely at Berlin's Templehof airport with
more than 60 West Germans aboard. They were the first to
arrive since the East German Communist regime announced
Tuesday night it was closing Berlin to West Germans for
five days.

Demand Death For Korean Ex-Officials
SEOUL — (UPI) — The death penalty was demanded
Tuesday for former Republic of Korea Home Minister Hong
Chin Ki and nine other officials of the ousted government of
ex-president Syngman Rhee.
Hong is charged with responsibility for the shooting of
anti-Rhee students last April, rigging elections, and the attempted abolishment of the Democratic party.
The Democrats, headed by Premier John Chang, now
control the government.

Report 460 May Die Holiday Weekend
The National Safety Council has predicted a record 460
persons may die in traffic accidents around the country over
Labor Day weekend.
"Unless motorists drive with greater care this holiday than
they have in the past, the toll of immediate traffic deaths
over the Labor Day weekend could be around 460," the coun
cil said.
present record of 453 was set over -the 78-hour holiday
in 19
T5h1e.
The council said 73 million vehicles will be on the move
sometime during the weekend.

New Yorker Heads Bar Association
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Whitney North Seymour, a
New York attorney, was elected president of the American
Bar Association Tuesday by its house of delegates.
The 249-member house picked John C. Satterfield of Yazoo City, Miss. as president-elect. In the normal course of
affairs he will become president next year.
Osmer C. Fitts of Battleboro, Vt., was elected to a twoyear term as chairman o' the house of delegates, succeeding
Sylvester C. Smith, jr., of Newark, N. J. Fitts is a former
president of the Vermont Bar Association.

TV's Friar Tuck Dies In England Home
WOKING, England — (UPI) — Alexander Gauge, the 46year-old, 225-pound actor known to millions of televiewers as
"Friar Tuck," collapsed in his home here Monday and died
in hospital a short time later.
The doctor who was called in to attend the stricken actor
tried vainly to revive him by artificial respiration for 90 min
utes before taking him to the hospital.
Although he earned more than $700 a week as Friar Tuck
in the "Robin Hood" series televised in the United States and
England, Gauge despised the role.

Japan In Bind Over Dutch Warship
TOKYO — (UPI) — The Japanese government, which only
three months ago cancelled an invitation for President Eisenhower to visit here, is in a diplomatic bind over another international visit.
The visitor this time is not the president of a friendly
country. It's a Dutch warship.
Japan is under tremendous pressure from Indonesia to
withdraw permission for the Dutch aircraft carrier Karel Doorman to visit Yokohama Sept. 8-12. But, it appears Japan is
not very likely to renege on her diplomatic agreement in this
case.

Korea Wants $4 Billion Rent From U S
SEOUL. Korea — (UPI) — The Republic of Korea will
press the United States for payment of $4.3 billion in rentals
of land and buildings used by U. S. forces since the Korea
war, official sources said.
Sources at the Ministry of Reconstruction said issue wi
will be among matters to be negotiated with U. S. officiaW
when an economic mission is sent to Washington next month.
The U. S. is paying utility charges for its forces in Korea.
But it has refused to pay land and building rentals on grounds
that the Korean government had agreed to provide any such
facilities necessary for operations of the United Nations forces
during the Korean War.

Nikita Says Nixon, jack 'No Choice'

Find Girl, 10, Buried Near Her Home

MOSCOW — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev
Vice President Richard M. Nixon and Sen. John F.
described
PALM SPRING, Calif. — (UPI) — The body of a 10-yearcapitalist "Lackeys" who "make a pair" in the
old girl was found buried in shallow ground 50 feet from the Kennedy as
contest.
presidential
S.
U.
front door of her home, sheriff's detectives reported.
"We have nti choice," Khrushchev told an amused audiOfficers said a bloody piece of wood — a "2-by-4" — Ap- ence at a Hungarian exhibition here.
parently was used to beat Juanita (Janie) Zepeda. It was
The Premier, however, was especially /critical of Nixon,
found a short distance from the body.
whom he called a "man who wants to be the first genius of
It was not immediately determined whether the child had the capitalist world who shows how Communism can be destroybeen molested. Officers also investigated the possibility the ed."
girl interrupted a robbery at her home and then was slain.

Raps U. S., Faces Cuba Firing Squad
MONTREAL — (UPI) — Luis Martinez, a former radio
commentator in Cuba, said he and two other Cubans denied
political asylum by the U. S. were being handed over to
Cobs "to face the firing squads."
Martinez told United Press International by telephone he
and Maj. Gen. Jose E. Pedraza, former commander-in-chief
of the Cuban armed forces, and Humberto Ravelo were being
taken to Quebec city to be transferred to Cuba following
r arrest by immigration officials.
th,

"Immigration authorities refused to 1.-mmenl on the case.

Kennedy Climaxes Drive In Alaska

ANCHORAGE, Alaska — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy
flew to this new political region Saturday to climax a 5,000mile cross-country trip kicking off is "new-frontier" campaign for the presidency.
Arriving at the Anchorage Airport after a flight by charter
ed jet airliner from San Francisco, Kennedy pledged that "
the Democrats are elected this year, we will return the capital
of the free world to Washington."
His remarks were an indirect, humorous reference to a
flight among Alaskansias to whether the capital of the 49tb
state would remain in l'uneau or be moved here. A referendufp
decided it would stay in Juneau.

Prominent Families Merge

Cole - Picou 'All White' Nupitials Impressive, Beautiful
By MARION B. CAMPFIELD
• WITH FASHIONABLE and historic St. Edmund's Episcopal
church as the picturesque and austerely beautiful setting, Chicago's
socially elite sat breathlessly as the beautiful and impressive nuptials
ceremony uniting two prominent Chicago families was solemnized by
St. Edmund's revered rector, Fr. Samuel J. Martin. The bride, demurely lovely Cynthia Cole, daughter of Mrs. Besshart Cole and the
late Dr. T. Jonathan Cole, repeated the vows which made her Mrs.
Maurice Thomas Picou before a candlelit altar framed by gorgeous
arrangements of white chrysanthemums, gladioli and feathery fern.
•THE CEREMONY, fraught with dignity and solemnity, simplicity '
and reverence, was witnessed by a capacity crowd of long time friends
of both families, and socially prominent guests from out of the cit. .
Each sat entranced by the beauty of the all white gowns, accented by
sheaf bouquets of American Beauty rosebuds, enhancing the natural
grace and charm of the bridal party and the debonair handsomeness
of the groom's attendants. The groom is the nephew of Mrs. John H.
Sengstacke, wife of the publisher of the Chicago Daily Defender.
•THE PETITE BRIDE, ethereal in an exquisite, yet starkly simple
original creation fashioned from white silk organza with scalloped
neckline, was given in marriage by Ald. Kenneth Campbell, a long
time friend of her parents. Her gown was designed with fitted bodice
appliqued in Chantilly lace and dotted with seed pearls. The full skirt
billowed into a chapel train and the same lace and seed pearl motif
graced one side of the skirt from waist to floor length hemline. Her
"heavenly mist" silk illusion veil, created for her by Mrs. Patricia
Turner, was secured by "something old," a pearl tiara worn at her
debut in 1953.
•"SOMETHING BORROWED" was a cultured pearl necklace loaned
to her for the occasion by a bridesmaid, Bernice Wright, whose mother and the bride's mother shared the same bedroom in Provident hospital when their daughters were born. Her exquisite bridal finery and
the "something blue" a piece of lingerie, completed the traditional
bride's formula for marital bliss. Her bouquet, fashioned like those
carried by her bridesmaids, was of white rosu and stephanoti, nestling in ivy. The bridesmaids, in white silk (+ Mon, wearing miniature pillboxes with standoff veiling created by Mrs. Jessie Young,
wife of the Rev. Damon Young, minister of St. Mark Methodist
•EMBRACING adorable little flower
church,
girls, Lynn Ricks, her cousin and CathGrant, the new Mrs. Maurice Thornai
Picou tells them how sweet they were.

•
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•BEFORE CARRYING his bride over the threshold Maurice Thomas Picou pause beiefly to camera-record •COLE-PICOU wedding party records another memento of a happy occasion for newlyweds Mr. and Mrs.
of their home on E. 48th st., in Chicago, Mr. and Airs. a "shining moment."
Maurice Thomas Picou. They are (from left) John
Sengstacke, head usher and cousin of the groom;
Houston Porter, Adolph Slaughter, ushers; Ellen Ann

•TENDERLY assisting his bride from the altar, a
proud and happy groom and his demurely radiant
bride leave St. Edmund's Episcopal church where their
marriage was solemnized by Fr. Samuel J. Martin.
They honeymooned at Niagara Falls and New York
City. The groom, formerly from Los Angeles, is a Defender sports scribe.

*

Barnes, Charles, W. Va.; Bernice Wrigh t, Yvonne
Bowman, Betty Jane Rodgers Hale, Melinda Mitchell,
maid of honor; Joan Young Murray, Mt. Clair, N. J.,
matron of honor; Donald Bridgeforth, Gary, best man
and Robert Sengstacke, another cousin of the. groom.

•HER HAPPINESS is evident as Mrs. Besshart Cole,
mother of the bride, leaves St. Edmund's on the arm
of Ald. Kenneth Campbell, a logg time friend of the
family, who gave the bride in marriage. Her father,
the late Dr. T. J. Cole, was one of Chicago's leading
physicians and surgeons. (Defender Photos by

•CHICAGO'S FIRST families were prominentiy Sengstacke, Defender Publisher Sengstacke (couple
numbered in the capacity crowd which witnessed the right) greet unidentified reception guests. Extending
impressive and beautiful "all white" Cole-Picou nup- best wishes to the bride and groom is Mrs. Hennie Mae
tials on August 27 and then gathered at the Cole resi- Cisco of the Chicago Courier. At couple's left is the
dence on E. 48th at., to. extend congratulations and matron of honor, Mrs. Murray.
Rhoden)
best wishes. The aunt of the groom, Mrs. Jthn H.
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Merry
Co-Round

Your scribe is about to be Among those enjoying the home
convinced that this is a com- made ice cream etc., were Mr.
plete vacation area. Every week and Mrs E L. Wynne, Mr. and
seems to be vacation week. Mrs. Eddie Ball, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Hattie Williams and her vester Burns, Mrs. Elizabeth
sister Mrs. Eva Genia Johnson Holland, Mrs. Carrie Harris,
have just returned from a few Mrs. Hollis Skinner-Jordan. As
days visit with their brother this group is all old friends,
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. they really enjoyed an evening
Deason Welch in Gary, In- of reminiscing and looking at
diana. Mrs. Beatrice Ivie has old pictures.
just returned from a week's Mrs. Burns had the Phillips
visit with her daughter Mrs. for an early dinner on the same
Tyree Ivie. Miss Teretha Wilks evening They departed f o r
Summer has entered its final ready in the family, little Kim
has returned to Cleveland after Indianapolis in good spirits.
stretch . . . and last weekend Tonice.
spending the summer here with THE SICK
her mother Mrs. Bertha Mae
was tailormade for the mean- WELCOME HOME BIRTHDAY
William Ingram is still hosPARTY
Wilks and in Memphis with her pitalized in Kennedy General
derings of folks about to settle
Sweet seventeen can be just
grandmother, Mrs. Amanda Hospital. J. T. Moore is ill at
down to the more routine mode as exciting as si.wet sixteen,
Exum.
this writing. Mrs. Betty Clara
of life that is devoted to mostly so says lovely arole Marie
Mrs. Carrie Seat attended the LaRue is in Jackson Madison
Welton, Tullahoma; Nashville; A. C. Ford, JackDIRECTORS had tanpoga; Smith, Charles Til- phis;
FUNERAL
work some play, rather than Brown, honoree, at a welcome a busy season recently when lk, Nashville: Smith, Rev. Wheeler, Knoxville; Williams, son; Johnson, Coleman &
funeral of Dr. Denney in Win- Co.. hospital
very
ill. Miss
home birthday party, given by they attended two confabs. Robert E., Chattanooga; Unit- Memphis; Working
chester, Tenn. Saturday. Acie Carolyn Yarbough had to be
Men's Kellsey; Roberts, Ivory and
vice versa.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gro- One in Chattanooga, Tenn., ed, Memphis; Victory, Mem- Dickson; Wright Bros. & Hill, Vance, Clarksville.
No. returned to the hospital.
Moore American Legion
A
•••
ver C. Brown, at the beautiful the Tennessee State Funeral
200 was well represented in bumblebee sting sent the grand.
ALPH PHI ALPHA'S
contemporary home of Rev.
Henderson Sunday in the first son of Mr. and Mrs. Bud HarkDirectors and Morticians AsCONVENTION
and Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson at
West Tenn., division of the ness to the hospital this week.
When ALPHA PHI ALPHA Lakeview Gardens. Carole has sociation Meet, held June 12Eleventh District meeting. Na- He is doing nicely, but do be
the
and
Lodge
Elks
the
at
14
annual
FRATERNITY held its
just returned from vacationing National Funeral Directors
Penn of the local post careful. Miss Susanne Simpson
thaniel
convention recently, the conven- with an aunt and uncle, Mr.
is Deputy Commander and pre- is home from Jackson-Madison,
Association
Morticians
and
D.
Washington,
tion setting at
and Mrs. Fobs, sr., in Chicago, Convention held August 15-18
sided over the meeting with Co., and reported doing nicely.
C's swank Sheraton-Park Hotel Illinois.
much dignity that made his fel- The funeral of the late Mrs.
hotel in
Penn-Sheration
the
at
and
Doggett
Thomas
found
room'
comrades proud of him. Nora Elder was held in
recreation
spacious
low
The
left,
From
Pa.
Pittsburgh,
Mt.
Wallace Wilburn the delegates
with
Carrie Seat is Secretary Pilgrim CME church Sunday.
Mrs.
equipped
patio,
and
Edwards,
S.
J.
are
locals
from the Memphis graduate
of the Division for the ladies Mrs. Elder was living in Gary
everything necessary for a good president of the state group;
chapter. William Robertson, angames,
music,
and she was at her post of duty. with her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
toe-tapping
time,
and
Weed
C.
Negro
a
a
inthat
has
launch
C.
tremendous
Ford,
J.
time
to
N.
Internefirst
used
the
NEW
YORK
The
—
other Alpha, and his wife,
The Post is in the middle of a Verlene Elder at the time of her
lots of tasty food, added to the brother; Cal Hardwick, Ellias tional Debutante Ball, a gala been so honored.
drive
$5,000,the
a
in
with
ternational
vacationing
were
Evelyn
membership campaign and all death, but had lived in and
merriment. "Madison Time" Williams, vice president; V. B.
East at the time, and they too,
dinner with divertisments, will Debutants from the United 000,000 goal.
persons are invited to around Trenton all her life. She
eligible
parof
line
strong
big
a
E.
found
parliamentarian;
Barlow,
joined the scores of folks housed
launch the Silver Anniversary States and other nations, who The list of Honorary Chair- join both the ladies Auxiliary was
for
Just
good.
looking
ticipants
arms:
the wife of the late Mr.
at
sergeant
Hayes,
F.
enjoy
to
at the Sheraton- Park
to erect a symbolize the ideals of service men look like Who's Who in and the Post.
fun, fortunes were told and se- and two young unidentified and the campaign
Eugene Elder. Her survivors
the
which
for
the convention diggings.
achievement
and
a
and
Educational
World Affairs. They are: Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Ferdie John- include John L. Ingram, Eucrets revealed, hitherto un- ladies. Picture was taken in monument
was organized in 1935, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Miss
Evelyn reported that Alpha known.
following Center in memory of Dr. Mary NCNW
The
Pittsburgh.
son of Louisville. Ky., spent the gene Elder jr., Wiley Elder, of
Bethune at the Commo- by Dr. Bethune, will be pre- Marian Anderson, Mrs. Ralph
wives were busy welcoming the
funeral homes McLeod
members
week-end with his mother Mrs. Austin, Texas, Charlie Elder,
numlucky
the
was
Thirteen
23, sented. The most auspicious
brothers' wives and dates. The
Bunche, Mrs. Edward Dudley, Para Lee Johnson. Mrs. John- Yandyville Eider and Israel Elmeets. dore hotel on September
the
in
part
took
who
Bradshaw,
Sylvia
for
ber
Robertsons drove up with Tho1960. The President of the Unit- event ever attempted by a civic
received a surprise package. Atena, Nashville; Barlowe, ed States has signed a bill au- group, the affair will bring into Miss Lena Horne and Mrs. So- son motored home with them. der, sons. Daughters. Mmes,
mas and Wallace, but slipped
Memphia Yarnall Jacobs. Definite- Mrs. Lillie Mae Payne of De- Jimmie Lue Taylor, Milan, Re,Carole received many lovely Convington; Bradley,
thorizing the National Council sharp focus the pending 25th ly a social highlight of the Fall
away to New York for a couple
Bartlett;
Breathett,
troit, Mich., is visiting h e r becca Powell, Trenton, Lila
phis;
Carvocalists,
Charming
gifts.
of Negro Women to erect this Anniversary Convention of the season, the affair is being spondays of wonderful sights, reBuchanan. Chattanooga:
mother, Mrs. Helen Payne and Gentry, Chicago. Jennie Thomptime
in
turning to Washington
memorial on Public Lands in 850,000 member organization. sored by some of the most out- other relatives. Mrs. Viola Ford son, Trenton and Lamora ElKnoxville;
Mortuary,
Clarke's
Down
Inside"
"Deep
the Nation's Capitol. It will be Proceeds from the affair will be standing organizations in the
to attend the bridge luncheon record
left Wednesday to enter a hos- der of Jackson. 24 grandchil"Cause I Love You," was Cox-Trammell, Chattanooga;
for the ladies and the formal and
Kingsport;
nation.
Mortuary,
Curry's
pital in Memphis. Mrs. Annie dren Two great grandchildren,
time.
wonderful
a
having
seen
banquet dance, the latter held
•••=
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Lee Jeffries of Water Valley is three sisters and three brothers.
the tune of the old refrain. Davis and Campbelle, NashNais
Height
Dorothy
Miss
To
ballroom.
plush
hotel's
the
An
the tradi- ville; Dotson, Athens; N. J.
tional President and Mrs. Helen here visiting her mother, Mrs. Revivals are still in progress.
They were happy to run into "Happy Birthday."
ChatFoston,
Memphis;
Ford,
precake
was
Rev. Harris of Illinois is conbirthday
M. Meade is Regional Director, Luella Anderson.
tional
Dr. Arthur Flowers and spouse,
tanooga; Franklin, ChattanooNolan
at the Fairview Baphonoree.
ducting
Thomas
Mrs.
inthe
to
Chairmen
and
Committcc
Mr.
The
:tented
Na.
the
attended
Eloise, who
ga; Gregory & Howard, Fay.
elude: Mrs. Anna C. Perry, of Fort Wayne, Ind., are visit- tist church and Rev. W. C.
tional Bridge Association tour- Other guests attending were etteville; Hardwick & Son,
Mrs, Sara-Alyce Wright, Miss jag their families the Nolans, Rogers is conducting the one at
nament which was also held at Goldie Murrell, Rozell Jiles,,
& LangHayes
Chattanooga;
Alexandra Barry, Mrs. Maude the Tyrees. Ivie's and Gentrys Hullum's Temple in Rutherford
Josephine!
Shivers,
Rosalind
Washington.
Ha -es &
Gadsen, Miss Linda Page, Mrs. in Dyer, and many relatives in along with various ministers.
Bland, Ella Evans. Imogene illt°11- Memphis;
•• •
Broadie,
Memphis;
Phyliss
Welcome, Mrs. Clara- Newbern.
THIS AND THAT
S°126,
Moses
Jones,
Leo
Claxton,
MR. AND MRS. 0. H."DUB"
mae Long, Mrs. Dora Brown, Joe Ivie of Los Angeles, Cal.,I Mrs. Essie Mae Mitchell is
Brownlee, Memphis; Chavers, Mt. Pleas.
Harold
Crawforl,
Memphis
former
JENKINS
ant; Gill, Milan; Hockett &
Mr. Alvin Wilks, Mrs. Ophelia, is home visiting his parents, on the sick list. Mrs. Blue Lamusician, along with their son, Sarah Jackson Carol Finnie,' Son, Nashville; Holmes, N ashDeVore, Mrs. W. C. Handy, Mr. and Mrs. Ell Ivie and sis- Rue of St. Louis is visiting her
'
Scott
Cranford
Neeley,
recently returned to New York David
vine; Jernigan & Son, KnoxMrs. ters, Mmes. James Williams daughter, Mrs. Lottie Jenkins.
Sarah Wattein,
Mrs.
City in the White Cloud Chry- Willie Geraldine Craft, Barbara ville; Jett, H. C., Collervillt:
Juanita
Mrs.
Nichols,
Maude
Dorothy
and
Noblene
and Sylvester Burns and other Cottrell Edmonds is on the sick
Cash,
sler 300 from a visit with his
Musing: Maturity in Old Age I'm crazy over a fellow who has
Mr. Glen R. Johnson, Athens;
Temple, Mrs. Ada Fisher Jones relatives after a 10 year ab- Het. Mrs. Bertha Joy of ChicaCarole's
Elbert,
Elaine
Nubia,
JenC.
William
Mrs.
mother,
. Youth, large, lusty, loving asked me out about six times,.
Kennedy, Chattago is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Miss Lois Alexander, Mrs. sence.
final comment was, "Who could Mr. R. C.
kins, 386 Lucy Avenue.
Murfrees- —Youth, full of grace, force. He is the utmost . . . Well, his Evelyn Cunningham, Mrs. Lil- Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jam- Adeline Exum.
Kellgo's,
stooge;
more.
anything
ask for
know
you
fascination!
. . . Do
boro; Lewis & Smith, NashAccompanying them home
father is going to be my math lian Alexander, Mrs. Gerri ison entertained Mr. and Mrs. M-Sgt Louis Ellis spent the
•• •
ville; Lewis, R. S. & Sons, that Old Age may come after teacher and I'm dreading it. I Major, Dr. J. Ida Jiggetts, Mrs. L. B. Philips of Indianapolis. week-end with his family in
were their neices, Mrs. ConVisiting MR. AND MRS. J. Memphis; Lillison & Mills, you, with equal grace, force,
stance Bullard and her daugh(wait Whitman am afraid if Mr. (?) finds out Ellsworth Wright, Mrs. Leigh Ind., who were returning from Rutherford this week after an
A. BEAUCHAMP and also Mr. Knoxville; McGavock & Mar- fascination?
ters, Crystal and Tonya, and
Whipper, Mrs. Miguel A. Mulct an extensive trip to Florida, extended stay away on Rifle
and Mrs. T. J. Beauchamp were] Bo Bros., Nashville; Martin's, who lived to be 73)
. Age is how dumb I am he will rum my
Miss Janice Fitzgerald.
and Mr. Ivie, Tuesday night. range.
Mrs. Jo Louise Lattimore John- Nashville; Massey's, Shelby- a quality of mind . . . If you chance with his son. Then, too, and Mrs. Leola Edwards.
Enroute home, The Jenkinses son of Houston, Texas, and her sue:
graduatfrom
me
keep
may
it
Mid-South, Memphis; have left your dreams behind,
stopped in Chicago, to visit lovely daughters, Jo Louise and
ing••• • What can I do? Worried.
Rev. S. P., Selma: .. . If hope is cold, . . . If you
Moore.
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Mrs.
sister,
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Carmen Camille. Accompanying
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your'
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If
Son,
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Warr. His neices will visit their Mrs. Johnson was Miss Lea
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,math
.
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mother, Mrs. Doris Slaughter, Audrey Lillie, also of Houston, Columbia: National
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But
Orange
Memphis;
Jersey,
at Atlantic City, New
who is the purchasing agent at dertaking Co., Memphis: J. from life you take the best .
.!keep going to the teacher for
before returning home.
Texas Southern Universty.
C. Oates & Son, Memphis: N. And if in life you keep the jest i help so he'll know you are try•• •
•• •
H. Owens & Sons, Memphis; . . . If love you hold; . . Noling. If your attitude is right it
Elton Hale and sons, Elton, Mrs. Glora Wade Bishop has
won't hurt your chance with the
J. D. Patterson, Memphis; matter how the years go by
Jr.. and Daryl of Kansas City, been in town visiting her pa- Patton
Nashville; No matter how your birthdays boy. Just keep slugging away
Bros.,
Kan., recently visited relatives rents, following her graduation
and someday light is bound to
Rawls, fly . . You are not old!
Memphis;
Qualls,
and friends in our fair city. at Boston University where she Brownsville; Reed, Knoxville;
Dear Carlotta: I am going filter through . . Do math for
Mr. Hale is the twin brother of received the M. A. degree in Rejan, Columbia; Scales, H. to the 10th grade next
month math's sake and not altogether
Elgin F. Hale of this city. They English. The former LeMoyne Preston & Sons, Murfrees- and am worrying about some for the boy.
enjoyed a pleasant stay and graduate has been appointed
Nashville; thing in advance. Math is my Dear Carlotta: I am going with
Shelby,
boro:
have now returned to their to the school system of a Bos- Smallwood, William. Chatta- worst subject, I
don't know iL a very fihe man who is 4 inches
of
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home, to face the
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the lass of six year old Daryl, tending M. I. T. and is doing
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who took ill suddenly and pass- post graluate work and planlike everything but I must have want to marry. What can we
ed away. The interment was ning to acquire the PHD dea mental block or something. do? Ann.
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Set Debutante Bed
For Bethune Monument
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Tennessee
Social Club
Genial William (Bill) Womack
MRS. MITTIE HIGHTOVv'ER, of Detroit. Michigan, has been Holds Meet

S.

• * •

of 928 Mississippi Blvd., has
returned home after an extensive vacation in Chicago. where
she visited her sister, Mrs.
Louise Henson. formerly of
Memphis. Mrs. Hightower was
the recipient of many gala social fetes given by her sister
and friends.

visiting his mother, Mrs. Wo- The Tennessee Social club
mack and his sister, Mrs. Lil- met at the home of Mrs Juanita
Ilan Jones. at their home on Moore of 127 W. Utah recently.
Cannon.
Accompanying
Bill Devotion was led by Mrs. Magwas his lovely daughter Bar- gie Patrick and Mrs. Sammie
bara, and his son, Jim. Mr. Carter sang Amazing Grace.
'
Womack, an active reservist The meeting was in turned
with the rank Lt. Col., has over to Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey,'
nationwide
attention president,
gained
for the business ses-I
•• •
with his organization of the De- sion, after which a very deliciMrs. Beulah Hill and her troit Home Defense Unit, which ous menu was served.
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. specializes in missiles and antiOfficers of the club are Mrs.
and Mrs. Frank Lemons of De- aircraft defense of the city of
Buford,
secretary; and Mrs.,
Detroit.
guests
recent
were
troit, Mich.,
Bailey, president; Mrs. Mary,
•••
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Newman
Sammie L. Carter, reporter.
and Mr. and Mrs Henry Pat- Baton Rouge, La., was the
Mrs
ton, Mrs. Newman and Mrs. mecca of a trio of friends,
Patton, the daughters, too, of Alma R. Booth, Mrs. Harriet
Mrs. Hill. While here they were L. Davis and Dr. Marjorie Lee
complimented by many of their Browne of Durham, N. C., who
many friends who were de- motored down to the Pelican
lighted to have the former City to spend the holiday weekMemphians in their midst. Mr. end with Jim Etta and Robert
Lemons was particularly glad Lee. who have now occupied ,
that he arrived here in time to their swank new home which l
visit with his sister before she they recently completed build-a
and her family moved to Cali- ing.
•••
fornia where they will now live.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Walker
•••
Nashville. Tenn. motored down
STORKLINGS
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Brown are' to attend the Robert Wright
proudly introducing their latest! Invitation Golf Tournament, and
creation, little Gerald Arthur.were guests of Dr. and Mrs.
EGYPTIAN POMADE
Davis, who was born August Julian Kelso, and visited with
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their
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you would your
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Memphis teachers were dedressing Gray
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regular
,
note.
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a Mrs. Mabel Evans, consultant
YOUNGER
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Par- 1 nutritionist of the National In....ogo, hairs disappear gradual.
rish have announced the birth stitute of Baking at C.̀
of their son, Gary Leaven°, whose territory covers 24 sta- Leaves hair beautifully soft
born August 21 at the Milling- tes. She was a consultant in the sad lustrous. Will sot streak
teachers' work- elf rub off.
, elementary
ton Naval Hospital.
Mr. Parrish serves in the U. shops held at Hamilton and
SPECIAL OFFER
S Air Force and is now sta- Douglas high schools during
Return this Ad with S.1 oo
tioned in France. Mrs. Parrish the just completed week of in-i
for full results jar.
resides here with her parents. service training. She is charm EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
She is a graduate of Washington lag. Mrs. Evans is a AKA soror
sit; N.F. 2nd Ave.
The little new- and claimOtrre Haute, Ind..
High Sch
Miami MIFlorida
comer has ened a sister al- as home. Oil

Come in now . .. get the Remington
color-key Touch Typing Course
with any model Remington you buy!
• Newest, mut Hang styiwg
• Prstisien design and sngirienring
• Swift disitti
pdstwerli winding

the newest portables ever dreamed of I

RENITON
ITHEti6W
QUIET-RITERs ELEVEN PORTABLES

R&H

Now, from the first name in
typewriters ... the last word
in Portables! Beautifully styled
and designed, they're just as
practical as they are handsome.
They're built solid. They stay
put when you type on them.
In performance and printwork
they are tops by far! Choose
from 6 lovely colors. Come in
saon ... try these great new
portables for yourself.

HOME
SERVICE

1657 LAMAR AVE.
Phone BR 44050
Also Have Setrin9 Machines
Vacuum Cleaners - Appliances

"Tell the Purchasing
Agent to Reorder..."
A sixteen-year-old tycoon engaged in conference with a
teenage board of directors?
It's done in dead earnest hundreds of times every year
In an, organization devoted to educating and training our
school age youngsters in the methods of today's businesses.
It's called Junior Achievement.
Guided and advised by established businessmen, these
young people organize their own companies, raise the
money to operate them, manufacture products and make
sales. In these companies our future business men and
Woolen are taught the basics of conducting business today.
Sponsorship of these junior business ventures is just
another way community-minded firms — Southern Bell is
jpet one of them — contribute to the continuing progress
our state.

a

We

EASY TERMS

Southern Bell
"Thanks foe

Small Down Payment
Call

For

FREE Home DOnow.tration

•

A GUIDE TO GOOD

StarkStops

EATING

DEFENDER
Sat.,

GRACE WILLIAMS

11

Sept. 10, 1960

Does the meat counter in the
markets baffle you? When you
Look at this long line of various
cuts and kinds always rememThe Stigall Hornets have won formance was enjoyed by all.
ber that if it's meat there Is another game on their home The cheerleadrs must be comdifference.
very little nutritional
field. The Hornets played Lex- mended for keping the "Stigall
POltatig
When buying meat the things
ington high of Lexington, Tenn. spirit," high.
SCOTT
of
amount
the
are
to consider
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
In the second half Thomas
At the opening of the game it
money that you can afford to
—
the Lexington team Sherron was the outstanding
seemed
spend and tbe suitability of the
was going to win the game. At runner in the game. Willie
cut to the cooking method. It
.; Born at E. H. Crump hospital 1496 Gill.
end of the first half the Fitzgerald, Charles Campbell,
Hubert McCray of 1605 Kan- Tossed salads are always popular. They go well with althe
unwise to
..August 18
most any entree and are quick and easy to prepare. There would be waste andfor a stew. score was 7-0 in favor of Mont- Namon Johnson and Ervie T.
Born at John Gaston hospital sas.
Son. Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. August 27
Daughter, Brenda. to Mr. and is an endless variety of green salads available...by simply buy a sirloin steak
gomery. Coach Willie Poston Warren a newcomer, were outit; and
Charles Walker of 1260 Nep- Daughter. Anita. to Mr. and Mrs. Bezell Tate of 3270 Alta. changing the dressing you can have an entirely different even if you could afford
had a pep talk with the boys standing players The game
equally as unwise to buy shorttune.
at the half and they came ended 21.7, favor of the HorMrs. Daniel Trude of 192 Ber- Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. salad. One of my favorites is Creamy Blue Cheese Dress- ribs for broiling.
Aaron Roberson of 584 ExSon, Steve. to Mr. and Mrs. ry.
back with a much better fight- nets.
ing made with Carnation Evaporated Milk. I like it be- The novice will find that her ing spirit.
Tonight (Tuesday night) the
Tommie Austin, jr., of 681 A. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel change.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr. cause it's not too rich. Carnation can be used just like problem is partly solved when The band and Majorettes per- team and coach along with the
Georgia.
Sanders of 1345 Gill.
meat
and
teachers
Son, Elbert, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, McCalister. to Mr. and and Mrs Hubert Floyd of 2152 expensive cream but contains only half the fat calories. she finds a dependable
pormed at half time. Their per- cheerleaders
carries
consistently
that
market
rd.
This
travel to Jackson to play Mermakes it ideal for molded salads and desserts too.
Bennie Done'son of 1447 Pil- Mrs Richard Stiger of 1825!Henrietta
the kind of meat that suits her:
August 30
low.
Castalia.
fat than beef of Prime ry high. We certainly wish for
household in quality and cost. has less
Mr.
Son,
and
to
Johnny,
Mrs.
19
..August
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Mike
is not as costly. them another victory.
and
grade
Beyond this, it is essential that
John Catron of 251 Decatur.
Daughter. Toya. to Mr. and Shields of 1900 Hayes.
The Stigall Chapter of New
and steaks from the loin
the homemaker know certain Roasts
Son, Paul, to Mr .and Mrs.
Nrs. Charles F. Pinkston of
Homemakers of America clijuicy
and
Daughter, Danita, to Mr. and
tender
are
rib
and
basic facts about meat for the
1538 Marjorie.
Mrs Osbin Lumpkin of 1501 Paul Kiney of 1697 Silver.
should be cooked with dry maxed their initiation cermony
protection of her family's health and
and
to
Mrs.
Mr.
Son,
Leotha,
Ragan.
August 20
Other cuts, such as, the on he lawn of the Home Econheat.
..'l and for the wise expenditure of
Daughter, Elaine. to Mr. and Walter Oliver of 38 E. Trigg.
Daughter. Latrice. to Mr. and
chuck and round are more suit- omics teacher, Mrs. Nelda Wil,.I her food dollar
Mrs. Robert Bennett of 1354 Mrs. Curtis Richmond of 1817 Daughter, Nadine, to Mr. and
able for braising and pot roast- liams Tuesday afternoon. The
proThe Federal Government
"ss
Mrs. Cecil Johnson of 989 Napimpressive ceremony was conEthlyn.
Rozelle.
vides two services to the .con- ing•
ducted by the Presidefit and
Son. Tyguon, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Lee. to Mr. and Mrs. tune.
thrifty
pleases
Good
USDA
sumer in regard to meat. One
Daughter, Dinicha, to Mr.
Vice President. Misses Donna
Herbert L. Cowan, of 1103 E. Lamar Salter of 3108 Rochestof these is the inspection of shoppers who seek beef with Jean Fly and Mary Jo Bonds.
and Mrs. Otis Harris of 1225
er.
Trigg.
meat to prevent the sale of un- little fat, that's medium priced, After the ceremony the girls
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. Son, L. C., to Mr. and Mrs. Latham.
or diseased meat. yet, has a degree of quality. were served sandwiches, punch
wholesome
to
Mr.
Juanita,
Daughter.
and Mrs. Robert Gailes, jr., of L. C. Cruthird of 717 Gillis.
which reads Cuts from this grade are best and cookies by the members.
The
round
stamp
Son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. John Sullivan of 2611
8042 Mt Olive.
" is the cooked with moist heat.
"U.S.
&
P'S'D'
Insp'd
Felix.
Sev.
There were 29 girls initiated,
Daughter. Carla. to Mr. and Eddie Macklin of 1044 N.
USDA Standard grade beef two were unable to attend. The
of
symbol
meat
Federal
inspecto
Evelyn,
Mr.
and
Daughter,
Mrs. Willard Lewis Johnson of enth.
don and is your assurance that has a very thin covering of fat members of the NHA are makSon, William, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Eddie Rooks of 273 E.
770 Hamilton.
the meat was wholesome at the and is usually quite economical. ing plans to attend the DisVirginia.
Son, Basil, to Mr. and Mrs. William Granberry of 948 Lane.
When properly prepared, such trict meeting at Mt. Pisgah in
Mrs.
and
time it was inspected.
Mr.
to
Ronald.
Son,
Mr.
and
to
Gregory,
Kerr.
Son,
Harrison Scott of 1396
Long,
Tate.
741
Dyer
of
Jack
Eid.
The purple ribbonlike stamp beef is relatively tender.
Shelby County.
Mrs. Redell King of 1791
August 21
is
heat
moist
with
cooking
slow
31
August
that states the grade name and
Thirty one little girls gath. Son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. ridge.
method
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
i the letters USDA in a shield is the most satisfactory
ered
at the home of Mr. and
Cevell Jones of 648 Jeanette. .. , August 28
of meat.
a guide to quality. There are for cooking this grade
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Will'e Morganfield of 1378 Tex'Mrs. John W. Thomas. SaturAugust 22
beef
grade
Commercial
CREAMY BLUE CHEESE DRESSING
eight official grades for carcass USDA
Son, Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Donald of 287 Butler. as.
cattle day afternoon to help wish
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
cups
Mr.
to
1
Cherrilyn.
beef, but the homemaker is only is produced from older
about
(Makes
Daughter,
324
of
Arthur Ben Crutcher
the their little daughter, Deborah
of
tenderness
A.
of
393
Banks
and Mrs. Tom Jones of 221 Mrs. Percy
concerned with the six that are and lacks the
"Happy BirthHarrell.
juice
lemon
tablespoons
2
can)
require Harrell Thomas
2/3 cup (small
Foote park.
on the retail market. These high grades. Most cuts
Pauline circle.
day." Deborah celebrated her
August 23
with moist
1 tablespoon crumbled
Daughter. Earnestine, to Mr.
undiluted CARNATION
grades a r e Prime, Choice, long, slow cooking
tenth birthday. Games were
Daughter. Phillipa. to Mr. Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Emmitt Glass of 1371
as tomato
such
Sauces,
blue
cheese
1291
MILK
heat.
EVAPORATED
of
Beauregard
Good. Standard, Commercial
played and pictures of the
end Mrs. Phillip McClore of 175 George
Hyde park.
sauce, help to enhance this group were made around the
2 teaspoon salt
1
/
Dunnivant.
2/s cup cold salad oil
and Utility.
Silverage.
Mr.
and
to
Son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Brenda.
dining room table and on
Prime grade beef is highly grade of meat.
Daughter, Dianne, to Mr. and
well blended. Chill. Shake well acceptable and
Mrs. Arvellar Smith of 196 Combine all ingredients in a
Beef that is graded USDA the lawn. Refreshments of
Pontotoc.
707
of
Farris
James
S.
U.
palatable.
Goff
2146
of
Netter
Frank
Mrs.
before nerving over salad greens.
shaker or pint jar. Shake until
Son. Yves, to Mr. and Mrs. Marble.
prime cattle are the show ani- Utility is a palatable. econom- ice cream and cake and punch
ave.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Kelvin,
Son,
Kirk.
191
of
Brown
Roosevelt
mals of the beef trade. There ical source of meat for stews, were served. Each guest reC 277 Printed in U.S A. tii0)
August 24
Emmitt Robinson of 2354 Warand
Mr.
to
Sandra.
Daughter,
are
very few of these, so very ground-meat dishes and pot leeived favors of hats, whistles,
Son, _Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
rd.
ren
Al.
7.90
of
Adams
Robert
mask and ring. Your scribe
little get on the retail market. roast.
Robert Hendree of 1478 E. Mrs.
Son, Norman, to Mr. and
Guide to Good Eating" is was assisted in the serving by
"A
Cy.
are
used
mostly
beeves
Prime
Dempster.
Son, David. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Norman Cunningham of
in exclusive dining places. So, a service provided to the read- Mesdames Ora L. Gentry, who
August 25
1420 Hyde park.
Defender made the pictures and Mrs.
If you wish to indulge yourself, ers of the Tri-State
Daughtei, Sandra. to Mr. and Moses James of 998 N. Seventh. Son. Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
of the Roxie Harrell, aunt of the honcooperation
Mr.
to
the
through
Doretha,
Daughter,
order
to
have
probably
will
you
of
Mrs. Horace D. Carmichael
Daisy.
1146
of
Johnson
Lenwood
Mrs. oree.
Council.
Dairy
973
of
Memphis
Gordon
James
Mrs.
and
your Prime roast special.
Daughter, Tamkia, to Mr.
Poplar.
The members of The Sewing
is preferred by Williams is a teacher of Home
Choice
USDA
Son Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs. and James Felts of 1340 Tunimost homemakers because it Economics at Manassas High club entertained their friends
with a picnic Saturday at HumOtis Brooks of 718 Hastings (r). ca.
is of high quality, but usually School.
Son, Carl. to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Sidney, to Mr. and Mrs.
boldt Lake. Barbecued chicken
Booker Carruthers of 193 Reno. J. D. Whom of 1791 Castalia.
17-year old farm girl from Ash- and pork were the main dishes.
Sept. 1
Son, Sylvester, to Mr. and
land, Neb., whose brave fight The members and friends enDaughter, Celia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Crawford Gooch of 341
polio made her a na- joyed games nad fishing. Mrs.
against
found
has
science
For the first time
Redeemar of 688
Mrs.
Ernest
Simpson.
in the national Lucile Thompson caught the
asthe
figure
with
Baptist
tional
substance
Temple
Gospel
healing
all
the
of
gang's
a new
Hail, Hail, the
Boston.
tonishing ability to shrink hemorthe March of highest number of fish. Memof
29
T.
campaign
August
T.
the
Rev.
where
church
tetehere in the halls, gymns,
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
bers present were Mesdames
Son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Sherman, to Mr. and
Dimes.
Epps is pastor. Her hobbies are
surgery. In case after case, while
auditorium, principal's
of
1013
terias,
Mrs.
Dee
Henderson
Roe, Lerlia CunningBeale.
436
of
reducactual
Rainey
James
gently relieving pain,
dancing. collecting rocks and
9:30 p.m., This Man Dawson, Addie
ham. Luria Lyons, Mossie
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
office and on the campuses. all outdoor sports. After finishMarilyn, to Mr. Eyers rd.
Daughter,
Frank
Colonel
as
Andes
Keith
were so thoramazing of all
Floyd. Freddie Thomas, Este!.
M. Powell of 1136 Daughter, Joana. to Mr. and Everybody but everybody is ing high school, she plans to
Dawson moves in on a cutthroat
ough that sufferers made astonishins and Mrs. C.
of
Williams
Mrs.
Robert
1180
la Burnett, Elizabeth Ballard,
b
Fite rd.
honan
statements like "Piles have ceased
after
7
U.C.
racket,
Sept.
at
her
further
education
Wed.,
overjoyed
prizefight
and
really excited
Addle Rawls, Eva Moody and
be a problem!" The secret is a new
Son Tony. to Mr and Mrs. Springdale.
L.A. in California.
7 p.m., People's Choice, for est manager is murdered It's Louella Thompsop.
healing substance (Bio-Dynee)—dis Carnegie Allen of 893 Alaska. Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and about school.
covery of a world-famous researd
months, literally falls into the an all-out war against organized
THEN TO SCHOOL
Son. Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Clyde Holmes of 143 East WE CALL ON:
Guests were Mesdames Louinstitute.This substance is now avail
hands. It swiftly changes crime specialists.
of
the
the
wrong
in
shadows
Lurking
fore
able in suppository or ointment
ise Croom, Dorothy McKinney,
Robert Taylor of 1458 Kerr, Carolina.
charming Young Lady,
Paar
very
A
Jack
p.m.,
10:30
even
another,
to
drui
place
one
all
At
from
halls we find the same familar
called Preparation He.
Son, David. to Mr. and Mrs.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Inez Bryson. Annie Bell BryMiss Eunice Logan, 15-year-old faces of the different couples under Cleo's sweater, as Sock Thurs., Sept. 8
'ranters— money back guarantee.
son
Drucilla Tuggle, Cora
Mrs. Willie Williams of 1378 Nathaniel Glasper of 1478 Mc-'freshman at Manassas high
Today.
a.m.,
7
Maywithout
it
retrieve
to
tries
and
Settles,
Bobbie
such as
Millan.
Humber.
Loretta Young Th. Robinson, Rebecca Newhouse,
with her parents, Charles Smith, Joyce Berry and or Peeples finding out about
resides
p.m.,
1:30
who
Gloria
Dixon and
Son, Andre, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Logan,
In happy marriages, there are Freddie
Tommy Martin, Frances Hunt "The Hot Certificate."
Mrs. Thomas Johnson of 1330
Ta cocks.
left
better
are
Lipford St.
which
521
questions
at
Sr.,
and Johnny Greer.
8 p.m. Happy. when Chris
Brown. No. 48.
The Rainbow Girls club met
At Manassas, she participates
Walking on the green we find and Sally plan a surprise birth- unasked. An inquisitive husband Tuesday night in the home of
Daughter, Carol. to Mr. and
Loretta
as
lesson,
his
learns
orand
clubs
the
of
Francetta Estes, Bennetta Nel- day arty for Uncle Charlie, he
Mrs. Robert Winfield of 2680 in many
your scribe with Nancy Sherganizations and is a Majorette son, Katherine Greer, Laura turns the tables on them by, Young stars in "Secret Ana- ron as hostess. The president
Spottswood, No. 12.
Son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs. there. Miss Logan is a member Qualls. Verna Wooten and Jo- going on a fishing trip. They wer.
the
AND RESTORE
3 p.m., Comedy Playhouse, Joyce Thomas conducted
seph Gray.
Ed Luellen of 690 Hamilton.
try to follow him to his private
for
plans
They
made
business.
COLOR?
ORIGINAL
Looking through the crowd lake, but get mixed up with in "Holiday for Hazel," Nick the Flower Show and Tea for
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
jail
land
in
Don't let gray hair hurt you in
Charles
Nora
and
we spied such seniors as George exorbitant rates from a crafty
Ananias Hawkins of 1196 Effie.
afternoon sponsored
Sunday
business or social life Learn about
the ANTI-GRAY VITAMIN COURSE
Emma Thomas, Lula Bell guide and a phony treasure when their neighbor Hazel pre- jointly by them and The GloxTwin boys, Jerome and Jeand
Mg.N
by
successfully
used so
tends to be Mrs. Charles.
Fletcher, Morris Webb. Harry map. "Happy's Holiday."
rod. to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
WOMEN in Anti-Gray Clinics of
inia Art and Garden club. They
3:30 p.m., Adventure Time,
the NATIONAL INSTITUTE 0
Crawford.
2250
Clayton.
of
Buckley
now
can
8:30 p.m., Tate, after track- the renegade sons of an old- also discussed other plans for
DERMATETICS. You
Sitting lazily on the grass we ing down a ruthless young killSon, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.
know — for the first time — the
the future. Mrs. Jewell Ridley,
exact vitamin formulas and spesuch personalities as Les- er, Tate is forced into a death- timer return to plague their co-advisor was also present.
find
2784
Louis
Yale.
of
Jamgs
,ors)
f.....
cial food (rich in anti-gray
father just as he strikes gold.
lie McClora, Veronica Walthal,
that make up this easy to follow
Mail In Your News
The hostess served ice cream
Sept. 2
dealing gun battle when a posse ..A Well of Gold."
course. It shows iust what to do
and
Rice
Brenda
Joan
Hampton,
and cake.
and
to
Mrs.
Mr.
about gray hair caused by deficiTroy.
Son,
The
To
prisoner.
Stories
his
to
lynch
tries
4
p.m., Big Beat, members
ency in certain health vitamins It
Georgia Hebron. Clara Smith
Recent visitors in the city
E. J. Murphy of 3081 McAdoo.
David MacLean plays the rov- of Sigma sorority and their esalso gives scientific facts and
is really cooling it in the shade
clinical proofs of the prevention
been Mr. and Mrs. Vinhave
Son, Dennis, to Mr .and Mrs
Quiet
"A
ing cowboy Tate in
corts are on the show today.
of gray hair and restoration of its
. . . say by the way Clara, we
cent Sims and daughter BevTuroy Taylor of 787 Alston.
"
Storm
After
the
original color after deficiencies in
College
Classes at LeMoyne
6:30 p. m., Law of the Plainsthese particular vitamins have been
erly, Mr and Mrs. Everett
Son. Brent, to Mr. and Mrs. will begin at 8:30 a. m., Mon. would like to meet McGraw . . 9 p.m., This Is Your Life,
corrected. The course is economical
man, riding into town to investi- King
conis
.
.
that
C.
J.
McGraw
children Quintin
and
ch.
of
interfere
1055
Pea
Tucker
Isaiah
not
and brief and will
an.
it
12,
was
the
September
re-creates
Edwards
day.
Ralph
gate a death, deputy marshal King and sons visiting their
vertible and all.
with any kind of health diet that
M
and
rS.
to
Mr.
Daughter.
low
as
you may now be on — such
nounced this week by President
In the lunchrooms we find as life story of Karen Rogers, a Sam Buckhart (Michael Ansa- parents and grand parents Mr.
John W. Hall of Dixie Mall
(at. low-salt. slenderizing, etc. So
236 South Wellington
Hollis F. Price.
ra) finds Shannonville dominat- and Mrs Ernest King and
don't give up hone. This anti-gray
John Garrett, Nancy Echusual
Daughter. Constance, to Mr.
course may be your specifi, remePost Office Box 311
How Us. Of Water May
(Continued On Page 16)
other realtives.
dy. Send for yours now. Rememand Mrs. William Dunigan of Another record enrollment of ols. and Mary Wallace. Peepber. each day of delay means
more than 500 is anticipated. ing in the classrooms we noWe will be happy to
1095 Pearce.
more gray hair has come your
Sarah
way. Course only 41.94 or C.O.D.
publish it for you
Son, Vincent, to Mr. and Mrs. Activity on the campus start- ticed Charles Jones,
plus. postage. Money beck guarand
Campbell
Shirley
Jackson,
this
of
when
week
ed
Tuesday
of
1451
D.
Taylor
A.
Brittoe.
Any
of
"Free"
antee
Dermatetics Institute Library. Dept.
President Price met with facul- many others trying to make a
Mr.
and
Tonia,
to
Daughter,
Charges
II 210 Fifth Ave. New York N. Y.
Mrs. Geroge Reed of 2242 How- ty, administration and staff good impression on their teachAs you grow older, your system beers.
members.
ell.
gins to dry out. This is true of your
TOP
SONGS
Son, Daryl, to Mr. and ,Mrs. Freshmen registered Wednesdigestive system. and it may lead to
constipation. SERUTAN, taken daily
He—Hello fine lover.
an
Harry Johnson of 483 Edith.
day and will go through
with plenty of water, produces a
She—My Dearest Darling.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. orientation period the re mainsmooth gel,that prosides the proper
love
He—Wonder where your
James Adams .of 46.5 Flrnn.
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimuder of the week.
Many recent experito help end your constipation
has gone?
lation
meet with
CONDITIONER
ADDED
Upperclassmen
Worries.
ments have produced
She—Wait and see.
Leaves the Hair Soft and Silky
SEIUTAN is the all-vegetable laxSPECIAL
their advisors Thursday, Sepfood
me?
of
you
He—Do
ever
dry
think
hard,
With A Sheen Finish
moistens
miraculous rethat
almost
aid
ative
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY tember 8, and register Friday
wastes and forms it for easy, regular
She—Deep down inside.
dif50c OFF
combining OIL
entirely
by
and Saturday of this week.
is
sults
elimination. SCRUTAN
He—I want to know.
ferent from harsh chemical pills,
Complete Hair Style
Dr. Floyd L. Bass, newly apof MINK with LANOShe—Has my love gone cold? salts, bran or oils. Take SERUTAN
Tuesday and Thursday
pointed dean of LeMoyne, said
daily with water and enjoy regular
He—You're looking good.
LIN.
Appointments Only
elimination or your money back.
the college will have a superior
She—Ta Ta!
HUGHES & NEWSOM
anpredicted
he
and
faculty
BEAUTY SHOP
The following is a summary of
other banner year in all departresults obtained from MINK OIL
2504 Pork Ave.—FA 7-9163
ments of school.
during a two month survey in
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Humboldt, Tenn.

COOKING HINTS
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'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan

ihrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

stops Itch—Relieves Pain

9

WMCT
Channel 5
Hinhliahts

1

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

Class Doors
At LeMoyne
Open Sept. 11

Tri-State
Defender

END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES

CHA-CHA-ANN
CREAM PRESS
A New Greaseless
and Smokeless
Pressing Cream

Straighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy application,
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strate home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style RS you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest.,

humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-beck
guarantee in every package.
GENTLE strength for wonseis wad
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for men's shorter, coarser has Ir.
BIG TWO OUNCE JAR
1125
wtk Nwstrak ref
googly!' Nome 10t $1 911

sSeis Fed. 1st

Al' ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS

CHARMING, TRANSITIONAL
COTTONS
Look FALLward In Dark

COTTON DRESSES
Sizes From 3 To 241 i

No EXTRA CHARGE FOR
LAY-A-WAYS
••••••••••••••••••••••

MANNE'S
LADIES SHOP

LEARN...
TO DO WELL

You Can Make .
AMAZING PROFITS
Showing Our Merchandise To
Friends and Neighbors
Part Time

1727 LaMar - Free Parking In Rear

SEE --- Mr. Anderson
492 South Main Street

BR 4-5140

9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M., Doily Except Sundays

•

4•1

LAN•A• MINK
SCALP
TREATMENT

a New Jersey hospital to deter.
mine its therapeutic value. When
MINK OIL was applied to over
100 cases of dermatitis. excellent
results were obtained in cases
having dry scaling skin condition,. In the treatment of severe
dandruff scalp conditions Oil of

The Champion of
Pressing Creams
Formulated by
Charles Champion
- R. Ph. Pharmacist and
Cosmetic Chemist

MINK was found to alleviate
LAN-A-MINK
conditions.
these
only by mail at special introditetorY Prices.

Full 1 or. Jar

1.49
Full 2 oz. Jar

BRONZE
Beauty & Barber
Supply, Inc.
1796 Chelsea Ave.
BR 4-2275
DISTRIBUTOR

2.49
SEND TODAY TO:
Champion Products Co.
1541 Guest* Road
Memphis, Tenn.
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IVORY JOE HUNTER goes
over list of tunes he'll feature
on coming tour of nation with
wife Sophielee in their home in
Monroe, La. Ivory Joe, a great
given
has
composer-pianist
world some of top tunes including "I Almost Lost My Mind."
The famed musician has been
scene while
arty . . and of people ... absent from
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Nina Simone Once Sang
Bass And For Pay, Gang
She Says In Interview

Theatres, Clubs
Book Talent On
Menu Regularly
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Major League
Pitchers Near
'Danger lone

Thomas Defeat •Stuns Olympics
Sure Winner Fails,
Takes Third Spot

A season-long unbiased analysis of major league baseball
Is a complete refutation of the 'big leagues' declaration of
their play as a 'sport' that should be immune from all antitrust laws. This may go well in the eyes of the Senate antitrust sub-committee investigating possible infringements . •
but baseball is a cold, bard business.

Ray Norton Last In 100

Although Thomas said he
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cessitates is a mere casual obmost nonchalant ease. At the
in any of his four 100
strong
JERSEY CITY, N. J. —(UPI)
servation of pitching patterns
start of the Olympics he was
race s. "I'd finish —Paul Hornung of the Green
meter
around
second
play
e
bet
for
an
Olyrated the best
and t h
strong the last 20 yards or so, Bay Packers is off and running
MINNIE MINOS()
mpic gold medal among all
base.
but I just didn't have my us- again, indicating he'll be a
the estimated 8,000 entrants.
Whether your sentimenis are directed toward pitchers or
ual speed during the early tough guy to beat in the Nabatters you must make a positive concession that the major
This "Black Thursday" for going."
tional Football League scoring
league batting boxes are not the most healthy spots for lingerU.S_ sport Possibly the most Thomas, obviously shaken by race.
habJones,
like
most
Doug
youngi fight, just a matter of boxing humbling day America ever has
ing. There can be no truer description of today's pitching
fighters, wanted a match with with hi muntil he left an open- suffered in the Olympics, was his surprise defeat but taking The former Notre Dame quarits than Dizzy Dean's classic concerning Pittsburgh Pirates
the champion, light heavyweight ing," and he added he'd be capped when Robert Shavala it calmly, said. "I don't have terback, who won the 1 9 5 9
ace Vernon Law.
Archie Moore, today, and hisI glad to fight Olson, who was kadze of Russia won the high any alibis—I was beaten fair N. F. L. scoring title with 94
In referring to Law's ability to keep National League batpoints while operating as a
handlers
said they'd offer as ranked Na. 6 among the light jump at an Olympic record of and square."
preacher
I
know
only
Reid,
"He's
the
ters well 'loosened,' Dean
The Boston University star, halfback and field goal specialhigh as $100,000 for the chance.I heavyweights, again.
with a knockdown pitch." Law is a devout minister, spending
seven feet, one inch and Val. whose victory had been predictJones knocked out formeti It was the sixth time Olsoa
ist, already .1as accounted for
his off-season time on preaching tours.
erie Brumel took second with ed by almost everyone since the margin of difference in
middleweight
champion
Carl;
and
had
accusations
been
ball'
knocked
out
in
a
long
with
'bean
been
ripe
season
has
The
the same height.
long before the games began Green Bay's two exhibition vic(Bobo) Olson at 1:30 of the sixth ring career, in which he has
subsequent denials by ofiended pitchers but there is little doubt
Earlier in the day the title here, was questioned by news- tories this year.
round
to
enhance
a
little
his
knocked out 36 opponents and
that too many pitches are coming in 'too tight.' This is in the
rating as No. 4 light heavy- scored 66 victories. It was his of "world's fastest human' men as he sat eating his din- Hornung booted three field
face of some intangible rulings by the baseball brass during
passed from the United tSateg ner in the Olympic Village
weight challenger. It was his 12th loss.
goals and an :_xtra point Monff-sea sonrules sessions.
for
the first since 1928 when As usual, the Cambridge. day night to lead the Packers
16th
straight
win
without
de,
Referee
Bernie
pitches
now
Weissman
had Armin Hary, a blond store clerk
A warning from the umpire for brush-back
Mass., Negro was quiet and to a 16-7 victory over the New
feat.
Olson ahead, 25-23, judge James
carries a fine and suspension. But how to enforce this edict is
But until he floored the ex-1 McManus gave him a 24-22 edge, from Frankfurt whose earlier spoke only in answer to ques- York Giants before an enthusithe major point?
160 pound titleholder with a the same as United Press Inter- feats have been scorned in some tions.
astic crowd of 2,2,000 in the first
Boston Red Sox manager Mike Higgins, fuming hot after
straight right, Olson had the up- ;national, and judge John Bray U.S. circles, won the 100-meter How did he feel in the com- N.F.L. game of any type ever
Detroit Tiger right hander Jim Bunning had decked Boston " CLIFF JOHNSON
played in Jersey City.
per hand in the match, and 01- had it 3-23 even when the bouti dash and tied his own Olym- petition?
second baseman Don Buddin, had the only answer. "How do I
pic mark of 10.2 seconds.
"I felt good."
son
In Green Bay's first exhibiwas surprised at the knock- ended.
know whether he (Bunning) was purposely throwing a 'bean
It took a photo finish to give
Was he disappointed?
victory on Aug. 13 over the
tion
out.
the
Jones
for
weighed
176
ball,'" Higgins retorted. "Bunning is the only one who knows.
Hary the decision over des"I was not disappointed. I Pittsburgh Steelers, Hornung
In the dressing room, his match and Olson 179.
Ask him."'
perately lunging Dave Sime won a bronze medal."
kicked two field goals and two
handlers had to explain to him
Even in defeat, Olson was a
One of Bunning's fast balls caught Buddin in the foreof Durham, N. C., but the
points. Thus, of the 36
extra
that
he
was
Did
he
think
there
was
anyknocked
to
the
winner, though. Federal agents
head, just under the plastic cap that all major league batters
canvas in his corner, that he appeared late in the afternoon photo made Hary the first thing wrong with his train- points Green Bay has scored in
must wear. The blow that was first diagnosed as a possible
its two pre-season warmups,
tried to get up at six and could to put a tax lien on his share non-U.S. champion since Per- ing?
skull fracture has now been described as a concussion.
28.
of Canada it
not stand on his rubber legs, of the purse, including 34,000 1c9yWilliams
"I have no complaints about Hornung has accounted for 18.
Bunning was a key figure in another incident a month ago
and that at the count o
the training schedule."
when White Sox outfielder Minnie Minos.) broke for the mound
be still wasn't on his feet. for the television appearance, Thomas, the object of hordes Thomas, who has been pur—
FLEMINGTON, N. J
with a bat after one of Bunning's pitches ran him Out of the
but Olson already had been paid of snapshot fans since his ar• sued by fans and athletes ever (UPI) — Lee York, Washingready to go.
box.
rival here, qualified fur the fi- since hie arrival as people ton, D. C.; Dan Daniels, BataThe season's most humorous incident occured during the PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas — Jones said it was an "easy and the lien was ineffective.
nals in the high jump by dis- sought his picture, his auto- via, N. Y.; and Bill Brown,
White Sox' last visit to New York when Sox pitcher Early Clifton Johnson, Prairie View
daining earlier warm-up jumps graph, and his opinion, was Denville, N. J., are among the
Wynn made threatening gestures toward Yankee hurler Jim A&M College tennis star and
and then clearing the required asked if all of this public fur- latest group of crack speed
Coates after Wynn had his batting intentions disturbed by an Southwestern Athletic Confer6•6 3-4 on his first try. In the ore contributed to his defeat. merchants to enter the threesside Coates pitch.
ence singles champion won the
afternoon final, Thomas also "I dont' feel all the people day auto racing festival beginWynn has been known for years as a rough, tough com- coveted singles title in the
passed up a chance at 6-6 1-4 bothering me affected my per- ning Saturday at the Flemingpetitor on the mound and for him to scream 'murder' is in- American Tennis Association's
and then flipped over 6-9 1-8 on formance. I have no alibis—I ton fair . The show ends Labor
creduously funny. Wynn's methods were all too clearly indicat- intercollegiate tournament held
was beaten fair and square." day.
his first try.
ed during the Baltimore Orioles last Visit to Chicago's Comis- at Hampton Institute.
key Park.
Johnson
defeated
Alberto
Bob Boyd rifled a single off Wynn's leg during the game. Lundy in the finals with a score
When it came Boyd's turn at bat again, the entire Comiskey of 10-8, 6-2, 6-1.
Park press box said in unison "Watch this first pitch." Sure
The national tennis victory
enough, Wynn's first pitch to Boyd sent the Oriole veteran
was the first for Prairie View
sprawling.
All loosening pitches are not aimed in the vicinity of the A&M since 1936, when Lloyd
batters head these days. Big league pitchers find that you can Scott, an alltime PV tennis
serve the same 'loosening' purpose with pitches at batters' great, brought the title back to
legs. One of Don Newcombe's pitches, while employed with Texas. Last year's title holder
the Cincinnati Reds, sent Cubs shortstop Ernie Banks writhing was Arkansas AM&N's Carnto the ground after finding a target on Ernie's leg. Another age Poindexter, the victim of
SEATTLE — (UPI) — Eddi.
'n Looking at it through Lionel record.
fraction of an inch could easily have found Ernie with a Cliff Johnson's 1960 SW Conference victory. The ATA inMachen meets supposedly in
wallet a litle shot is Big Sonny, the number one
splintered shin bone.
destructible Sonny Liston in a , w.,..th in the neighborhood of contender for the title, has won
Detroit Tiger outfielder Al Kaline is suffering one of the tercollegiate matches date back
12-round heavyweight contest a quarter of a million dollars 30 of 31 professional fights and
worst years of his career and it all might easily be traced to to 1931 when Tuskegee's Nanext week, but to hear him talk to a challenger, win or lose. has kayoed 21 of his vicims,
a fractured jaw caused by an inside pitch June 18 of last year. thaniel Jackson dominated Neyou'd think he was boxing a Tell this to Machen and he the ,aie nine in a row. He hasn't
The entire National League has expressed some serious gro college tennis.
from
round
fighten
from gives you an, "Is that SO?" had to go past seven rounds
doubts about Don Drysdale's sudden lapses of control that
Prairie View has received
YMCA.
look and says. "I will defeat for over two years.
causes some of his fast balls to go zooming through the bat- "The Williams Cup," the ATA',
The Michen-Liston encounter Liston. then I will go on to "I'm the first to admit that
ner's box causing rival batters to flee the premises.
perpetual trophy, which is
comes oh Sept. 7 in Sicks' Sta- win the title."
L.iston is a pretty fair fighter."
And if you don't get your thirst for mayhem satisfied awarded annually to the windium here. It will be teleYou don't find many heavy- Machen said. "He is an exaround the batting area you can give your attention to second ner of the national intercolvised nationally and to the vic- weights making that kind of cellent puncher, but he is also
base on the next double play attempt. There seems to be no legiate matches. The impressive
distance that the runners won't go to slam their body blocks trophy will remain at Prairie DOUG JONES, new light 'Bobo" Olson at Chicago Sta- tor undoubtedly will get a prcaictien now days, especially big and slow on his feet and I
on the pivot men.
View until the 1961 competition. heavy sensation, has his hand dium. It was Jones' 16th chance at the heavyweight in the face of Listons sense- have always had exceptionally
good luck against this type
The American sport-loving public has been spared t h e It represents a permanent sym- raised in victory after his six- straight win. (Defender Staff
of fighter."
brutality of cock fights and bull fights as inhumane. Yet the bol to the growth and develop- th round knockout of former photo)
Machen's own record bears
advent of bullet-like pitches, thrown at or near batters, and ment of tennis as a salutary middleweight champion Carl
him out on this count. His 34
the gridiron play around second base are integral parts of our and competive sport among Nevictories-20 of them knockouts
baseball scene.
groes throughout the country.
—include wins over Nino Wel
It has been a long time since the 20's when Carl May sub- Johnson also received a perdes, Julio Medero and Bob Bakroamed a pitch off Ray Chapman's head causing Chapman's sonal trophy for the championer. all big slow heavies.
death. The second major league death at the hands of 'pitch ship.
"Speaking of records," Macthat got away' may be nearer than you think.
This year's ATA matches were
said, "Take a look at mine.
hen
of
the
the largest in the history
defeated many of the
I've
tournament from the standpoint
Liston has beaten, only I
men
180
were
There
participants.
of
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—(UPI) clubs played in states where
few years earlier
participants in the big national WASHINGTON, D. C. — How- Howard freshmen will meet — Nashville Volunteers' of- Negroes and whites are not got to them a
when they were better fighters.
event.
rom
a
first-year
team
f
ficials said they were "total- allowed to play against one
ard University officials announAgain the record book rules
LOS ANGELES — (UP$) — tion "of the Lakers" Short Johnson, also won in the ced a nine-game varsity soc- Georgetown at Howard Sta- ly unprepared" for the team's another.
favor of Machen, showing
in
Norman said he, manager
being dropped by the,CincinElgin Baylor, mainstay of the said. "We are looking to El- Prairie View open tournaments cer schedule for the fall. The dium November 12.
ranked Eddie defeated
second
year.
this
college
the
According to Coach Cham- nati Reds because of alleged
Jim Turner and club presi- Valdes. Medero, Will BesmanLakers NBA basketball team gin Baylor to spearhead that held at
sevrated
were
who
Bisons
for the past two years at Min- successful era on the floor it- The San Antonio senior went enth nationally last year, open bers, this year's soccer team color bars in the Southern dent Hershel Greer will off and Howard King
quite
undefeated in singles throughshould be the best in Howard Association.
recommend to the Vol direciapolis, has signed his 1960-61 self."
Liston
got
before
time
Slipsome
at
September
23rd
Friday,
history. Fourteen lettermen, intors that the club seek a around tc them.
.intract with the Los Angeles In another announcement. out the 1960 season.
Nash ille board chairman
pery Rock (Pa.) Teachers. cluding All-American
league
hook-up
new
major
Peter Ile- Jack Norman returned from
Lakers, president Robert E. general manager Louis Mohs
The one weak spot in Mach.
They inaugurate their home zekiah.
return. Only McDonald a trip to Cincinnati with other as soon as possible.
Short announced.
disclosed that Charlie Share,
en's argument, however, is
schedule Saturday, October 1st, Gibbs, an All-Southern
selection club officials, which had been
Norman said the Vole have 7.ora Folley
The former Seattle Universi- who came to the club last seameeting the Navy Amphibious at the inside right
position in made ti, seek better financial a club in mind, but declined
ty star has been the ace of the son from the St. Louis Hawks,
Eddie met Foley twice in
Force of Norfolk in a 2 p.m. 1958 and
1959, has been grad- terms for Nashville from to name it. "We wouldn't 12 rounders. He got a draw
Lakers team from his first sea- had decided to retire. Share
game at Howard Stadium.
uated.
"We were surprised want to publicize it now," he the first time and lost a unanoson when he was voted "Rook- told the general
contests Two other All-Southern choi- the Reds.
manager he
Three
pre-season
totally unprepared" for the said.
mous discision the second time
ie Of The Year." Last .year felt
his long-range future was
have been scheduled by Bison ces will be on hand, however. Reds' announcement, Nor.
Nashville delegation, tround. Liston disposed of FolThe
he shared league "Most ValuinChambers. They
They are Alex Romeo, outside mar. said.
Norman said, conferred with ley in three rounds last month.
able Player" honors with Bob more secure in his job with a LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Coach Ted
The Los Angeles Coliseum com- clude a September 10th game left, and Winston Cooke, left
lie present agreement be- Cincinnati
one fighter?"
about
St. Louis-firm.
officials
Pettit.
"So what's
Washon
halfback. Romeo is from - Ber- tween Cincinnati and Nash- three hours even though the Machen asked, "A former sparmission agreed on a compro- with the British Lions
In his Mat season, Baylor
Share was acquired by the
mise rental fee.of $35,000 for ington, D. C. at Howard Sta- muda, Cooke from Jamaica. ville expires Dec. 15. The
Reds' announcement "end- ring partner of mine holds a
averaged 24.9 points a game Lakers
late last season but heavyweight champion Floyd dium and a pair of games with w.l.
Reds said they were drop- ed it for
us."
win am Marty Marshall, who
and in his second year he inState Teachers Undefeated and ranked fifth ping Nashville "because the
Norman said Nashville was is the only guy to have beaten
creased it to 29.6 points a helped the club in the western Patterson's proposed title de- Towson (Md.)
17th and 21st. nationally in 1958, the Howard Southern Association does not seeking an agreement fi- Liston'
game, third highest in the Lea- division against St. Louis and fense at the 100,000-seat stadium on September
will be played booters dropped three of their permit colored players."
contest
first
The
Asked how he would go about
nancially based "on the gate
gue.
was given full credit by Motu; in November.
How- 12 contests lass year. They sucListon next month.
defeating
upon,"
we
can
depend
Baylor was credited with ono for his work
agreeing to at Towson, the latter at
commission,
The
players
Negro
said
Norman
in the playoffs.
cessfully defenoed their D.C. "were not a problem for us he said Nashville actually Macnen replied that his plan
lease the Coliseum, said pro- ard Stadium.
of the outstanding performances in the sport when he scored
moters would be informed the Other opponents on Howard's College Soccer Association 1Nashvilic 1, nor did (they) draws about 90,000 persons was simple.
'': will outbox him and use
world
per season. The Cincinnati
against
the
concession rights would remain 1960 schedule include Frost- championship, but lost to Eliza- present any problem, for the
64 points
burg (Md.) State Teachers, bethtown (Pa ) Teachers in the laws of Tennessee."
workine agreement had been my speed all the way," he said.
champion Boston Celtics Nov. 8.
with the stadium landlords.
Sounds good, but it won't be
established with , 150,000 atFeature Sports, Inc., asked West Chester (Pa:) State N.A.I.A. championship semi-fi1959.
But he said Nashville had tendance in mind.
until Sept 7 that anyone knows
to lease the stadium for a fight Pittsburgh, Georgetown, Mil- nals. The Bisons also lost to
"The transfer of our frenchNashville is expected to wheether Eddle's plan is simpbetween Patterson and — prob- ers, and NYU. In addition, the undefeated NYU and once-beat- no plans to leave the Southto Los Angeles promises a
ably — Ingemar Johansson.
ern Association and other operate at a loss this season. ly wonderful or simply lousy.
cessful new era in the operaI lersville (Pa.) State Teach- en West Chester,
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time.
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. Carolina and Texas, two each
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bock County, Tex., voted last
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Get In On The Biggest Want Ad Bargain In Town

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate
For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home
Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose 04, Or, Would You Like To Advert
ise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
INSURANCE AGENCIES

Real Estate

AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE

L

It your Driving Licenze tuts
been revoked
2. If your Insurance has been
cancelled
L U your application has beer)
rejected
Call Adknas Insurance AgencyJA 6-5385 A Representattve will
call at your borne with full detain

NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

'13 It coma notiorrr.
Seed Coins, Will Send Check Not Pleased.
Return Check.
Bought
COINS
Solo
Serious Um Usvitsell
Appraised
4.3-44

PAY/LTA'S COIN EXCHANGE
195th St
Flushing 511. L.I, N.
Member AN A.

3206 W R
It Road
SA. 2-9622
$aii Stamps With Punkin*

GUARANTEED AFRICAN MAGIC
''One wish" potion and Instructions.
Very limited supply. Hurry! Send 11405 to
Marion Greene P.O. Box 2101 Hollywood.
Calif

FOR QUICE RESULTS
CALL MISS RESULTS

DEAR JANE, DID TOD KNOW THAT
you can get a Summer dress for $1 23,
chtldren's dresses for 75c and Men's suits
to- 53 98. WHERE? At the Junior 1.eague
Thrift Shop 4 North Front Hurry' Hurry! Bargains Galore!

2-BUSINESS

rry

JA. 6-8397

0...0 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS tl OS
Pocket Rubber Stamp
111.00
IIRC Book Company Box No 3233
Nashville 3 Tenn

JA, 6-8398

OPPORTUNITIES

arstrrnecruy POLISHED baroque naglure of tisereye
amethyst. obsidium,
agate other 63 95 pound
postpaid
V
Brubaker 6318 W L-12, Lancaster Calif.
Jo,kCERSON'S BARBER SHOP
2343 Pam, Avenue
FA 4-9148

Memphis Business
•Service Directory

LEGAL
Any Stat• N•mes Dates Omitted
Used
a. Orletials Duplicate copies or gifts.
113 each 'three' $5 Prompt Confidential
postpaid Service
NATIONAL

FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami SS, Fla.

ROOFING. roof•
repaired
Stop
ans
Carrsee.er
leveled.
leak
work, floor.
gutters defined,
repaired.
Chim nets
stucco concrete, plaster do my own work
Reasonable price
Free eat
T 5 Spencer BR 64643 BR 6-2930.

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

AUTO LIABILITY Now
AVAILABLE TO ALL
164 and uo
1-3 down with
to pay - Telephone
JA 6-5389

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

ELECTROWARMTH
Bed Warmer For
Pains
Aches

months

AMAZING LISTED for life for Mc- Stop
paying out dimes. quarters. dollars for
one time listing Your name In our film
should keep Your boo full of 1ntereeting
offers, free samples, big matt. etc for
Detail. for self-addressed stamped
life
envelope. Andy's Trading Post Rout* 3-T.
0111
Ilryson City N C

Bank Terms

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

THE RUMTOREX CO.

Up

n I iins-j color .Risk or
Slum
Susiness Card, • Apot Wen
Personal Cards
$7 50 value at the new low once or
13 90 oer I 000
Write me for •empie cards
and It'll
1.111P,NYSs CARD SPEC! allOT
at

Lorton. Ohio

MEXICAN reTVORCE sr

quick, easy Details

Sox 506

Moans

BC

maniacs, valid,

either
Mexico

one

12.
tellf

Service

THAWS

IU2Si
! it
Ii
iviet'P
2% itEPfa

1111111111111111111111111111111111111

hev. C. 'r7. F. Jef,-erson
Brings You I Am

vAgr
•
Aiwa
•

MOSES
SINAI

•

El

Painting

Aye. JA

7-032a

CHRIST
ZION

SERVICE STATION
$43 Miss. at Crump Sled.
Day & Night Service
Experienced Mechanics
SEPT. SALE REDUCTION
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
For a good tin sole ask for Elrod.
TELEPHONE JA. 5-9452

18 PT.

24 PT.

36 PT.

SAME Rani es 4
limit ordinary type

SAM gall AS
5 lint, ocumws

tyre
SAM&
Lai AS
he
ordinary

typo
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given onttl 12 noon Satur
day Copy cancelled after 11
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates

•
•
•
•
•

Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given
to position

SAME RATE es 2
lines ordinary type

SPECIAL SERMONS
National Sermon Supply
104 N
Albion,

113

in column 1. F

to

change

in

rate

without

notice.
Tri-State Defender box num
the address - whether name
and

street

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

BRIGGS

berg - the words comprising

Business I Practical
itrt College

or telephone, or

The Tri-State Detender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.

492 Vance Ave. The Tri-State
forward
vertisers

Defender

ad

received

ad

mail

JA 7-4917

will

to out of town

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage it to be
charged to the advertiser

11 Special Services
I

1

I

Bair StYllIF
Kin'

01

Bleaching

We show you how FREE' to
secure lists of slow pay account. from doctors, dentists.
grocers. sanitartnms. lumber
Companies
garages. PtC All
you do is send them to us
.
for lur experienced collection
service
We pay up to '51.25
a Immo,. No delay Write todiy.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.

Dalrymple
Michigan

VALUES GALORE. Sane Root tic
Re
fundable. with coupon
ALTON
W A YM Att'l 61. NA
I

WAYS TO MACE MONEY Al HOME
where to buy material and now to
manufacture cheaply Send Si Ou ManuSlekleryin• N
.1
facturing Specialties
41)

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

Day & Evening
Classes

Forbid i orders subject

in
All

Home

riNt,

owned - Home operated

DIXIE
FINANCE Cf.iMPANY
•W• like to say yes to vow
loan request"
Si•minrd and Supervised by th.
Stet* Department of Insurance end
Sanksno
2 LOCATIONS
bet S. %Um
JA s-1351
Is! Madison
IA 54611

NOTICE
AUAll Churches
Clubs
Birthday

Parties

Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Moil

In

Your News

Stories To The

Tri-State
Nfender
236 South

•

12 Noon Monday

"Op:n lhuesday and Friday
Nights Unto) 8:00 P M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1.00

Also

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

SPIRITUAL HELP
Are you worried over
money matter*.
strange nano , urai evil .nfluencee•
tou
•I.-ks
hen write Bishop Baker Enclose
51.00 ore offering Then is help or your
trouh'nd 40111 You can be nieneseful.
Write

4 for $1.00 - 10 tor $2.00
Easter Sone' - 9 to, 52 00

HENDERSON
Pusiness College, Inc.
JA 6-47511
Os [Andes Ave.

DEADLINES

Holliday Capri Piano Sales

kal3SAS City 6. MO.

Data Processing
Typing 8. Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

••••••••••••••••••••••

teous treatment and desire to
help you

12 Business qpportunities

To;. any coin mead of
tails as vets
ch•sose!-Any corn: Anytime! Any Place!
-A 'las-Moe statement a no Iess
startlino Performance
roil easily mastered
tec•ininue I,. s eoey righted manuah sent
you
irrimod•alely
fair
31
AFRO-FLIP
CRAFT Bes 1143.0. Itrielorport I. Conn.

Key Punch

CLASSIFIED

HYPNOTIZER $14.00 Transistor :Indio $19 95 Pocket ear Gas
Gun - MI 911 - Extra 39 caliber
shell's
81 50 each
Radio
Wilkie
Talkie
$19 5$ - Any Radio TV rube $1 00 each.
Transworld Elestrcnics
Post Office Box
153 - Indio California

For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

+
Night A Day Classes

Piano Warehouse Sale

doothe For Reip
A •0o0 °wines' tn downtown
Ca 1.11:1
Luaus Walker
14 II-5997
- FA 4-10014

Suite 1041
Cleveland, Ohio

COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING

Quick Loans-

We specialite in
ool used pianos
$10 down will put a o.ano .n sour
home
FREE DELIVPRY

Tinting

BISHOP BAKER
3122 Prospect Aelb

ENROLL
NOW

HELP WANTED, Male. Female

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us
You, too will like our cour-

specializes

ELECTRONIC

r EPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
See Ina Machines NO Service cuisine
to city
All Work Guaranteed
Call
Rfell Rome Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR 44050

MAIDS TO $30 WEEK. Guaranteed
iobs. best working conditions. FREE
room board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A. Agency. ICOA Main St Hempstead.
Long Island N Y

Oixil

WA 4-2133

790 Yonkers Ave.
IN,Central Ave./ Yonkers, N. Y.

CIASSIFIED PAGES

ELROD AND SON

30c
45c
60c
75c
line

Volute*

r
SPECIALTLES
• PRINTon
MISCROGRAPHING
• RUBBER Si AMPS
SkAIS
• DECALS
CALENDAKS

CHECK OUR

WANTED

15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
)
/
1
2 PT. SAME RATE as 1
ordinary type

World of

• AUTO 61C1Ise

Apt.?

RELIABLE WOMAN
DESIRES
FIVE
data t week an maid in home office.
bosun shop etc Call - WR 6-1151.

•Want Ad
RATES

SALES PERSONN
- NEAT IN Appearance
O'er 111 years of ale
No
Experience needed Earn from 860 to $100
WEEKLY
Great OPPortunittes for advancement
Call for appointment.
JA. 6-3142 - 8:30 a m tll S D. m.

MAGIC BATTERY rowan
MOTOR rustur.

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando

BLESSED AMULET. KELP MONEY.
UNCROSSED
RUSH
MOO DONATION
NOW
JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE
WE
LOVE SO MUCK CHICAGO 53. ELL.

309 E. 47th ST.

13 Instruction

AST LOVERS, NOW 01 YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECI uNUSLAL POSTCARDS It
FOR MAO START TOUR COLLECTION
NOW SINGLE CARD 23 CENTS. P. 0.
ANSONIA STATION N. T
BOX
Y

!Opt.

"A

Looking
For An

YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTITTIL
visa FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 1366
mas, Addie
Grant Mgr - Ginn
.!T Operator

EITTUATIoN

•

TO 9-4462

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.

Body

Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden

Gil Gabrielli

osegeonegs%

REBUILT
and

1004 Jf.ieph

1199
Linden - SR
5-0356
Nights & Bundan
BR. $-0336

FOR

WRECKS

PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY FUNER

Repairs Estimated Here
24 Tears In ?Ian° Toning
ant Rebuilding
BREWER
JAckson ti-Z$$4

WOM
Birsit
EASY
READY-CUT
Wrap-A -Round
Aprons
Home. Earn
826 16
Dozen-Spare
Time
Write ACCURATE MFGR'S
REEPORT. NEW YORK

AND

THE AmArtNn "MAGIC
POWER' OF NUMBERS!

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the ilia.insippo
State Line MAOAM BF.1.1 Is back alter a
long time of Dela* away and at last she to
hack to stay ID her new home
Are von Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
Yon lost ileitis In your husband elle or sweetheart? Are en.
In bad health? Are you discouraged? It any of these are you,
problems. crwie let MADAM 811:1.1. advise You at once Ohe
will read It, to you lust as she would read an open hoot
Tell you why your lob or %witness is not 11 succes. It you nave
tailed in ,Issi rest come see MADAM BELL at once
Located on Highway $1 South. lust nett StiosiesInPf SW.
line. On be way to Hernando Her borne is i block• wiles
where she used to stay right aside the OeSoto Motel It, .ore
to look for the REA; BRIcK HOLSL and you'll find het there
at all times. (She never 'sad an *Mee no West Memphis
Cala yellow bus marked WhItehaven iltato Line and art
el at Sta•• Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM nEl.t
RAND

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
cm to 9 pin
Heirs
Readings Daily Owen en Sundays
I don't trki any home calls or answer an, 'eters
to look (2 the right Sip and rise right same

Maids $35 to $60 per week in New
York. New Jersey. and Hartford, Cons
necticut. Free room and board; tickets sent
Write LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT AGENCY. P.O. Box 2203,,
Birmingham. Alabama A SOUTHERN
AGENCY SERVING SOUTHERN PEG.
P1.1

Hyde Pork
Hollywood Vicinity
8 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Cell BR 21568

JA 7-0016

TROUBLE? LOVE, MONEY PROBLEMS'
Solution %might' Don't give up. Write
Dixie - P 0 Box 1856 Ocala. Florida.

MAIDS
$35-$60 WEEK

JOB OPEN IN
BEAUTY PARLOR

NEED CASH.

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator

Post $1 00 NOP.
Kenn enve.ope brings
POSITrVE PROor Health Center. Adenide Road Dublin. Ireland (7 hour/ Ale
mall)

INTEREST/He MAIL, Earnings,
booklets, catalogs Si refunded
Gift with order Alvin - Box
Hicksville. Long Leland, II
T.

84 LOANS id MORTGAGES

%ND

STOP SUFFERING! I I

BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG.
Huge discounts Low wholesale prices.
Big
•avIng catalog 15e
'refund.
able, 8
J Co Box 434, Levittown S.
Pa

MAIDS. New York to $240 Lucky, easy
good
lobs In
nice homes
Get paid
each week Come alone or with friends
to the best •gency. No money needed,
tickets sent Free TV, free ror.m•board.
Send
name•address-phone of reference.
ABCO Agcy. 261 W 43 NYC. Dept. R-U

"Amethyst Denoants earrings. °recent°.
$1 25 each item
postpaid
Brubaker.
V
.1.30 W L•12. Lancaster Calif "

ON
* Refrigerators
• Washing Machin
• Freezers
• Dryers

GEORGE PALINKUS

M electric typewriter still
In factory crate 670 00
Guaranteed
Southside PrtntIng. 110I 5491 nT Hunt
ington 3. west va

WE NEED names W111 Pay You 25e Per
na.ne for obtalning them for our mailing list Complete instructions sent for
$1.00 Harry M Young 917 Broad street.
Bristol Tennessee.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES

Feniiiit Help Wanted

arattnit I B

ADULTS,
Photon,
iSr
354- r4D

THE
BARGAIN
Center, 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books. 35 cent up today

1000 Embossed Business Cards
at $3.99

East (3rd

Jeryl Martell
4130 Collins Avenue
Miami Beach 40, Fla.

Maks it ?outsetp
er• show
sou now
Save 100 per cent on each $1 CO Complete
easy Instruction.. 11 00 FREE with order
carload of other interesting offers William Brown Cross Country Publications
wo East 30tn It. New York 16 N

Take New RUAITORk.X Ana Dino Lit• A
dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes
tits
where natute leaves off A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $500 for a 2-week supply
Money-back it not satiated after 3
bottle Send CO D
Cheek
or
Money
Order NOW'

ii Irt-s'w tsi

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

Work

1.000 000 BOOKS 10c Eacht Pre• Catalogs Mailway Sin 124-T NYC-9

Instant stars In any weathei
Keep
Incluo.ng Aecrer Neater Code. Favorable batteries fully charged in 60 below acre
Numbers and Days
Combinaton Codes. I cold
You'll play IOW radio all
I Digit Fissures
etc Peie• MAIL
I winter with ear of battery failure More
winter miles pet gallon on gas Biasing
VICTORY
IIOR SALE, JACKS. TOOLS AND COM.
power. pep BIG
PROFITS
OR
Chicago O. M. new
pl••• esulpment to run • garage
Will 7726A Ciscie Ave
AGENTS! Send al 98 lot sample ants de6 BEDROOM ROVER IN NICE NEICIIi•
building to reliable person JAckson
, tails
And get raze, 30 Mir eupply
horhood Or will buy same Call JAckson rent
FREE
IM
6-0308
OUEnTION
• ANSWERS TO I of THAU'h (Hi Potency Tablets( • Men.
6-6397
,
pass s".lt•e test for drivers ',cense in tat ant
Pep Stimulant
the very best.
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA
FIRE
AND NEW YORK STATE itend 25 cents to I Them - 6920 Vernon
Chicago
37
burglar alarrn •yetem Efficient and M- cover cost •*, mailing and handling e:pensive rot home and business Shelton plus self addressed Es stamped r nev elope.
I RESTORE "PIP" wits extra pep formula
PROW:TS
Distributing Co. 1199 Linden Office No 100 BET _ P
CO.
BOX
ITS
ANSIPs'S
STATION. NEW YORE
Phone BR 4•34411
U. 61.00 Refundable Ed Rumbols. Pleasant
Dale Nebraska
We will ass, include free or en•ror the
snclosed License Molder wsib ev•ry ordoe
•••••••••••••••••••••-•
received.

BLOMBERG

Autonsobile

Ave.

239 E. 115th St. - Boa 17
NEW YORK 29, N. 1.

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT

can always do th•
thing. This could jce
the opportunity to, change
your
life. For a complete
handwritten forecast of your
future, send date of birth
with 51.00 to:

I

YOUNG MEN - YOUNG worm./
If you het e a phone ane desire front
$60 - $100 per week wrlte M. •, Greons
5807
Laramie
Ave..
Woodland
HI'ls.
Calif
giving Name. Address. Telephone
No. & Age

Men, Women, 18--55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
NO t/Ibt.rlelleu
necessary
b.s ns mat
school education
usually sufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours high pay advancements. Send
name
s ddress. phone number and
time home Tri-State Defend. r
Box 311.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN II
For Refined Women • PriaentIng Beauty
Counselor
A nationally Known product
for rare of Milady's Skin
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"
Write Mitchell, P 0 Box 311, MeMPOlie
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
$65 TO 190 WEEKLY
Classiflea lobs in Cincinneti, Net-viers
Male or Female
K7
Classified
list
El 10. Other large Otter' oil reauest xl 10
WOMEN $85.00 WEEKLY
AND UP
Mint have telephone
Please nt
voice.
Detail Ilk' full Information 81 10
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
085 Armory - Cincinnati 14, Ohio
NEED
MONEY
EXTRA
Men or Women Age 31.70 - Sell Famllit
Group Hospital Insurance Make ft.. tif
Your nntru•t•
W
Adkins-District Mgr
A
Continental
Casualty
Company
JA 6-5388
GUARANTEED AFRICAN Good Luck
Charm Very few left First come,
Prat served.' Send $1.55 to Merlon
Green, P.O Bog 2108 Hollywood. Calif.
--

TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION A717
. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA 11-5115
Aws For Rent
o'OR BENT
1580 Sunset-Douglas
Suo-aivialon
One
side of Duplex
3 erns & bath-hot-cold
rate. Gas heater In front room Price:
835 month
Ph -me PA 4-0672

15 Agents Wanted

Wellington

Post Office Box

311

We will be happy to
publish it for vou
"Free" 01 Any
charges.

GUAR A N FEED HOMEWORK
Mall out dropship catalog Keep It net
cent from orders .Proven sellers
De.
tails sample catalog Si 00 Palinkus. 1*35
T8D E 33rd
Lorain. Ohio

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

22 Furnished itooms

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

GROUPICICLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
.wiret FOLK S lilt VOL.

Free Transportution l'o and From
GET PI/Mgrs./I'M
SfRV ICE
Airport. Depot. Bus Station. Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Madern Restaurant
6 Correspondence Club
Harry Holmes Owner
BIGOEST MAILS you ever got Lla-I
2401 Park Avenue
name I year 25e World'e Mall
FA 7-9253
76 W
48th. Radio Ctty 16 N
Dept
Room for rent furnished Or unfurnists
Id WHItAshall 1112111 1142 Latham eltrint
Cal. she. 5 30 or before 1 00 A bil
-Convenience*
Suitable
East-Cosy Many
Mr Prof woman
(nit (IL .4041 After • pm

1144•••••••••••••••••••41414
CHECK OUR
CLASSIFIED FOR

Se sure

you

right

HOLLYWOOD IMPORT Co.
2639 West Peterson
TR2
Chicago 4$. Minors

BUSINESS SERVICE

11111111111111111111111111111111111111

1627-TR1

Know Your Destiny
Now

BEER Sc A QUART

11-SPECIAL SERVICES

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
Printed Forms, GuAr A IITV'ED'

SISTER RANK Indian healer and
advisor
If you are suffering, alit
or have bad tuck, If worried
or
troubled or need help. see Sister Rare
today for tomorrow may be too
late.
She can. help you on all your
lems whatever they may be Prob()Wen
•ves yd•y including, Sunday
from
In niorning to 11 JO at night
Located
In Blytheville. Ala
at state line,
in.hwav 61 North phone 013 34947,
Sister Kane has God given
power to
hen

Priam:lien Yea rrrrr la Tear Purse
Startle and distract "toilers,
be attackers with lilts cleverly
ste•
signed
Ball
Point
Oun reds 23 caliber blanks with estic loud report. CA.
be heard for miler gA et
around. No
permit
needed.
Airmailed postpaid
rompletely itsienibled troni our
fac•
to:y in Europe. Send 50A3
mote, otticr or ttlt..ck to •

VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Clyde
Chicago 49

SPIRITUAL ADVISORS

NEW AMA/IN( 'BAIL POINI GUN

NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology RESULTS
Will AMAZE Teti With Out Week
Iv NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS & BONDS.
Bolito, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send 52.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Ploy (No Checks Please).

USE
OUR
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS

$7 95
$1.57 Doz.

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

1.

"BY THE NUMBERS"

11111111111111111111111111111111111111

THIS AD WORTH $1.00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MOPE.

BUICS. ROADMARTER-RIVIERA
Air Cond-power equip New paint-ble
luxury car for fraction sit cost,
$116.118
It a. REITZ-PM MU 14157

HOSPITAL AND SICKNESS IN •
SURANCE
FOR PEOPLE
WHO
HAVE HAD CANCER, DIABETES,
HEART DISEASE AND OTHER
SRIOUS ILLNESS.
FOR MORE DETTUS Ca U.,
ADKINS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
GENERAL AGENT - DISABIL
DI' - CONTINENTAL CA&
ITALTY CO
734 VANCE AVE
MEMPHIS, 'TENN
PHONE - JA 6-5365

.70

MISCELLANEOUS

SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BES1 IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE

Regardless To Past
Accident Record!

Sot., Sept. 10, 1960

PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

Misc. For Sale

CASH TALKS!
WILL PAT CASH for property or
vacant lot. If priced right.
OR. 3-1246
EL 7-772S
• GODWIN • COMPANY
ISIS Moans, Avesta'

15

DEFENDER

BEST RESULTS
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-

TS

CHECK OUR
CLASSIFIED
PAGES

TOW

A

to an ailing Indian boy, whose
recovery is vital to a relocation program for the Choctaw
tribe. Both Bowie's life and the
(Continued From Page 11) success of the project are jeopardized when the doctor turns
ed by a dictator, with citizens out to be an inexperienced
him
against
testify
afraid to
young man, fresh out of medi"Clear Title."
cal school. "Bad Medicine"
7 p.m., Bat Masterson, Gene stars Scott Forbes as Jim
Barry as Bat Masterson tries Bowie.
to find a missing witness who 0:30 p.m., Cimarron City, a
can clear a woman of a mar- lovely young schoolteacher, new
der charge. When he cannot to town, provides romantic comWEDNESDAY, SEPT. 7
find the witness, he sends for! petition between Deputy Sheriff
4:00 to 5:30 p.m., EARLY
Wyatt Earp to pose as a prom- Lane Temple (played by John
KELLY,
KITTY
MOVIE WITH
criminal lawyer. The pair Smith, and Tom Hiller. Uninent
vfluling Voice" with Walter
try to prove that a good bluff known to them both, she is inand
Young,
Loretta
Huston,
can reveal the truth. "The Re- volved with extracurricular acDavid Manners. After escaping
Witness."
luctant
tivities like robbing gold shipmany assassinations, a protecProducers' Choice, ments. Audrey Trotter, as Beth
.m.,
7:30
seto
retires
tion racket leader
Neville Brand and John Eric- Purcell, suspects the newcomcure his daughter's happiness
son, with James Best in a fea- er, as both men learn -The
home.
own
his
but is slain in
tured role, are the stars of Bitter Lesson." Richard Travis
6:30 to 7:30, 1960 SUMMER
"Guys Like O'Malley." Brand is guest star.
OLYMPICS FROM, ITALY,
plays a battle-wise sergeant 9
Highlights of game action with
p.m., Moment of Fear, (colGulager plays
during the Korean War. He and
Bud Palmer, the Rev. Bob
Laraine Day guest - stars CLASH IN WEST — Barry Garrett and
or),
front
the
to
new
soldiers
two
The two are
Mike
Kid.
Thoreau,
the
Richards, H. D.
in the role of a wealthy woman Sullivan (left) and Clu Gulag- Billy
drift
learn a lesson in the realities
gradually
who
Friends
Peppe, Gil Stratton reporting
NBChusnew
accused of murdering her
er will co-star in the
bizarre
the
a
of
of
because
sides
war,
of
opposite
man.
anchor
on
as
and Jim McKay
band. In "Cage of Air," she is TV series, "Tall Man," Satur- apart
conversation carried on behind
over
is
See
7:30 to 8:00, MEN INTO
law.
10,
Sept.
of
divorce
spared the necessity
day evenings starting
in. Satenemy lines.
SPACE, starring William Lundifrom her artist husband when Sullivan plays lawman Pat F. Channel 5, 7:30-8 p.
Father,
8 p.m., Bachelor
urdays.
gan. A mysterious space object,
he is killed in an automobile
Bentley Gregg (played by John accident. However, an autopsy
hich alters its course when
Forsythe) helps one of his reveals he died prior to the
rivals in th
rocket ships approach it, sends
their
and
ers
Are Funny, They are friendly
full-hour eolorcasts three half-broth
girl friends win a ba- accident, from a bullet wound. 5:30 p.m., People
niece's
one ship to its destruction be- CARTWRIGHTS CORRA L- on the
of the word.
sense
Lorne
true
(1-r
are
he
if
—
$1,000
father
NBC•TV
win
the
on
ton twirling contest in "Bentley After the funeral, the widow a sailor can
fore Colonel McCauley is able ed — The stars of the NBC which start
p.m., Deputy, when outlaw
(WMCT-TV Channel Greene as Ben (the father), and the Majorette."
locates Art Linkletter's grand- 8
to track a pursuit path and produced "Bonanza" color Network
s
teleof
mysteriou
gets a series
burn his general store, Clay
Sept. 10. The Dan Blocker as HOW Michael
son among three babies. In
film series are a frolicky four- 5) Saturday,
learn its identity.
Monte
Marx,
Groucho
p.m.,
blunt
9
and
calls
accusaand
phone
McCord becomes a full - time
Joe
Little
as
people
the members Landon
another stunt, several
8:00 to 8:30, THE MILLION- some as they get set for their group portrays
brings
marshal. The bank i
cowboy,
film
aw.
Montana,
deputy
her
from
tions
sister-in-l
Adam.
t family — Pernell Roberts as
in the audience are given the
AIRE, with Marvin Miller. "The second season of adventures of the Cartwrigh
the fire. The new
during
his talented horse, Rex, to the 10:30 p.m., Jack Paar
robbed
tensions
their
chance to release
Sergeant Matthew Brogan
a trap, with
of Sat., Sept. 10
into
quips
the
walks
face
to
studio
deputy
by breaking five cartons of
'OLYMPICS FROM ROME, ITStory." The richest Army ser- entertainer, whose special tal-(legendary Leopard Woman.
dependent on two gypsy
His partner is 12:25 p.m., Major League
Marx.
life
his
Groucho
involves
stunt
action
third
dishes. The
!ALY. Highlights of game
stars
geant in the world finds that he ent has nothing to do with en- SATURDAY, SEPT. 10
Baseball, t h e Los Angeles a three-minute telephone call to girls. "The Truly Yours"
man. a Las Vegas waitress.
can return a favor when he tertaining, but may have lead 10:00 to 11:00 a.m., MID ;with Jim McKay, anchor
and
McCord
Clay
as
Case
Allan
GUN 9:30 j.m., Rescue Eight, three Dodgers move to Milwaukee for an unknown person.
marshal.
tries to thank an old friend to the discovery of the whys!SOUTH FAIR TALENT SHOW, 8:30 to 9:00, HAVE
chief
as
Fonda
Henry
vault,
ice
an
in
trapped
game
the
with
today's
Braves.
Rich- men,
6:30 p.m., Bonanza, (color),
who saved his life in Korea.
featuring talent winners from WILL TRAVEL starring
p.m., World Wide 60,
and wherefores of murder,
gEASON PRE- face a new danger from escap- Lindsey Nelson and Fred Haney SECOND SEASON starts to- 8:30
Boone.
d
r
a
9:00 to 10:00, THE UNITED
the scientific theories
Mtd-South•
(color),
the
rescue
RE
The
ADVENTU
gas.
the
action.
9:30,
diamond
ammonia
describe
to
ing
9:00
new
night for Bonanza, the first full- on the creation of the universe,
to 12:15 1960 SUMMER MIERE! Paladin starts his
STATES STEEL HOUR, "When
11:00
Phyllis
them,
free
to
National Tennis Champion- hour color filmed series. Harry
THEATRE, starring
protect squad, in trying
I n Rome" starring Arlene
SkiplOLYMPICS GAMES IN ROME, series with an effort to
from ancient to modern times,
Thaxter and featuring
he builds a wall of ice blocks to ships, (color), coverage of the Townes and Diane Foster are
while
witness
honest
an
ac-1
and
game
of
Highlights
emphasis
Conned
.
the•ITALY
Francis and Hans
slowin
the
from
out
80th annual National Tennis guest stars in "The Mill." They are given dramatic
Homeier. "Man
at a trial, although his safeguard them
Im"The
discuss
leaders
as
co-starring Howard Morris. The, Rain." A young wife keeps a tion with Jim McKay, anchor testifies
life is in great moving gas. "The ammonia Singles Championships at the play the neeighbors of the Cart- mense Design." Frank McGee
shadow of a wartime idyll sucl- terror-filled vigil over her in- man and reporters Bud Palmer, daughter's
Davis and historic West Side Tennis Club,
Jim
features
Trap"
brothers. Ezekiel, an is host.
denly rises to haunt a man who valid sister when they are ma- Mike Peppe. the Rev. Bob Rich- danger.
of the Forest Hills, N. Y. are covered wright
11:00, MISS AMERI- Lang Jeffries as heads
to
hand, has been dup9:00
hired
D
evil
H.
and
dea
Stratton
from
$50,000
Gil
9:30 p.m., Bold Venture, after
ards,
inherited
has
in two programs this weekend.
rescue team.
in the company of a
ANrooned
40TH
THE
,
an easy task a Chinese boy wins a $50,000
PAGEANT
CA
Edwards,
the
ing
wishes
Thoreau.
parted screen siren and
rag.
a
They are telecast for the ninth
puzzling stranger during
PAG- 10:30 p.m., Jack Paar.
since Tom Edwards has been
him
12:25 to 4:00 p.m., GAME OF NUAL "MISS AMERICA
he hadn't. His reason for wishconsecutive year by NBC, and destitute and crippled from a lottery, his lawyer frames
storm.
the
ing
as
Parks
Bert
with
ENAT"
9
Sept.
Fri.,
Orioles
..vhose
Baltimore
senwife,
prison
a
three-year
THE WEEK,
into
ing he hadn't is his
the
FIRST
YEAR FOR COLOR.'hunting accident. He grows
10:45, 1960 SUMMER vs Chicago White Sox. Dizzy stage master of ceremonies and 7 a.m., Today.
tence for theft. He mysteriously
viewpoint of the money takes 10:15 to
ITALY. '
Doug- , 1:30 p.m., Loretta Young Th., Today's matches are the men's deeper in debt to his hired
ROME,
dent
IN
Correspon
S
News
CBS
OLYMPIC
play-by-I
finds
the
she
describe
when
will
disappears after his prison reDean
on a new twist
s
semi-final
with
er
sportscast
game action with play, assisted by Pee Wee las Edwards and Marilyn Van'in "The Red Dress," Nina Foch
hand. The Cartwrights try to lease. When Slate Shanno
that hubby dear knew this tan- Highlights of
man.
1958, as plays a childless wife who is Bill tSern and former champion help by building a wheat mill agrees to help find him, h
Reese from Comiskey Park. Derbur, Miss America
talizing movie star "when in Jim McKay, anchor
LATE
MN.
Conven- uncertain about the responsi- Don Budge as commentators. on the property but before they makes two discoveries — the
12:00
from
team
to
anchor
the
10:45
„ Chicago.
Chi
Rome" after his marriage.
Forever
New bility of adopting a four-year (Men's and women's finals are can get the situation in hand, body of the murdered Chinese
s
City,
Atlantic
"Shipmate
Hall.
4-00 to 6:00, EARLY MOVIE,I lion
10:15 to 10:45, 1E..30 SUMMER MOVIE,
telecast on Sept. 11)
•
Ruby
and
event
the
for
Powell
Judges
old Korean war orphan.
Jersey.
Ezekiel has won everything in and a lawyer's cash box empDick
with
WornROME,
OLYMPICS F R 0 M
"Tarzan and the Leopard
a
of
The world's leading amateur sight, with one cut of the cards.
son
Miller,
Columbia
spoiled
be
Mitch
The
,!will
tied of $50,000. Dane Clark as
3 p.m., Comedy Playhouse,
an” with Johnny Weismuller
ITALY, Highlights of game ac- Keeler.
tennis players compete in the Claude Akins plays Ezekiel. Slate eventually solves the
commandant
Brenda Joyce. The ape man Records executive; Blanche "Lady Frankenstein." Nick and
tion with Jim .McKay, anchor naval academy
learns "real feel" of Navy in solves the mystery of the leg- Thebom, opera Star; George Nora Charles make a quick trip grass-court classic which starts Series stars as the four Cart- crime.
•
man.
s."
Balanchine, choeographer; Mar to Florida to slip away from Sept. 2. Defending champions wrights Lorne Greene, Pernell
"explosion
MOVIE.
10:05 p.m., Gold Award TheaLATE
12:00,
endary Leopard Woman.
10:45 to
Goodson. producer of "To their neighbor, Blonde Collins. are Neale Fraser of Australia Roberts, Dan Blocker a n d tre, "Passion" stars Cornel
tin
9
6:00 to 0:30, 1960 SUMMER'
I'The Immortal Sergeant".with FRIDAY, SEPT.
and Maria Bueno of Brazil.
Cerf, She is already in the state.
Michael Landon.
Wilde and Yvonne De Carlo,
Henry Fonda, Thomas Mitchell 7:00 to 8:00 a.m., GOOD OLYMPICS FROM ROME IT- Tell the Truth:" Bennett
Line?"
My
,
4:30
"What's
on
p.m.,
MEMPHIS
panelist
Wrestling,
four
FROM
,
Time,
aCtion
7:30 p.m., The Tall Man, with featured roles by Raymond
Adventure
3:30 p.m.,
ALY. Highlights of game
and Maureen O'Hara. A battle- MORNING
Peggy without any experience in the wrestling matches are telecast PREMIERE of a new Western Burr and Lon Chaney, It's a
hardened sergeant transmits a with Russ Hodge and Kitty with Jim McKay, anchor man. and Mrs. Bennett Cerf;
Whitmore,
Coby
Wool"
actress;
"Miss
Wood
guest:
MASON,
and
corKelly
business world Jody and his today. The first pits Irish Jack adventure, starring Barry Sulli- story of early California, the
timid
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY
fighting spirit to a
poral against the background and featuring news, music, starring Raymond Burr, Bar-'artist; Bud Westmore, makeup- friends have a big success sell- Kennedy against Dutch Hefner; van as Deputy Sheriff Pat Gar- Spanish Land Grand era of the
of war in the Libyan Desert. weather and ALMANAC: "Fifth bara Hale and featuring Wil; man; Herb Mayes, editor and ing their "grape whizz" to the the second is Roy Graham rett and Clu Gulager as Billy 1800's. Wilde plays a hard-ridArmy Lands at Salerno- (World'liam Hopper and Ray Collins. Mrs. Ernestine Grigsby, presi- Indians. 'The Better Mouse- against Farmer Jones; the third the Kid. Set in New Mexico ing vaquero who brings justice
THURSDAY, SEPT. 8
War II) (1943).
CAPTAIN
a.m.,
9:00
"The Case of the Desperate dent of the Pan-Hellenic Society trap." (Final Buckskin adven- is Duke Keomuka against Ray around 1870-1900, the series re- against the territorists raids
8:15 to
Gunkel. The main event is Dan- volves around the close friend- with a swift vow of vengeance
KANGAROO, Major Robert 4:00 to 5:30 p.m.. "Steel Daughter." When a teen-aged This year's theme will be de- ture).
Fitzgerald of the U. S. Air Against the Sky- with Alexis girl enters Perry's office with veloped around a "Cinderella" 4 p.m., Big Beat, at the re- ny Savich against Dizzy Davis, ship of two people—a lawman She plays the dual role of t
Force visits the Treasure House Smith, Lloyd Nolan and Craig amnesia,_ he places her in a hos- motif with the traditional crys- , quest of President Andrew Jack- for the best two out of three and a bandit—and their oppos- sisters of contrasting appe
reigns pital while he does an investi- tal coach, magnolias and ea- son, Jim Bowie takes a doctor falls, and 90-min. time limit. ing ideas about a gun's use. ance and temperament.
Turbulance
and shows an exciting film of Stevens.
action.
when gation only to find that his mellias. Four former M i s
in
Team
family
his Thunderbird
in a steel-workirg
4:00 to 530 p.m., "Day-Time two brothers fall in love with client is very closely connected Americas will serve as mis. tresses of ceremonies.
with a murder.
Wife" with Tyrone Power. Lin- the same girl.
11:00 to 12:30, MILLION DOLDEAD
WANTED
to
8:00,
7:30
da Darnell and Joan Davis. A
star,
RAWHIDE
7:30,
6:30 to
young wife, wondering "what ring Eric Fleming with Clint OR ALIVE. starring Steve Mc- LAR PLAYHOUSE. "Submarine
secretaries have that wives Eastwood. "Incident of t h e Queen. John Randall's efforts to Patrol" with Richard Greene,
don't", takes a job as a secre- Devil and His Due." Gil Favor locate the son of a dying land Preston Foster. Nancy Kelly.
an ill-assorted sub-chastary to find out.
stands trial for a crime which baron and settle an inheritance Men of
6:30 to 7:00 WHIRLYBIRDS, he did not commit while the are thwarted when a crooked' er crew are taught by danger
! to become, heroes in the thick
''Mister Q" starring Craig Hill real slayers are on their way deputy sheriff steps in.
8:00 to 8:30, 1960 SUMMER I of a World War I battle.
and Kenneth Tobey. Chuck and to stage a robbery.
P. T. find that keeping their
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PApromise to a little boy that REE, starring Earl Holliman.
"everything will be all right"
Clean,or-ivenient
"Sundance and the Good Luck
brings upsetting developments
Coat." When Sundance wears a
to all concerned, even though cutaway coat left in his possescons
everyone'
the object of
sion by a deadbeat hotel guest. •
cern—a horse—is found alive. he finds that Lady Luck hovers
7:00 to 730, 1960 SUMMER
him.
•
OLYMPICS GAMES IN ROME. over
8:00 to 8:30. 1930 SUMMER
ITALY, featured highlights of OLYMPICS IN ROME, ITALY, t
game action with Jim McKay, Highlights of game action with
an-hor man.
Jim McKay. anchor man and
730 to 8:00. JOHNNY RINGO, reporters Bud Palmer. Mike e
starring Don Durant and fea- Peppe, the Rev. Bob Richards. •
turing Mark Goddard. Sheriff Gil Stratton and H. D. Thoreau •
Johnny Ringo faces tremendous 9:00 to 9:30. TWILIGHT',
•
odds and a deadly wait when ZONE, "A Nice Place to
Visit."' ‘•
he completes his mission of
starring Larry Blyden. A fate
taking a dangerous escaped
beyond h i s wildest dreams
jail,
to
convict back
!awaits a small time hoodlum
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY !
when he thinks his world has
THEATRE. starring Dick Pow- , ended wtih a police
barricade.
ell, with Marsha Hunt. "Let 10:15 to 10:45. 1960
- •••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SUMMER tt••••410•••
The Man Die." A terrifying de-1
S FROM R 0 M E,
OLYMPIC
cision must be made when a
ITALY, Highlights of game acfrontier doctor is faced with
tion with Jim McKay, anchor
ruin
may
which
life
a
saving
man.
his son's.
10:45 to 12:00 MN, LATE
8:30 to 9:00. MARKHAM.
MOVIE, "Tarzan and the Leopstarring Ray Milland with guest
ard Woman" with Johnny Weisstars Gale Robbins and Bobby
mutter, Brenda Joyce. The ape
investiTroup. Roy Markham
man solves the mystery of the,
gates the talent of a night-club
— — —

WMCT

WREC
Highlights

wmcr.Tv.

DON'T MISS
Your

Hotel
QUEEN
ANNIE
228 Vance at Third

Home Cooked Meals

Telephone JA 6-1481

NOW OPEN!

New
Park
Cemetery

TUESDAY
NIGHTS
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7:00 P. M. — 9:00 P. M.
All Rides Sc For Kids Under 12 Yrs.
i11111111111111111111111111111111aiifflall11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
Memphi::,
10 Minutes from Downtown

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE

FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most Popular Priced
Mid-Way"
411M111111111111011i*
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Read it Each & Every Week
Use Ouillome DeliveryService
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
Fill in Application Now'

_Application

Application For

1----I
I
I

1
I

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service
(Dote)

ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Department
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
Name
(Please Print)

Address
State

1 City

Phone

I seaderstand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is publishee every Wednesday and costs only
15c ier copy. Thank You.
,
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Horn* Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State Detender
e).
Tennesse
,
1 236 S. Wellington, Memphis

PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
A

I

I

